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Summary xvlrr

Summary

Design procedures for indeterminate concrete structures rely on the ability of

structural concrete to undergo large ductile deformations as the ultimate load

is approached. Ductility limits have to be satisfied if the design proced.ures

are to give safe results.

In order to study ductility limits, it is necessary to consider the overall be-

haviour of statically indeterminate structures. The behaviour of concrete

sections alone is not sufficient for the determination of these limits. How-

ever, to model the behaviour of indeterminate structural members under-

going large deformations, a comprehensive understanding of the behaviour

of concrete sections is pre-requisite. The model should accurately simulate

material nonlinearities that take place throughout this behaviour.

This thesis describes a computer program which has been developed, using ø

segmental, nonlinear method of structural analysis, to simulate the behaviour

of concrete structures as they are progressively loaded up to and beyond

collapse. This computer program has been used in a parametric study of
ductility requirements for indeterminate partially prestressed. concrete bridge

girders. The program has the following characteristics:

1. It is able to calculate the initial parasitic effects (i." hyp"rrtatic reac-

tions and secondary moments) that may result from the prestressing

forces. The parasitic effects are taken into account in the subsequent

analysis of non-linear behaviour.

2. It takes into account material nonlinearity in the form of the moment

curvature relations.

3. It is able to analyse the behaviour of concrete structures, under pro-
gressive load increments, to the point of collapse and beyond. The



Surnrnary xrx

program allows for local softening in the peak moment regions either

before or after the structure as a whole attains its loading capacity.

In this way the program makes it possible to analyse both ductile and

non-ductile structures.

4. A whole range of possible loading patterns can be considered in the

program, such as; prestressing loads, dead loads, point loads and uni-

formly distributed loads.

5. The program is able to analyse reinforced, fully prestressed and par-

tially prestressed concrete structures, hence making it possible to anal-

yse a structure with varying level of prestress within its members.

The program does not take into account the effect of axial thrust on moment-

curvature relations. AIso second-order geometric effects are not considered

in the program. The program concerns itself with the instantaneous be-

haviour of structures and therefore does not take into account the effects of
temperature, creep, shrinkage, support settlement and loading history.

Using this computer program, analytical studies on ductility limits rvere un-
dertaken on fully designed continuous prestressed bridge girders. Based on

these results a recommendation is made regarding ductility limits for use in
design of prestressed concrete bridges.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The development from ordinary reinforced. concrete, through fully prestressed

concrete, to partially prestressed concrete has been a significant achievement

in the field of concrete research. Partial prestressing is generally taken to
mearl' a condition in which a concrete member, containing prestressed and

non-prestressed reinforcement, is designed to crack under full service load.

Although the idea of prestressing ïvas conceived in the early part of the
twentieth century it is only now that partial prestressing is beginning to be

widely accepted. This design philosophy was adopted, in principle, in the
first British code of practice (CP115) in 1959 but a further thirteen years

were to elapse before the unified code of practice for structural use of con-

crete (CP770:7972) gave specific recommendations for partially prestressed

concrete structures. The major American and Australian codes o¡. con-

1



Ch.1 Introiluction

crete structures (ACI,AASHTO,AREA,NAASRA,SAA) have separate sections for
ordinary reinforced and prestressed concrete structures but do not address

themselves directly to partially prestressed concrete structures [23] 
1. par-

tial prestressing design procedures have however been adopted in the new

Australian design Standard for concrete structures.

Since its adoption as a structural medium, prestressed concrete has found its
most characteristic expression in bridge design and bridge construction. The
advantages that prestressed concrete has over ordinary reinforced concrete,

in the particular case of bridge construction, have long been realized. The

development of prestressing has led to aesthetic improvements in bridge con-

struction. It has also led to a better use of structural materials by making
feasible the combined use of high strength steel and high strength concrete

which could not otherwise be used in ordinary reinforced concrete due to the
resulting large deflections and excessively wide cracks.

A common problem in fully prestressed construction is excessive initial cam-

ber and its progressive increase with time as a result of creep. Partial pre-

stressing tends to alleviate this problem, though at the expense of allowing
cracks to appear under full service load conditions. Partially prestressed

concrete has an advantage over ordinary reinforced concrete, in that the pre-

stress tends to reduce the crack widths or even close the cracks when the
load is below the maximum service load. This gives an improvement in the
overall recovery of deflections. On balance, partial prestressing provides a
compromise between the problems of excessive upward deflections in fully
prestressed concrete structures and large downward deflections in ordinary
reinforced concrete structures.

In continuous construction, partial prestressing can be used to improve struc-
tural performance. In comparison with fully prestressed concrete the in-

2

lNumbers in square brackets correspond to references listed in the Bibliography
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creased deflection of partially prestressed flexural members may in some

situations actually be desirable on account of increased energy absorption

which is advantageous for impact or earthquake loading [2g]. Also, under an

accidental overload, the greater deflection and crack widths will afford more

warning of danger than would be given by a fully prestressed member in
which the mode of failure might be sudden and violent. Partial prestressing

gives higher safety against flexural failure through potential moment redis-

tribution. Poor ductility and lack of robustness are common but undesirable
features of fully prestressed concrete structures [1g1].

The relative economic advantage of prestressing is an area that still remains

to be fully established [111,114,181]. However, it has been shown that for
specific design cases partial prestressing can be economically more viable
than full prestressin g 162,IT a].

Prestressing reduces shear problems by introducing longitudinal precompres-

sion in the concrete. This tends to delay the formation of inclined cracks.

Although fatigue resistance is generally improved in the case of fully pre_

stressed construction, partially prestressed post-tensioned members have been

observed to be more vulnerable to fatigue failures mainly due to development

of cracks at service loads and an increase in the stress range which occurs

in a full load cycle. Other problems related to prestressing include moment
reversals and large friction losses due to snaking cables in continuous con-

struction.

1.1.1 Continuity in Prestressed Concrete Bridges

One of the main differences between indeterminate reinforced and indetermi-
nate prestressed concrete structures is that indeterminate prestressed struc-
tures, generally, induce support reactions and secondary moments. In most

3
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areas of structural analysis the Lenn second,ary mornents denotes either mi-
nor or undesirable moments that are to be avoided or neglected. However

in prestressed concrete secondary moments are not necessarily either minor
or undesirable. \Mhereas the presence of hyperstatic reactions and secondary

moments is well understood in prestressed concrete design, their effect on

the ultimate loads is still a controversial subje ct 144r46,62,g4,rr4,rtg].

One point of view on secondary moments is that they disappear as the ulti-
mate load is approached, (Lin and rhornton [11g]). According to cohn this
disappearance of secondary moments is theoretically impossible and contra-

dicts experimental test results on continuous beams [46]. Arenas [46] in his

contribution to the subject provided a counter argument by simply asking

why there have been no questions asked about the effect of dead load, Mn w-
der increasing load level. He concluded that the variation of parasitic effects

with increasing load has no physical meaning and suggested that these effects

should be taken as constant throughout the different loading stages. This
point was subsequently dismissed by Warner and Yeo [46] as being incorrect
because it implies a direct superposition of secondary moments to the rest

of the design moments calculated independently from the imposed loads.

Generally, current points of view with regard to secondary moments at ulti-
mate range from complete disappearance, through redistribution, to a con-

stant value of these moments. In spite of such disagreements, researchers

seem to agree that:

o in the analysis and design of non-ductile prestressed structures, sec-

ondary moments must be taken into account, and

o in fully ductile structures secondary moments have little or no effect

on the load carrying capacity and hence can be ignored.

4

Warner and Yeo suggested that for non-ductile structures, the design mo-
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ments at both service and strength limit states can be evaluated using linear

models of structural behaviour including the initial hyperstatic reactions and

secondary moments. In the case of ductile structures, they suggested that
plastic models are adequate and that secondary moments can therefore be

ignored. However, cases of fully ductile and fully non-ductile structures are

not too realistic. In reality, structures show limited ductilit¡ with behaviour

somewhere between these two extremes. A realistic approach to design is

to specify analysis procedures which involve a minimum amount of compu-

tational effort for the designer, and to prescribe minimum ductility limits
to ensure that the specified procedures lead to safe designs. It is however

unfortunate that, in this case, design codes have not taken a consistent view

either on whether secondary moments may, or must, be included as design

moments [46], and on appropriate ductility limits.

t.L.z Ductility Requirements and collapse Behaviour
in Continuous Members

Ductility in structural design is understood to mean the abitity of a piece

of material' a cross-section, structural element, or system to sustain large

inelastic deformation prior to collapse [48,195,19s]. It plays a significant role

in allowing for moment redistribution to take place from one critical section

to another in a structure and hence delaying local failure or collapse.

Plastic design and ultimate strength design philosophies, as normally applied

to concrete structures, are based on the assumptions that ductility is available

under increasing loads and that moment redistribution will take place. The
designer would like to believe that the assumed. moment redistribution will
actually occur. But

5

o will these moment redistributions always take place ?
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If not,

o under what conditions will these moment redistributions occur ?

And

o what will happen if these redistributions do not occur ?

In fact, an indeterminate structure may experience premature collapse if (a)

moment redistributions have been allowed for in the design, but (b) ductility
limits have not been satisfied to ensure that these redistributions can actu-

ally take place. For design assumptions to yield safe results, it is therefore

desirable that indeterminate structures be capable of mobilising reasonable

amounts of ductility as a safeguard against brittle or premature collapse [48].

In the case of determinate structures, the ductility demand is zero because

the statical moment distribution is constant and unaffected by the ductility
inherent in the structure [1S2]. Nevertheless ductile section behaviour is also

desirable in determinate members for various reasons.

Limit state design philosophy puts emphasis on structural performance at
service and ultimate load conditions, as opposed to allowable stresses which
are only vaguely related to structural performance. In Australia the immi-
nent introduction of limit state design concepts under the NAASRa Bridge
Design Specification and the se,t Standard for concrete building structures,

will encourage partial prestressing. The new draft provisions make the level

of prestressing a design variable to be chosen to suit each specific design [1g1].
This will give an increased design freedom to the engineer to choose from a
full spectrum of design options, ranging from reinforced concrete, through
partially prestressed concrete, to fully prestressed concrete.

In the current Australian provisions, ductility requirements for flexural mem-

ber are formulated in terms of the neutral axis parameter lcu, calculated for
the ultimate moment condition of the peak moment region. This parameter

6
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may take values of up to 0.4 provided no redistribution of the elastic moment

has been allowed for. Earlier studies by 'Warner 
18,46,rg2,1gg] have shown

that previous draft code requirements of a maximum k., value of 0,45 were

far too liberal to ensure ihat the moment redistributions assumed for design

will actually be achieved, should the structure experience severe overload.

This parameter has since been arbitrarily reduced to the current value of

0.4. Realistic studies of the overload behaviour and collapse of indeterminate

partially prestressed concrete structures, with limited ductility, are required

in order to define the ductility limits for use in the new provisions.

Various studies have been carried out with regard to the evaluation of ductil-
ity limits for both partially prestressed and fully prestressed. concrete struc-

tures 129,46,47,126,135,138,173]. However, a lot of emphasis in most of these

studies has been placed on the cross-sectional ductility of the peak-moment

regions alone [47,135,L38,173]. Whereas its contribution to structural duc-

tility is fully appreciated, a study of sectional ductility on its own cannot
provide adequate information on structural ductility.

For studies on ductility limits to yield realistic results, they must take proper
account of the collapse behaviour of the entire structure over its full loading
rarl'ge' including the unloading, or softening, characteristics of the critical
load regions which are subject to peak moments. These studies must allow
for peak moment regions to attain their moment capacities and then soften,

either before or after the structure as a whole attains its loading capacity

[5e].

In a detailed review of studies of indeterminate structural behaviour in Chap-
tet 2, it is found that no adequate estimates of the required ductility limits
for use in the design of partially prestressed structures have to date been

developed.

7
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L.2 Scope and Objective

The primary objective of this study was to identify appropriate ductility
limits for use in the design of indeterminate prestressed concrete bridge gird_

ers. In particular the study aimed to check the adequacy of ductility limits
provided in the draft bridge design specifications NAASRA.

In order to achieve this objective a computer program was developed to
simulate the behaviour of partially prestressed concrete bridge girders, as

they are progressively loaded up to and beyond collapse. The model was

used in the parametric study of ductility requirements in a total of 64 realistic
bridge designs. Parasitic effects and material nonlinearities rvere accounted

for in the developed model. Flexural members were assumed to be adequately

designed for shear.

The study did not concern itself with the ductility demand in structures ei-

ther subjected to support settlements or repeated load reversals, such as for
seismic loading. The main concern of the study was the instantaneous be-

haviour of structures and hence the effects of temperature, creep and shrink-
age were not significant and therefore have been ignored. The effect of thrust
on the moment-curvature relations was not considered.

Based on the analysis of ductile and non-ductile partially prestressed bridges,

recommendations are made for the ductility limits required for design proce-

dures to give safe results.

1-.3 Layout and Contents of Thesis

Chapter 2 reviews the various literature concerning the nonlinear behaviour

and ductility of concrete structures. A summary of findings is provided.

8
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Chapter 3 describes the development of a segmental method of analysis

adopted in this study. A computational procedure for this method. is given,

and both the method and the developed computer program are verified

through the published experimental and analytical results. Most of the Fig-

ures referred to in Chapter 3 are given in Appendix A.

Chapter I describes the methodology adopted to study ductility limits. A
parametric study of ductility in indeterminate prestressed bridges is carried

out. Structures of various geometric properties with varying levels of ductility
are studied and a discussion of the overall results is presented. Some of the

Figures and rables referred to in chapter 4 are given in Appendix B.

Chapter 5 summarises the results of Chapter 4 and provides conclusions and

recommendations on ductility limits.

The program source code and user's manual are provided in Appendix C

I



Chapter 2

Literature Review

2.L General

The nonlinear behaviour of engineering structures is either due to material
or geometric nonlinearities, or both. This chapter reviews some of the avail-

able relevant literature on the nonlinear structural behaviour of prestressed

concrete, whether due to material or geometric effects.

The application of normal elastic analysis methods to concrete structures is
based on the assumption that the structure exhibits linear behaviour, that
is, behaviour in which structural deformations are linear functions of the
applied loads.

The moment-curvature curve of a reinforced. concrete section initially shows

linear-elastic behaviour up to a certain point, the proportional limit point

[179]. Normally this corresponds to cracking point. If, however, the section

is stressed beyond the proportional limit, the action-displacement behaviour

10
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becomes nonlinear and with imperfect recovery

Since reinforced concrete is not an elastic material, the application of the

elastic analysis concepts to reinforced concrete structures is a matter of pure

convenience 142]. Linear analysis may be applied to determinate structures

to give reasonably accurate results; however, such design methods cannot

accurately predict the collapse behaviour of indeterminate structures. For

an indeterminate concrete structure, the action-displacement is nonlinear

because of the following reasons:

o The nonlinear stress-strain relations of constituent materials.

o The time dependent effects of load histor¡ temperature history, creep,

shrinkage and aging.

¡ The presence of large displacements or second-order geometric effects.

o Relaxation of prestressing steel.

All these nonlinearities need to be individually examined to determine whether
their effects play any significant role before an attempt is made to model the
behaviour of structural concrete.

The various aspects of the behaviour of reinforced and prestressed concrete
sections have been studied analytically and experimentally by a number of
researchers. Of particular relevance to this thesis is the overall behaviour of
indeterminate prestressed concrete structures and individual cross-sections

beyond service load conditions. In this range, high accuracies in the cal-
culation of moment-curvature relations of the sections are achieved through
nonlinear analysis procedures which require as input information, the actual
stress-strain curves of the component materials (concrete, reinforcing and
prestressing steel), or an accurate analytical representation of these curves.

Some of these representations are discussed below.
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2.2 stress-strain Relations of constituent Ma-

terials

2.2.L Models of Concrete

One of the most widely used stress-strain relations is that shown in Fig. 2.1.

This relationship was derived by Hognestad [93] from a series of tests on

short plain concrete columns subjected to combined axial load and bending.

The stress at any point on the curve is governed by a second-order equation

of a parabola up to a maximum, and a linear falling branch. These equations

are given as:

t.: fi' [* - r*1,] for0( eleo
and

f.: f'.' [t - o.rsq;;¡] foteoleleu
where f'"':0.55f:

Based on experimental tests, many other investigations have tried to rep-

resent the stress-strain relations of concrete by either a single function or
combinations. The relations proposed by Liebenberg [11b], Desayi and Kr-
ishnan [61], sargin [156], wang, shah and Naaman [1g0], Ahmad and shah

[4] and, Smith and Young [167] are some examples of single curve functions

developed for this purpose.

other relations using more than one function were developed by Gupta and

Edwards [80], shah, Fafitis and Arnold [16b], Kent and park [gz], warner

[r83] and, warner and Lambert [187]. The relations proposed by 'warner

are indicated in Fig. 2.2 and are as follows:

E.<0 S":0
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Figure 2.2: Relation between stress and instantaneous strain proposed. by
Warner [183,187].

of concrete -Ðo fixed by the varue chosen for 1. In other expressions such as

those by Hognestad, the value of Eo is fixed.

Some of the stress-strain relations mentioned above do not only cover the
full strain range but also allow for the efiects of confinement, creep and the
type of loading [97,156].

GenerallS the agreement between the actual stress-st¡ain curves a¡rd those
represented by the analytical models have frequently been poor. Afte.¡ carry_
ing out preliminary tests to determine the rising and falling branches of the
stress-strain curve for a number of specimens crawrey, sved and 'warner

[58] chose to represent the stress-strain relations by a different technique,

74
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usually known as cubic splines. Separate cubic polynomials v¡ere used to
represent a set of any two neighbouring points on the actual stress-strain

relations' This technique provided an easy but very accurate means for cal-

culating the stresses for arbitrary strain values. If a computer based analysis

is to be used, the cubic spline appears to be quite advantageous because

it allows accurate analytic representation of any experimental stress-strain

curve.

2.2.2 Models of Reinforcing Steel

The stress-strain relation of reinforcing steel is as important in the prediction
of moment curvature characteristics, as that of plain concrete. To enable

reinforced concrete structures to have adequate ductilit¡ the reinforcing steel

must be capable of undergoing large inelastic deformations before ultimate
strain is reached. Minimum failure strains, of up to 4.b percent, are normally
specified by design codes.

The overall behaviour of reinforcing steel depends on a number of factors
including strength, shape and methods of production. High strength rein_

forcement can have a reduced capacity for plastic deformation, with little or
no yield plateau. The use of such reinforcement may impair the ductility of
reinforced concrete members [16].

It is generally accepted that reinforcing steel behaves in a similar manner
both in tension and compression. The stress-strain relation of reinforcing
steel which undergoes strain-hardening before strain-softening occurs are nor-
mally represented by trilinear models. Other functions assume a perfectly
elastic-plastic behaviour for steel with no strain-hardening behaviour. This
can be expressed as:

E" < -1.0 for .9" : -1.0
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+1.0

compression

+1.0
Strain E":,*

tension

-1.0

Figure 2.3: An elastic-piastic stress-strain diagram of reinforcing steel

-1.0 < E, < 7.0 for .9" - fl"
.Ð" > 1.0 for S, : +1.0

in which S": f"lf", and E": er/e"s

A similar relation including the "unloading path" was adopted by Scordelis

et aJ. [98,160,161,162], wong, Yeo and'warner [193]. 'rhis relation is shown

in Fig. 2.3.

Priestle¡ Park and Lu [151] proposed to represent the stress-strain re-

lation of reinforcing steel by a series of points obtained from test results.

They proposed a function to represent lines joining the specified points on

the actual stress-strain curve. If a point on the curve is d.efined by stress Jr,,

and strain e",., the equation of the line joining point n with point n * 1 is

"{*
lt

Câ
.t)
v)otr+¡

U)
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f": r"n lffi] (e,¿ * e" - en)

Where, e"¿ : Steel strain when concrete stress is zero

€" : Steel strain above e"¿

Cohn and Ghosh [ S] idealised the relationship as a trilinear function cor-

responding to the elastic, yield and strain-hardening ranges. These regions

are defined as follows:

f" : f"y * E"¡(e" - €"/") (1 - ?o_rfc_f""-#) for e ) e"¿

where, E" - Young's modulus of steel

E"h : strain-hardening modulus

f "y 
: yield limit

esh : the strain at the onset of hardening

f "u 
: ultimate stress.

A similar stress-strain relations was proposed by park and paulay 
[148] and

later adopted in studies of ductility of prestressed and partially prestressed

concrete beam sections [173]. This relation is illustrated in Fig. 2.4 and is
defined by the following equations:

f": E"e"

l" : r"a

f": E"es

f": f"a

for0( e. 1e^,g

fot eu ( e" ( e"¿

for0(e. 1e^.
g

for eo ( e" ( ern

r " 
: f "u tfoele=# + t"æ,#] for e"¿ 1 e" ! e"u

where, A : lftfsoq -t r)2 - 6oq - rl /ßq,
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Figure 2.4: Stress-strain relation proposed by park and paulay 
[14g].
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Points B,Cand D correspond to experimentally

measured stress-strain curves.

2.2.3 Models of Prestressing Steel

Although a number of anaiytical relationships a¡e available to model the
stress-strain curves of concrete and reinforcing steel, only a few a¡e available

for prestressing steel. Generally prestressing steel exhibits much higher ul-

timate strength and lower ductility than ordinary reinforcing steel. It also

differs from reinforcing steel in that it þ_?s no definite y,i91d plqleau. proof

stresses of up to 2 percent have been adopted by most design codes to define
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Figure'2.5: Stress-strain relation of prestressing steel adopted by Scordeiis

et al. [98,160,161]

the yield point.

Scordelis et al. [98,160,161] adopted a multilinea¡ stress-strain curve to

represent the behaviour of prestressing steel, Fig. 2.5.

Priestle¡ Park and Lu [151] proposed the sarne relation for prestress-

ing and ordinary reinforcing steel. This relation has been discussed in the

previous section. Similarly Latham [110] adopted the general elastic-plastic

relation simiiar to that of reinforcing steel to represent the behaviour of pre-

stressing steel in tension and compression.

Park et al. [173] proposed a relation shown in Fig. 2.6 comprising of three

regions which are defined by ihe following equations:
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Figure 2.6: Stress-strain diagram of prestressing steel proposed by park et
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in which, êpb : steel strain at point B (the limit of proportionality)

fpb : steel stress at point B

êp": steel strain at point C

fo" : steel stress at point C

êpu : ultimate steel strain

Íou : ultimate steel stress
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The cubic spline method mentioned previously in relation to concrete is also

potentially applicable to stress-strain relations for both reinforced and pre-

stressed steel. This method allows for any experimental curve to be modelled

with extremely high accuracy. The method has been used by Crawley Sved

and Warner [58] to model the stress-strain curves of high strength concrete.

Often the stress-strain models of component materials take account of the

loading history and the time dependent effects of creep, shrinkage, aging and

temperature. These effects are important in studies of long-term non-linear

behaviour of concrete structures 1161721161,18z], and. are not considered in
this study.

2.3 Mornent-Curvature Relations

A number of theories ï44,8L,r22,166] have been developed to predict the ul-
timate load behaviour of continuous prestressed concrete structures. In gen-

eral, theories require a knowledge of moment-curvature relations for sections

in order that the distribution of bending moments throughout the structure

at the ultimate load may be determined. The knowledge of the shape of the

moment-curvature relations also gives an indication of the ductility available

in a concrete section.

Accurate predictions of moments and curvature can be achieved through

a non-linear section analysis procedure. Such an analysis is facilitated by
utilising the stress-strain relations of the individual material components

(concrete, reinforcing and prestressing steel). The following assumptions are

widely made in most non-linear sectional analysis procedures:

* Plane sections remain plane before and after bending;
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* Perfect bond exists between the steel and the concrete

2.3.t Basic Equations

When a rectangular beam element is subjected to a couple M, it deforms

as shown in Fig. 2.7(b). If the radius of curvature of the element measured.

from the neutral axis is -R, the neutral axis depth is dn, the extreme fibre

compressive strain is e", tensile steel strain is e", and the length of the element

is dr, then the rotation between the ends is given by:

d|:!L-e"dx - 
e"dt /Ð1\

R dn d - d* \o'L)

Since curvature / is equal to rotation per unit length, then

d0!e. : o\;: ÓdnRdn (2.2)

(2.3)

or

ó:9
v

where e is the strain at distance y from the neutral axis.

In the elastic range, 6: fi then

ó
o

Ey

From bending theory M : 7, therefore from the above ó: #r.Hence the

elastic relations between moment and curvature is given by the equation

114:EIó

(2.4)

(2.5)

The basic parameter required in the elastic analysis of flexural members is
thus the flexural rigidity or bending stiffness .Ef, which can be considered

as the slope of the relations between moment and curvature. In the elastic

range, this parameter is constant and therefore poses no difficulties.
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Figure 2.7: Response of an element under pure bending.
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For moments greater than the cracking moment M.r, the moment-curvature

relations becomes non-linear due to the non-linearity of the stress-strain re-

lations. At and beyond this point the stress-strain relation is complex and

more complicated numerical expressions are required to accurately model

this relation.

The behaviour of a partially prestressed section is very similar to that of an

ordinary reinforced section except that the prestress induces initial stress,

strains and curvatures before any load is applied.

2-3.2 Evaluation of Moment-curvature Relations

Provided suitable analytical expressions for the stress-strain relations of the
component materials are available, various techniques can be used to evaluate

the moment-curvature relations of sections within and beyond the elastic
range. One such technique is briefly discussed below.

a) analysis at service load conditions

From Fig.2.7 the extreme fibre stress øo is related to the extreme fibre strain
eo by the elastic modulus -Ð"

oo: E"eo (2.6)

From the same figure, the compressive force C and the tensile force ? act

at the depths d1 and d2 below the top fibre. For a rectangular section the
compressive force can be expressed as follows:

1' - 0.5 oobdn e3)
If the reinforcing steel is replaced by the prestressing steel, the tensile strains
in the prestressing steel can be expressed in terms of extreme fibre strain e,

and the depth of the neutral axis d,,:

€p:€..ler"leo (2.s)
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where, €p. : or.f Eo

: The strain corresponding to effective prestress

in the steel, ope after losses.

e"":*\fi+f,1
: The compressive concrete strain at depth d2

A"p : The area of the prestressing steel.

As : The area of the gross concrete section

e : eccentricity of the prestressing force below

the centroid of the section.

Is : Second moment of area of the gross concrete

section.

dp : depth of prestressing steel

In the elastic range the tensile force is

4 - ArEoeo (2.9)

The above equations express the resultant compressive and tensile forces in
the section in terms of eo and dn. For a chosen eo o:r oo value, the corre-

sponding value of. dn is found by trial and error to ensure that the sum of
the tensile force is equal to the resultant compressive force [1g6].

Once dn is determined, the values of the stresses, strains an¿ forces are

evaluated together with the bending moment corresponding to the selected

value of oo. As the compressive stress øo in the extreme fibre approaches fl,
the compressive stress block increasingly becomes nonlinear. Furthermore
the steel is likely to yield. The iterative procedure described above has to
be adapted for the nonlinear range using appropriate stress-strain relations
for concrete and steel to obtain the required values of strain, moment and

curvature.
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b) analysis at overload

For a chosen value of eo and a trial value of dn,, the strain and stress at depth

y below the extreme compressive fibre are calculated from:

e(y):,,+ (2.10)

o(a): f"k@)l (2.11)

where /r[e] expresses stress as a function of strain.

The compressive rorce c is then calculated by integration as:

c: [o^
Jo=ornl'(a)l 

dv (2.12)

A practical approach to the solution of the above equation is to divide a cross

section into many small discrete areas. Summation of the forces acting in
these areas allows the compressive force to be determined.

The stresses in the steel are calculated directly from suitable stress-strain

relations. A value of dn, which satisfies equilibrium of forces, is found by
trial and error. The moment M and curvature / are then calculated from:

M:Tde+Cdr (2.13)

ó:?dn Q'14)

The procedure is then carried out again for increasing values of øo until the
limiting strains of the constituent materials is reached. For non-rectangula,r

sections and for sections with steel placed at different levels, slight modifica-
tion to the above calculation procedure is required.

Typical moment-curvature curves, showing the effect of prestressing are shown

in Fig. 2.8(b). Generally, for an under-reinforced section, two kinks will oc-

cur after cracking as shown in Fig. 2.8(a). The first kink occurs when the
reinforcing steel yields and the second, just before ultimate Moment ArIu is

reached, occurs when the prestressing steel yields. The extent of the yield
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plateau of the M - Ó curve indicates the amount of ductility available in the

section. The moment Mu in the M - ó curve is defined by the requirement

dM
ã : o (2.15)

Generally the flexural behaviour of a section and the shape of the M - ó
relations are very much influenced by the quantity of tensile steel, both pre-

stressing and reinforcing steel, and also by the initial stress in the prestressing

steel. An increase in the quantity of tensile steel in a section, although re-

sulting in an increase in the peak moment, red.uces the available ductility in
a section. This effect is shown graphically on Fig. 2.g(c). A number of other
factors affect the shape and the extent of the moment-curvature as shown by

Cohn and Ghosh 148,741in their studies on ductility of reinforced concrete

sections. These are discussed in the latter part of this Chapter.

Based on the experimental results Ahmad and shah [4] devetoped an ana-

lytical model to predict the stress-strain relations of concrete. This analytical
model was used, together with the actual stress-strain relation of steel, to
predict the M - / relations of reinforced concrete sections for beams tested
by Iqbal and Hatcher [9b]. A good agreement was observed between the
theoretical and experimental results. These results are referred to later in
Section 2.3.4.

The predicted moment-curvature relations, of the above equation, \¡/ere com-
pared with the experimental moment-curvature curves for the beams tested

by Iqbal and Hatcher [g5]. From this comparison Ahmad and Shah con-

cluded that their model predicted accurately the moment curvature relations
of reinforced concrete sections at all loading ranges.

Based on a number of trials of curve-fitting, sherbourne and parameswar

[i66] suggested an empirical formula to predict the M - / relation for any
prestressed concrete section with no compression steel. The values obtained
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were compared with experimental data and it was found that the formula

closely predicted the behaviour of a prestressed section at moments lower

than ultimate moments. The empirical formula was subsequently used in the

nonlinear analysis of continuous beams of various values of eccentricity and

steel ratio. A close comparison was noted on the predicted and. experimental

behaviour of beams tested by Lin [11S].

Burns [35] developed a method to compute the moment-curvature relation
of partially prestressed concrete beams. The method was verified by com-

paring the predicted and the measured moment-curvature relations of three

rectangular beams with varying areas of steel. The method was used to study

the effects of variations of the quantity of steel and the effective prestress.

Priestley Park and Lu [151] proposed a practical method of formulat-
ing moment-curvature curves for prestressed. concrete members subjected to
constant bending moment. The theory takes into consideration the variation
of curvature between cracks caused by concrete tension. Using experimental

tests on seven single-span pre-tensioned beams, priestley et al. concluded

that the theory accurately predicted the moment-curvature relations of pre-

stressed concrete.

Gupta and Edwards [80] obtained moment-curvature relations from eight
geometrically similar critical sections of four two-span post-tensioned beams

and sixteen geometrically similar critical sections of four post-tensioned por-
tal frames with fixed feet. From the results a theoretical method was pro-
posed to predict the moment-curvature relations of similar sections.

'w'arner and Lambert [10g,18fl proposed a method for computing the cur-
vature history of reinforced concrete sections subjected to any prescribed mo-
ment history. The generalised method, which is an extension of the method
proposed for the study of biaxial moment-thrust-curvature relations [188], is

able to take into account the effects of creep and shrinkage in the concrete.
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Using this method Latham [110] developed a computer program ,,MCURVT"

to determine the moment-curvature time relations of reinforced, partially
prestressed and fully prestressed concrete beam sections of variable cross-

sections. The program "MCURVT" is briefly described in the latter part of
this Chapter.

Up to this point a great deal of research dealing with the bending of reinforced

and prestressed concrete members and their moment-curvature relations has

been reported. Very few seem to refer directly or indirectly to the effect

of thrust on the moment-curvature relation. The moment-thrust-curvature

relations is discussed below.

2.3.3 Moment-Thrust-Curvature Relations

Moment rarely occurs in structural concrete members without either axial
force or shear being present. \Mhereas the effect of shear on the moment
capacity is still not fully understood, shear failure can normally be avoided

by providing adequate stirrups.

The analysis of indeterminate bridges normally requires the knowledge of
thrust in the piers. The presence of axial force P in a member tends to com-

plicate the behaviour of sections by reducing the curvature capacity of the
sections. In prestressed bridges the piers are normally reinforced such that
they can be analysed as ordinary reinforced columns, although it is still pos-

sible to have axial forces in some prestressed members of the superstructure.

Whereas the representation of the flexural behaviour of a section by a single

moment-curvature relation is valid for members with zeto or low axial force,
this is not the case for columns where the axial forces vary significantly. The
behaviour of sections under variable thrust and moment can be represented

by a three dimension ar M - $-P surface, or by a family of moment-curvature
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Figure 2.9: Moment-thrust-curvature interaction surface for reinforced. con-
crete members [46].

curves as shoìvn in Fig. 2.9. The moment-curvature diagrams are piotted for
a range of axial force values.

The increase in the peak moment due to the presence of axial thrust is clearly
visible from the M - P - / curves. However, one should also appreciate the
progressive reduction of the ultimate curvature ó, at increasing loads; where

/, is at end of the plateau. Similarly, the ductility of a section continuously
decreases with an increase in thrust from the maximum va^lue at zero axial
force. This was confirmed by pfrang, siess and sozen [1aa] who devel_

oped a method to relate the axial load, moment and curvature for reinforced
concrete cross sections. The method was used to study the effect of thrust
on the moment-curvature relations of sections with varying cross-sectional

^tl2
1."
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parameters, including the effect of yield stress, cover and reinforcement ra-
tio. Pfrang et al. concluded that these three parameters although affecting

the moment capacitg do not significantly affect the ductility of a section.

La Grange [79] presented experimental tests on prestressed. concrete sections

in pure bending, in which the complete moment-curvature curves, including
the descending branches, were obtained. Based on these tests, a theoretical
model was developed to predict the moment-curvature relations at maximum
moment conditions of under and over-reinforced sections, including the cases

of combination of bending moment and axial load.

Berwanger and Rasul [25] conducted experimental and analytical investi-
gations of fifty-five partially prestressed concrete beam columns undergoing
transverse flexure combined with axial thrust. The variables in the specimens

were the number and the arrangement of the prestressing tendons and the
total prestressing force. Analytical expressions for the load, the moment and
the curvature at failure were derived from equilibrium relations for forces
and moments and the compatibility of strains. A computer program rrvas

developed to calculate the moment-thrust-curvature relations up to ultimate
load' Berwanger and Rasul noted a good correlation of experimental results
with analytical values for moment and curvature at ultimate load.

In a separate study Berwanger l2al investigated the effect of axial load on the
moment-curvature relations of ordinary reinforced concrete members. From
an experimental test programme consisting of fifty-five simply supported
beams, the axial load-moment-curvature relations \¡v,ere compared with the
analytical values. Berwanger reported that the theory underestimated the
ultimate axial load and moment, and overestimated the ultimate curvature.
It was suggested that this was attributed to the effect of strain-hardening of
the tensile steel which had not been included in the analysis.

Warner [183] proposed an analytical method for the computation of biaxial
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moment-thrust-curvature relations. The method depends on a partitioning
of the cross-section into a large number of elemental areas from which the
resultant moment and axial force are formed by summation of elemental

forces and moments. The method, besides allowing for such effects as strain
hardening of steel reinforcement, residual stresses in composite steel sections

and finite tensile strength of concrete, also allowed for members of irregular
sections with irregular distributions of steel reinforcements to be analysed.

similarly virdi [177] proposed a method for predicting moment-thrust-
curvature relations for columns in biaxial bending using Gaussian quadrature

formulae. Virdi urged that besides the method being as accurate as the
conventional methods it offered savings in computing time of up to one third.

2.3.4 Computer Program 6(MCURVT''

Latham [110] developed the computer program "MCURVT,' for prestressed.

concrete by adapting an earlier program for reinforced. concrete, which had
been written by \Marner and Lambert [10g,1g8,1g7]. The purpose of ,,MCURVT,,

is to simulate the liq-e:rqty_rqg behaviour of reinforced, fully and partially
prestressed concrete beam cross-sections of any shape. The loading history
is defined by np to twenty uniaxial bending moment values.

The program computes elastically the conditions immediately after initial
prestressing and at first cracking. The time effects are then computed after
cracking and are not considered before cracking. The program output for
the time-effects analysis includes curvatures at defined time steps for the
prescribed bending moment values, (ie, moment-curvature-time relation). An
analysis of instantaneous loading to ttfailure" is carried out after the time
effects have been considered.

Basically the computation procedure uses search techniques to obtain stresses
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Figure 2.10: Pa¡titioning of a cross.section

for the required strain values. This enables the moment-curvature relations

of a section to be followed into the nonlinear range by choosing a sequence of

increasing va^lues of extreme fibre compressive strain eo, and the correspond-

ing neutral axis depth and hence moment and curvature.

To simplify the calculation procedure, the section is approximated by a large

number of concrete, reinforcing and prestressing steel layers. The reiirforcing

layers are the actual reinforcing bars in the section, or when more convenient,

groups of bars. Similarly the prestressing layers represent either the individ.-

ual prestressing strands or groups of strands. The pa,rtitioning procedure for
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for a cross-section is shown in Fig. 2.10

Since this study is concerned with instantaneous behaviour of structures, the

time effects as computed by "MCURVT", are of very little interest. Latham

[110] verified the results of the program using a similar program for reinforced

concrete beam cross-section [109,187] and the results were found to be similar.

An independent check was made in the present study using experimental test

data of beams tested by Iqbal and Hatcher [95]. The predicted instantaneous

moment-curvature relations were compared with the experimental moment_

average curvature curves. The theoretical results of the same beams, by

Desayi and Krishnan [61-], Hognestad [g3], Ahmad and Shah [4] were gener-

ated by Ahmad and Shah [4] using the actual stress-strain curve of reinforcing

steel, and the concrete stress-strain curves as proposed by the authors. The

comparison and details of the beam are given Figures 2.11 and 2.12. From

this comparison it appears that the moment-curvature relationship predicted

by the program "MCURVT" is close to the experimental results.

The program "MCURVT" was used in this study to pre-generate the theoret-

ical moment-curvature curves of sections, for the analysed structures. This
process is explained in Chapter B.

2.4 Ductility in Concrete Structures

Ductility can be characterised in many v¡ays. In flexural members, ductility
is defined in terms of a factor which measures the rotational capacity of
hinging zones and the potential for redistribution of moments in a structure.

Generally it is expressed as a ratio of ultimate deformation to the deformation

at first yield, in which deformation may imply strain of material, curvature

of a section, deflection or rotation of a member.
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For the idealised action-deformation relation shown in Fig. 2.18 ductility is

defined in terms of the ductility factor -t':

F dp-do
du -do

(2.16)

where d, and d, are deformation at the beginning and end of
the plastic plateau respectiveiy.

d, is the initial deformation at zero applied moment

In studies of pa,riially prestressed concrete flexural members carried out by
cohn and Ba¡tleft [47] the point d, was assumed. to correspond to the yield
point of the reinforcing steel. This value may be on the unsa.fe side when the

38
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Figure 2.14: Definition of yield for determination of ductility

partial prestressing ratio, PPR (Sectior' 2.4.2), is high. On the other, select-

ing the yield point of the prestressing steel to characterise yield curvature

may be too conservative at low vaJues of PPR.

A more generai and practical approach of defining yield curvature, in par-

tially prestressed structures, is to solely base it on the shape of the moment-

curvature curves of the sections. In this wa¡ the yield curvature is deter-

mined by the intersection of two lines. The first line is a¡r extension of the

initial linear portion of the M - ó curve while the second line is a¡r extension

of the final portion of the curve, assumed linear. This is shown in Fig. 2.14.

This procedure ailows the ductility, F, of sections with complex behaviours

to be determined. A similar procedure was adopted by Naa.man et aJ. [1Bg]

on studies of the "Analysis of ductility in PPC flexural members,'.

pv
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Other very approximate indicators of ductility in flexural members are:

a) Neutral axis-depth ratio leu

Ie, : drld

d,, : depth of the neutral axis

d : effective depth of the section

b) The reinforcing index g

For reasons of simplicity, ductility limit in codes of practice are often applied

to q or k,, parameters to ensure that the design moments and the assumed.

moment redistribution can be achieved.

\Mhile the expressions of g and leu are simple and convenient to use, they

are by their nature approximate and cannot define accurately the ductility
requirements in every design situation. The ductility requirements for a

specific situation depends on the behaviour of the entire structure as it is

progressively loaded to collapse.

For design purposes, simplified guidelines are required to define the ductility
requirements without necessarily carrying out rigorous analysis of the struc-

ture. Simplified elastic methods are normally used for design of indeterminate

concrete structures where sufficient ductility is guaranteed. However the ad-

equacy of simple elastic-plastic methods for structures with limited ductility
is questionable, particularly where a structure is likely to experience overload

in its life span.

Over the years a number of studies have been made on the ductility of struc-

tural concrete. These studies are discussed below. For the purpose of the

p Í",
Í¿

q

p: #: ratio of area of steel to area of section
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discussion these have been sub-divided as follows

1. Studies of sectional ductility

2. Member ductility studies

3. Studies of ductility of indeterminate structures

An overall summary on these studies is provided at the end of the discussion.

2.4-l Ductility of Reinforced concrete sections

Roy and Sozen [153] in a study of the effect of reinforcement on the ductility
and strength of confined concrete carried out tests on 60 axially loaded prisms

in which the major variables were the spacing of the ties and the amount of
longitudinal reinforcement. The magnitude of strain corresponding to the
decay of the concrete resistance of 50 percent of the maximum value, e5s,

was used as a measure of the ductility of the concrete. The results of the
experiment showed that the use of ties considerably increased the ductility
of the sections without giving any effect on the load-carrying capacity of the
specimens.

similarly shah ad Rangan [164] tested over g0 prisms, reinforced with
either strips or fibers and no longitudinal reinforcement, to investigate the
effects of stirrups and fibers on the ductility of plain concrete. It was also

concluded that stirrup and fibers increased the ductility of plain concrete

by increasing its resistance against internal crack growth. However it was

observed that fibers, in spite of their close spacings, gave lower ductility
than identical volume of stirrups spaced at 25cm or less. The opposite was

observed for stirrup spacing greater than 25cm.
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Cohn and Ghosh [48,74,75] analytically investigated the ductility of rein-

forced concrete sections in flexure, combined bending and axial load using

moment-thrust-curvature relations. Three major, factors affecting the duc-

tility of concrete sections were identified and investigated using stress-strain

models proposed by Sargin [156]. These factors are classified as material,
geometric ancl loading variables and are as summarised below:

1. MATERIAL VARIABLES

a. concrete quality

b. grade of tension and compression reinforcement

c. grade of lateral reinforcement

d. strain-hardening of steel

e. bond

f. tensile strength of concrete

2. GEOMETRIC VARIABLES

a. shape and size of sections

b. amount of tension reinforcement

c. amount of compression reinforcement

d. amount and spacing of lateral reinforcement

e. cover thickness

3. LOADING VARIABLES

a. duration of loading

b. axial loading

c. prestressing

d. repetition of loading

e. loading reversal
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From the study of over 2000 reinforced concrete section specimens the fol-
lowing conclusions \Mere drawn;

* The ductility of reinforced concrete sections in bending is primarily
influenced by:

- tension reinforcement ratio p

- compression reinforcement p,

- strength of concrete /j
- yield strength of steel /",
Other variables have secondary effects.

+ The ductility factor, F, is significantly reduced for high grade steels,

except where relatively high grade concrete are used,.

where, F : *
d, : ultimate curvature

¿, : yield curvature

* If a minimum ductility factor of, F : 5, is accepted as a prerequi_

site for practical inelastic design, plastic action can be permitted in
reinforced concrete columns, provided that the sections fail in tension
under combined bending and compression.

cohn and Bartlett [42] reviewed the work done by cohn and Ghosh

148,74,751and extended the computer simulated flexural tests to cover par-
tially prestressed concrete sections. Partially prestressed concrete was de-

fined in terms of three variables related to:

1. Total amount of reinforcing steel

At:Ap*A"-A'" or

ø : (Ao fou * A" f "y - A," f,ùlbd Íl
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2. The proportion of high strength to total amount of steel reinforcement:
\ - 

A"Í,u
" - A, Ípy*A" Í"y

3. The degree of effective prestressing of the high strength reinforcement.

rc : f"./ fpu

where, f". : is the amount of prestress in the strand. In design,

the maximum permissible prestress is

often taken as .f"" :0.61pu.

¿: o :theeffective

depth taken to the centroid of

the total tension force at yielding.

A'" : area of compression steel

Ílo : yield strength

using a computer program to trace the loading history of. 264 computer-
simulated tests, the effects of the above three primary variables on the duc-

tility and inelastic behaviour of partially prestressed. concrete sections were

investigated. Four concrete section shapes, (rectangular, r,?, and wide-

flange 7) were considered.

From this investigation, it was concluded that

* the amount of reinforcing steel t¿ has the most decisive role in the type
of section behaviour. An increase in u; causes an increase in the flexural
strength, but drastically reduced the ductility factor -F. The addition
of compression reinforcement, A'", to the section reduces t¿ and thus

improves the ductility.

* Both ductility and strength increase with the degree of effective pre-

stressing values approachiîg K^o,
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i", 1". - 0.6feu

For rc : Kmac it was always found that .F > 4.

* The proportion of high strength to total amount of steel reinforcement,

À, has no effect on the ductility factors of sections.

* Cross-section shapes have a minor effect on the ductility and inelastic

behaviour of a section

* For realistic amounts of mixed reinforcement (ø < 0.10) excellent duc-

tility, of up to -F : 10 was available.

Cohn and Bartlett l47l observed that for practical design w < 0.2,a minimum
ductility factor of -t' : 2, rnay be counted upon. A similar observation rv\¡as

made by Thompson and Park [1ZB].

In modelling the nonlinear response of partially prestressed concrete sections

Cohn and Bartlett l47l had assumed that the yield curvature corresponds to
that of the reinforcing steel.

Naaman [135] suggested that this may be on the unsafe side especially when

a small amount of reinforcing steel exists in the section. It was recommend.ed

that yield cttrvature, Ór, b" derived from moment-curvature relations of sec-

tions. The yield curvature of a partially prestressed concrete section was

defined as the curvature corresponding to the intersection of two lines. The
first line is an extension of the initial linear portion of the moment-curvature
curve, while the second line is an extension of the final portion of the curve
assumed linear. This procedure is illustrated schematically on page 89.

Thompson and Park [173] used stress-strain model which takes into ac-

count of confinement to predict moment-curvature relations for prestressed

and partially prestressed concrete beam sections. The derived moment-
curvature relations were compared with experimentally measured relations.
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An analytical study was conducted to examine the effect of cover, longitu-

dinal prestressed and non-prestressed steel content and distribution on the

moment-curvature characteristics of rectangular beam sections. Based on

the results of the investigation Thompson and Park concluded that for fully
prestressed concrete beams:

o Moderately ductile behaviour can be achieved in prestressed. concrete

sections, eccentrically prestressed to the ACI Code limitation of

lr-fr+ 
< 0.3 (2.17)bd fl

And a more satisfactory limit for prestressing steel content, which en-

sures reasonable ductility for seismic design, would be given by:

b-f,+ < 0.2 (2.18)bdfl:v'-

o Prestress concrete beam sections which are concentrically prestressed

with two or more tendons placed symmetrically, including at least one

tendon in the top and one in the bottom of the sections, achieved a
greater ductility and reversed moment strength than a section with the
same prestressing steel content concentrated only at the mid-depth of
the section.

o The presence of loops had a beneficial effect on the ductility of pre-

stressed concrete members because of the confinement of concrete.

o To achieve greater ductility, cover thickness should be made as small

as possible.

o The introduction of a prestressing tendon at the mid-depth of a concrete

section which is doubly reinforced by non-prestressing steel, increases

the cracking and flexural strengths of the section without significant

reduction in ductility.
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2.4.2 Ductility of Flexural Members

One of the most common definitions of ductility is that which relates the sec-

tional ability to deform between yielding and collapse. For flexural members

this deformation ability refers to curvature ductility factor .t'

F (2.1e)

Where, d,, : Curvature at the end of the plastic plateau

ds : Curvature at the beginning of the plastic plateau

Because high ultimate to yield curvature ratios correspond to small rein-
forcement indices u.r, and because t¿ is directly related to the neutral axis
depth ratio ku,, the leu value is often used as a ductility parameter. one such

relation between fr, and ,.r proposed by Arenas [46] is given as:

lcu :7.47 w (2.20)

where,

ø : (Ao fo, I A" Í"0 - A!" f:) lb d f: : reinforcing index

The relation between &, and u, proposed by Naaman et al. [1Bg] is discussed

in the latter part of this sub-section.

Where the ability of a continuous beam to allow moment redistribution is
considered, the possible variations of secant flexural stiffness between yielding
and ultimate plays a major role, and alternatively ductility may be defined
AS:

ó"
ón

sa Mo/óo

ó"Mu
óu Mu ó.
öo Mu óuI (2.21)

Where, S, : secant stiffness at the end of the plastic plateau

s, : 
"".u,nt stiffness at the beginning of the plastic plateau
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"Juz
Figure 2.15: Typical beam tested by Mattock [122]

This coincides with the first definition, since M, and. Mu have very close

values.

In the application of collapse load analysis in concrete structures, it is es-

sential to know the rotation capacity of the members. The rotation capacity
generally governs the behaviour and moment redistribution in concrete struc-
tures. However the rotation capacity is in turn governed by the d.uctility of a
member. Therefore studies dealing with rotation capacity generaily include
ductility of members and vice versa. Some of these studies a¡e reviewed in
this section.

In the study of the rotational capacity of reinforced beams Mattock [122]
tested thirty-seven beams in which the va¡iables were strength of concrete,

depth of beam, distance from point of maximum moment to point oî, zero

moment, and amount and yield point of reinforcement. A typicat tested
beam is shown in Fig. 2.15.

The result of test beam indicated that the inelastic deformations are not
concentrated at the section of maximum moment; but extend.ed beyond. the
distance dl2 ftom the section of maximum moment, Fig. 2.15. Its extent
depends primarily on the ratio of the distance from the point of maximum

z
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moment to the point of. zero moment, z, to the effective depth, d of the

section, and in the degree of flexural reinforcement of the section.

The spread of inelasticity along the beam away from the section of maximum
moment was found to increase with an increase in ratio zfd and, with a

decrease in the net tension reinforcement expressed. as:

8*:
q-ql

8u
(2.22)

Mattock proposed to represent the ratio of the total inelastic rotation 0¿u in
length z, to the inelastic rotation d,., in length dl2 by the expression

0r,

,: :r+(rL4l1-', 
l' -(+)rf$ e2B)

where, g : tension reinforcement index pf 
"u 

I f:
g' : compressive reinforcement index p, f 

"o 
/ f,"

Ça : tension reinforcement for balanced ultimate

strength conditions, pu f "olfl
p: tensile steel nlio A,f bd

p': compressive steel ratio A,"f bd,

p¡ : steel ratio at balanced ultimate strength condition

in a beam without compressive reinforcement.

This expression was modified by Corley [53] as follows after extending the
experimental work by Mattock to cover various sizes of specimen and. con-

finement of concrete in compression.

îru 
-- 

0.4.2.
ou - '* A( o) çz'z+¡

From a test of 40 beams the spread of inelastic deformation beyond a dis-
tance df2 ftom the point of maximum moment was found to be primarily a
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function of the geometry of the member. Corley also concluded that the size

of the specimen does not have a significant influence in the magnitude of the

maximum concrete strain e.,. As in studies on piles [169], it was observed

that confinement improved the ductility of a member.

Shah and Rangan [164] extended the study of ductility of concrete prisms

under uniaxial compression to cover flexural ductility in reinforced concrete

beams. Forty-eight simply supported beams were tested in two-point loading,

both for static and cyclic loading. The parameter

êcu - Êci

eci (2'25)

was used on a measure of ductility of concrete, where €"¿ and. e",, are the
compressive strains of concrete at the beginning and at the end of the plateau

of a load-strain curve. From the results it was concluded that the addition
of stirrups, fibers and compression reinforcement increased the ductility of
over-reinforced beams. Stirrups were the most effective in increasing ductility
while fibers and compression reinforcement were less effective.

The results of this study were compared with those predicted by the ana-
lytical equation suggested by corley [58]. The equation by corley predicted
greater ductility than those observed.

Burdette and Bernal [32] suggested a method of calculating deflection of
slabs subjected to concentrated loads. The ultimate deflection was estimated
by

ar:ry4 Q.26)

where, óu: eu/c: curvature at ultimate

€z : strain in extreme compressive fibers of concrete at ultimate.
c : depth from extreme compressive fibers to neutral axis at ultimate
d : effective depth of slab
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tr : Length of the shorter side of the slab

The flexural ductility of the slab was expressed as deflection ductility factor

-t'a, where

n.-A-¡l\ 
- 

¡aU

As : deflection on idealised bilinear curve at which inelastic behaviour be-

gins.

Values of ductility factors calculated by this method \¡/ere compared with
test data and those predicted by the American Concrete Institute B4g code

method. The comparison showed that Burdette and Bernal's method gave

reasonable but conservative results.

Rotter and Ansourian [152] investigated the conditions required for a
composite beam to exhibit ductile sagging behaviour. Analytical expressions

were derived to predict the moment-curvature curve throughout the elastic

and inelastic range. Again the cross-sectional ductilit¡ derived from the
shape of the curves, was used to estimate the ductility of the beam. The
effects of material properties, geometry, residual stresses and interface slip
were examined. It was concluded that high strength concrete increased the
ductility of the beam whereas the interface slip and residual stresses in the
steel joist had no effect on the ductility of a section.

In a recent study Naaman, Harajli and 'Wight 
[138] carried out an investi-

gation to evaluate flexural ductility in partially prestressed concrete members

under static loading and to identify common denominations (regarding duc_

tility) between reinforced, prestressed and partially prestressed concrete. A
nonlinear sectional analysis was developed for the parametric evaluation of
curvature ductility. Parameters investigated included four types of sections

(rectangular, r, T and box sections), various types of prestressing steel, re-
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inforcing steel, concrete strength, and various levels of partial prestressing

ratio (PPrR) and reinforcing index u.r.

The global reinforcing index tr.r was defined as

ø : (A, fro I A" f "o - A'" f:)lbd f: (2.27)

and the partial prestressing ratio (PPR) was defined as:

PPR: Ap for/(A" f"y * Ao lrò : ffi (2.28)

Where, d, : PPRdo + Q - PPR)d" : distance from

extreme compression fibre to centroid of

tensile force in steel at nominal moment

resistance.

d,d": depth of prestressing and reinforcing steel

respectively.

Experimental tests on twelve partially prestressed rectangular beams were

conducted. AIl beams v/ere 7r4 x 228mm in cross-section, simply supported

on a 2.75rn span and loaded in four-point bending. Four different levels

of partial prestressing ratio ranging from 0 to 1 were investigated. For each

level of P P R three different levels of reinforcing index, from 0.10 to 0.30, were

explored. A comparison between analytical observations and experimental

data from these studies was made. However only curvature data (ductility
index) was used for the comparison. It was observed that:

* The ductility index decreases with a the effective prestress, ,fp" of the
prestressing steel.

* The sectional ductility increases significantly at all levels of the rein-
forcing index, ur, when the level of confinement increases.
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* A strong correlation exists between the reinforcing index, tl, and the

rutio cf d for all parameters studied. This correlation was given as:

cf d :0.008 + 7.3hn (2.29)

* The compressive strength has little influence on sectional d.uctility at

high values of the reinforcing index. However, a decrease in sectional

ductility of up to 30 percent may be observed for low values of the

reinforcing index.

The last observation contradicts the conclusions reached by Ahmad and Shah

[5] that the use of high strength should not result in a decrease in sectional

ductility provided the reinforcement ratio is kept at a fixed value of the

reinforcing index.

Further analysis of the analytical and experimental data was carried out to
include plastic rotation. An attempt was made to model the trend shown

by the data. Three equations were derived to represent an upper bound., on

average, and a lower bound for both sectional ductility and plastic rotation
as a function of the reinforcing index t¿. The plastic rotation, úo was defined

AS:

o, : (ó' - öòLo (2.30)

Where, óoróu: curvature at yield of tension reinforcement and

at nominal moment of resistance.

-t, is the plastic hinge length (taken as half the depth

of the section).

The prediction equations, for the range 0.05 < t¿ < 0.80, are summarised in
Table 2.1.

These prediction equations v¡ere compared with experimental data by Corley

[53], Mattock[7271, Kent and Park [gz], Bishara and Brar [26], and a pre-
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Table 2.1: Prediction equations for sectional ductility and plastic rotation as

a function of u.' proposed by Naaman et al. [195,19S].

diction equation by Baker [15]. From this comparison it was concluded that
the proposed prediction equations provide a reasonable bound to the exper-

imental data, and hence Ìv\¡ere recommended for design limitations [l3b].

Loov [120] reviewed the work by Naaman et al. [1Bg] and offered a general

expression for the global reinforcing index u.r in place of Equation 2.27. The
expression includes T sections by subtracting the term:

0.85/j hr (b - b-) (2.s1)

which represents the tensile force resisted by the over-hanging portions of
the flange. Thus a more general expression for u.r is:

ø : lAp fro * A, f"y - A'" f,"o - 0.8bfl h¡ (b - b_)l/b. d fi e.B2)

where, hÍrb-: flange and web thickness respectively.

Referring to the ductility prediction equations in Table 2.1 Loov pointed out
that for an assumed constant value of limiting compressive strain e,, the

curvature /" will be equal ro euf c, where c is the neutral axis depth. It
was suggested that, to ensure a minimum limiting curvature, /,, which is

independent of concrete strength, it is more appropriate to specify a max-

imum cf d nlio rather than a maximum u.r ratio. This approach has been

PARAMETER UPPER BOUND LOÏI/ER BOUND AVERAGE

Curvature Ductility Raiio tr' 1
rt-O.045

1
1.94ø-0.086

1
1.50 r¡-0,075

Plastic Rotation do (radians) I r.os-¿ I l.
lGo'z-3s l ;D

lr.os-r.esøl tr"
t ,"oor-n | ffi It.oz-t.se"-,1 tr.16-aslffi
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Table 2.2: Prcdiction equation for sectional ductility and plastic rotation as

a function of cld 1720)

adopted by the Canadian Concrete Standards and the Australia Unified code

for concrete structures.

Naaman argued that, whereas the use of cldis more elegant in some cases,

for design purposes, the use of u can be faster since one can arrive at an

estimate figure of tlr faster than cf d. In order to accommodate both cases the

prediction equations of Table 2.! for sectional ductility and plastic rotation,

as a function of t_o, were re-written in terms of c/d ratio [120]. These are

given in Table 2.2 for a range of c/d, between 0.08 and 0.42.

The upper bound equation u¡as recommended where normal strength con-

crete, high effective prestress, and low partial prestressing ratios are used..

The lower bound equation rvvas commended where high strength concrete,

low effective prestress, and high partial prestressing ratios are present.

Similarly Mendis [128] reviewed the work by Baker, Mattock, Corley, Sar-

gin and others, and developed computer programs to calculate the rotation
capacity of beams using their proposed models.

PARAMETER UPPER BOUND LOWER BOUND AVERAGE

Curvature Ductility Ratio .t' 1
O.73c/¿l-o.o53

1
1.42 cld-o.to2

1
1.095 c/d-0.087

Plastic Rotation d, (radians) lt.86-0.73cldl L"l*-\ffi It.aø-t.ze"l¿1 L^tltJI s¿scld-so I dlz
1,88-1.15 c/d1!-

I ¿tz766cld-53
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Fifteen rectangular simply supported beams of short spans less than 2rr¿

were tested. The rotation was measured over a gauge length equal to the

effective depth of the beams. The computer programs rvere used to predict

the rotation capacities of the tested beams.

Generally it was observed that most formulae overestimated the rotation

capacity, particularly those by Corley and Mattock. The model by Baker,

which takes into account the effects of transverse reinforcement and axial

Ioad, was found to give a better correlation with the experimental results.

This formula predicted a significant reduction of the rotation capacity with

increasing axial loads. Berwanger et al. l24r25l have shown that although

the ductility of reinforced concrete members having small axial loads was

relatively longer, the ductility decreased rapidly with increased axial loads.

2.4.3 Structural Ductility

Bishara and Brar [26] carried out tests to investigate the extent to which

the methods used to predict inelastic rotations in reinforced concrete beams

in the peak moment regions could be applied to partially prestressed concrete

beams. The effect of varying the degree of prestressing on the rotational
capacity of hinging regions and moment redistribution was also studied.

Four two-span continuous beams, loaded at their midspan by two equal con-

centrated loads were tested to failure.

Bishara and Brar used the following empirical expression to predict the total
inelastic hinge rotation 9o:

2deo: 
i@ucar - óy.ot) (2.39)

Where, d :effective depth of the section
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9u"ot : calculated curvature at ultimate capacity

9s"ot : calculated curvature at commencement

of yielding of non-prestressed steel.

Values computed using the above expression were found to be very close to

the measured valves. Other expressions for reinforced concrete beams greatly

over-estimated the plastic hinge rotation. It was observed that the inelastic

hinge rotation seems to be slightly reduced by the increase in the degree of
prestressing represented by the ratio, Wol(W * Wr).

Barnard [17] studied the flexural behaviour of statically indeterminate rein-

forced concrete beam loaded to collapse and concluded that the most impor-
tant factor affecting the ability of a concrete beam to rotate appears to be

shape of the falling branch of the moment-curvature curve. When it is low,

as in under-reinforced concrete beams, then not only are large curvatures and.

rotations possible within the hinge lengths, but also the moment decrease is

slight. Conversely, when the shape is steep, the likelihood of sudden failure
due to energy release will be greater because the curvatures within the peak

moment region will be less than in former cases.

Barnard suggested that rotation can continue to increase even though the

moment falls, provided that the total amount of energy in the beam is always

increasing. \Mhether this energy release will occur depends on five properties

of the beam:

1. the shape of. M - / curve

2. the extent of hinge length

3. the dimensions of the beam

4. the shape of moment diagram; and
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5. in a continuous beam, the behaviour of the adjacent regions.

Cauvin and Macchi [38] investigated the influences of ductility on the level

of safety of reinforced concrete beams and frames. The following cases rü/ere

considered in the investigation;

* simply supported beams

* continuous two-span beams

* non-sway, non-slender frames

For the beams, part of the design was performed with redistribution of mo-

ments according to the following expression:

ø ) 0.56 + 1.26+ Q;34)d

where, a : the amount of redistribution permitted

i : u measure of ductility (neutral axis depth ratio

of the critical section)

Moment redistribution in the frame was varied for different designs, between

30 and 50 percent.

From the analytical analysis of various designs, it was concluded that,

a) Design of reinforced continuous beams at ultimate limit state by linear

analysis (with or without redistribution of moments using the above

expression) seems to be sufficiently safe, even in the case of abnormal

brittleness of the beams.

b) In frames, column ductility does not influence the safety level, which

remains about the same. However if the beam reinforcement is over-

dimensioned, when the column is brittle, column failure ca¡. occur.
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Increased column brittleness can also result in a sharp reduction in the

safety level.

'w'arner 
[182], 

'w'arner and Yeo [4o,18s] Azman and 'warner 
[B]

conducted analytical studies of the ductility requirements of indeterminate

reinforccd and prestressed concrete beanr.s using rron-linear methods of struc-

tural analysis. The purpose of the studies was to check the adequacy of the

new ductility requirements which were proposed for the Australian draft limit
states code for concrete structures, which were less stringent than those in
current use.

These studies, acknowledging that it was not possible to evaluate realis-

tic ductility requirements purely from cross-sectional analysis, a non-linear

method of analysis was developed which simulates numericalty the full range

behaviour, from initial unloaded condition just after the post-tensioning and

grouting operations, through the non-linear cracked service load range, up

to ultimate load and then into the post failure range. The method made

it possible to analyse structures which display limited ductility in the peak

moment regions.

Continuous beams with redistributions of the negative moments of up to B0

percent were studied. The beams were idealised as either propped cantilever

or fixed end beam. The ductility of a segment of a member \l/as defined using

three parameters:

a) The neutral axis factor k,

b) The reinforcing index g

q:pf"olfl (2.85)

c) The curvature ductility factor .F'

F_ (2.36)
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\Mhere, óy : ctrrvature at the beginning of the plastic

plateau of. M - / relations

dp : curvature at end of the plastic plateau

d, : initial curvature due to the prestressing force

P : steel proportion : fi

Using these parameters as variables, a variety of beams were designed and

analysed. From the results of the analysis, \Marner et al. concluded that most

continuous structures with realistic design details have sufficient ductility to
be designed by the simplified modified elastic methods. However, the upper

limit of 0.45, placed on ,b, is the then draft Australian Code appeared to be

too high if the redistribution of the elastic moments were to be relied on,

particularly when the secondary moments are to be ignored.

The parameter k, which is satisfactorily used in most reinforced concrete

codes as a measure of ductility of flexural sections has also been adopted in
prestressed concrete structures. Macchi [46] found it convenient for use in all
areas of reinforced concrete, including partially prestressed concrete , because

it is a rneasure of steel elongation.

Based on the elastic design for different live load intensities and the relations

between the redistribution capacity and ductility factors for symmetrical two-

span partially prestressed concrete beam, Arenas [46] developed a nonlinear

analysis model for the prediction of ductility in flexural members. This model

is based on a Plastic Adaptation Ratio (PAR), which is defined as the ratio
of load increments up to ultimate load, P.o¡, and the full plastic load, ppl

PAR - PcoI - 7Í P
Ppr-nÍP @'37)

where, 7"f : safety factor

This index has the advantage of being independent of the beam geometry

and of the dead-to-live load ratio.
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Extreme values of the index PAR are 0 for completely brittle behaviour (ie,

P"or:7¡p) and 1 for total "plastic adaptation" (i", pcor: pr¡).

From the nonlinear analysis results of the symmetrical two-span ppC beam,

with a wide variety of ductility values at the central support section, a linear

correlation wilh x ld values was observed. The correlation is given by:

PAR:1.04 -7.82!'d (2.38)

This implies that no redistribution is possible (pAR: 0) when x/d,> 0.57.

The application of this relation to any other structure has not been reported.

Brameld and corderoy [29] carried out an experimental programme and

a theoretical study to ascertain the rotation capacity of hinges in prestressed

concrete beams. The experimental programme comprised of three two-span

beams, each with a varying level of prestress and reinforcing index. For the

theoretical study a computer program was developed to predict the moment-

curvature relations and the collapse load. Theoretical moment-curvature

relations of the central support, and collapse loads \Mere compared with the

experimental data. A reasonable correlation was observed.

Plastic rotations of the order of ten times the elastic rotations were recorded.

over the central support. It was concluded that there is sufficient rotation
capacity to allow for full redistribution of moments over the central support.

It was also noted that the ductility of a partially prestressed beam appeared

to be greater than of either a reinforced or fully prestressed beam. Measures

of ductility and rotations are not provided. It was however noted that the

ductility factor

(2.3e)

could not be used because the yield point is not clearly defined on the

moment-curvature curves. Various techniques have been recommended by

Naaman [135,138], warner [a6] cohn [a7] and others for this purpose.
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Darvall and Mendis [60,128] studied the collapse behaviour of reinforced

concrete frames and the effect of the shape of the moment-curvature relation.

It was observed that a steep softening branch in a hinging region can prevent

plastic moments being reached in other areas and hence produce a brittle-

type collapse. Fbom the analysis, the critical softening slopes, which allowed

plastic hinges to be reached before collapse, wcrc identified.

2.4.4 Summary on Ductility

Selected literature dealing with stress-strain relations of component materials

has been reported. These stress-strain reactions are useful in the predictions

of moment-curvature relations. Accurate predictions of moment-curvature

are required to model the collapse behaviour of concrete structures. Various

such models have been reviewed and a comparison with the experimental

results made within a few of these models.

From these comparisons it is concluded that the models proposed by Warner

[183,187] and converted into a computer program, "MCURVT',, by Latham

[L10] accurately predict the behaviour of a uniaxially loaded concrete section

through-out its loading stages. The program has been used in this study

for the analysis of reinforced, prestressed and partially prestressed concrete

sections.

It has been shown that a significant amount of research done on ductility
in concrete structures has put a lot of emphasis on sectional ductility, as

opposed to flexural member ductility. Relatively little research has been

carried out on ductility of partially prestressed flexural members. Whereas

extensive work has been done by Naaman et al. [195,18s] in this area, it
was confined to sectional ductility and hence to simply supported beams.

Therefore, the prediction equations and other resulting recommendations
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cannot by their nature be directly applicable to indeterminate structures.

The works by Cauvin and Macchi [38] and others, although dealing with
indeterminate structures, does not cover prestressed and partially prestressed

concrete structures.

For the analytical studies reviewed here only a limited number of models

for the stress-strain relations and moment-curvature relations seem to ade-

quately predict the behaviour of concrete sections. As observed by Warner

[183] and Mendis [12S], a number of these models are restricted by two as-

sumptions of perfect bonding and plane distribution of strain, which are made

in the derivation of the basic equations. At overloads where moments are

sufficiently large to produce cracking of concrete, the assumption of perfect

bonding is certainly a gross idealization and may lead to significant error.

This may explain some discrepancies between the experimental and analyti-
cal results as observed by Berwanger and Rasul [25] among others.

From the reported literature, useful conclusions on the effect of various pa-

rameters on ductility are summarised below.

The effect of cross-sectional shape on the overall inelastic fl.exural behaviour

and ductility has been found by Cohn and Bartleft [47] to be negligible for a
given reinforcing index. A similar conclusion was reached by Naaman, Harajli
and Wight [138] who investigated the effect of cross-sectional geometry on

rectanguiar, I, T and box partially prestressed sections. However in the

case of ordinary reinforced sections Cohn and Ghosh [48] noted a substantial

improvement in the sectional ductility for T sections over rectangular sections

of the same reinforcing ratio, p.

where, p : A"/ b- d, : reinforcing ratio

ó- : $/eb width

q : P f", / f: : reinforcing index
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The effective depth, d, is taken as the depth to the centroid of the total

tension force at yielding [47,135,136]

d- A, fro dr I A" f ,y d'"
(2.40)

Ao foo I A" f"y

The negative effect of axial load on the sectional ductility has been reported

by Berwarrger [24], Berwanger and Rasul [25], chen and Atsuta [a1] Ghosh

and Cohn [74]. It has been shown that the ductility of concrete members

having small axial load is relatively good, but decreases rapidly with an in-

crease in axial load. At the balance load, only a negligible amount of ductility
remains for under-reinforced sections, and this ductility is further red.uced by

increased amounts of reinforcement. Pfrang, Siess and Sozen [144] reported

that for load levels greater than the balance load, the reduction in moment

capacity with increasing load is greater than the reduction in curvature at

failure; thus causing a slight apparent increase in ductility. This was con-

firmed by test result carried out by Berwanger 124,251. These results also

showed that the symmetrically prestressed members lvere more ductile than

the unsymmetrically prestressed members, particularly at large eccentricities.

However the unsymmetrically prestressed sections showed greater strength

capacity than the symmetrically prestressed sections.

Test results have shown that an increase in axial load also results in an

increase in the rotational stiffness. The increase in stiffness may even be

higher, due to the effect of strain-hardening of the prestressing steel [2b].

Experimental tests by Burns et al. [Ba] Shah and Rangan [164], and Roy

and Sozen [153] have shown that although the load-carrying capacity of the

concrete in the axially-loaded specimens was not improved by the use of
ties, there \Mas a considerable increase in its ductility. The beneficial effect

of confinement of reinforced and prestressed concrete on the ductility was

confirmed by Sargin et al. [757], Thompson and park [178], Suprenant and

Katell [169], Ahmad and Shah [5] and Naaman [l3s]. Beam tests by park and
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Paulay [143] did not only confirm this, but also showed an increase in strength

which was attributed to the large influence of the enhanced compressive

strength of concrete. This result partially contradicts the findings by Roy

and Sozen.

Investigation by Cohn and Ghosh 148,74] and Ansourian [152] park and

Paulay [143], and Ahmad and Shah [5] on the effect of compressive strength

of concrete on the ductility of RC showed that there is a significant gain in
ductility with increasing concrete strength. Contradictory to the above state-

ment Ahmad and Shah [162] showed with their analytical model that, every-

thing else being the same, the ductility ratio was independent of the compres-

sive strength of concrete. on the other hand Naaman et al. [1Bg] observed

that in partially prestressed concrete the concrete compressive strength had

some positive effects on the sectional ductility, particularly at high levels

of reinforcing index. However a decrease in sectional ductility of up to B0

percent was observed for low values of reinforcing index. This effect was

more pronounced at low partial prestressing ratios (ppR) and hence indi-
cating that the sectional ductility for reinforced concrete is more sensitive to
concrete compressive strength than for prestressed concrete.

There seems to be very little divergence of opinions among researchers on

the effect of reinforcement strength on the sectional ductility of concrete. It
has been generally observed that sectional ductility decreases with increasing

t ensi on reinforcement s t reng th 148,7 4 rI 49,I52].

However for axially loaded sections Pfrang et al. [144] observed that both
the ductility and the stiffness of a section were not greatly affected by the

strength of reinforcement. This was observed at all load levels except for
very small axial loads where, as above, a pronounced decrease in ductility
accompanied an increase in reinforcement strength. In all cases the strain-
hardening effect was observed to increase the sectional ductility.
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In both reinforced and prestressed concrete the presence of compression re-

inforcement was reported by Mattock [r27],, Shah and Rangan [164], Cohn et

ar. 147,481Rotter and Ansourian [152], Corley [bB] park et al. [14s,128] and

Burns et al. [3a] to be yielding some beneficial effects on the sectional duc-

tility. It was observed that sectional ductility was improved by the addition

of suitable amounts of compression reinforccment. An increase in co¡rpres-

sion reinforcement reduces the neutral axis depth and hence increases the

curvature.

A good number of studies [47,74,127,]-38,143,144,158,1641, have shown that
sectional ductility decreases with increasing amounts of reinforcing index r.u,

and that very little or no ductility is available for sections with high steel

percentage (..g, a%). That is why most codes of practice impose an upper

limit on the reinforcing index that should be used in design.

In order to provide sufficient ductility for moment redistribution to take,

studies on partially prestressed sections by Thompson and park 
[1ZB] and

Cohn and Bartlerf l47l have shown that reinforcing index u.' of 0.8 commonly

adopted by most design code is too liberal. A reinforcing index of 0.2 was

recommended instead. The same investigations have shown that for a given

reinforcing index the variation in the partial prestressing ratio (PpR) has

no significant effect on the ductility factor. This was confirmed by Naaman

et al. [138] who observed no consistent trend when the PPR was d.ecreased..

However, an increase in PPR induced a decrease in both ultimate and yield
curvatures. It was generally observed that the influence of PPR on the duc-

tility factor diminished at higher values of compressive strength of concrete.

Cohn and Ghosh [48] investigated the effect of cover thickness in reinforced

concrete sections and concluded that its influence on the sectional ductility
was negligible. In axially loaded sections Pfrang et al. [144] noted that an

increase in the cover-thickness although, having no effect on the sectional
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ductility, it reduced both the stiffness and the strength of the section. In
partially prestressed concrete sections Thompson and Park [173] observed

an increase in both sectional ductility and strengih with a reduction in cover

thickness.

2.5 Moment Redistributions in Desigrt Stan-

dards

Provided the hinging regions are ductile enough to allow for moment re-

distribution' some codes permit the peak support moments in continuous

members, obtained from linear elastic analysis, to be either reduced or in-

creased by a certain percentage. By satisfying static equilibrium between the

internal actions and external forces the modified internal support moments

are used to calculate the moments within the spans.

The percentage of moment redistribution from the elastic moment diagram

allowed by the design codes is limited to ensure that the sections have suf-

ficient reinforcement to prevent excessive crack widths at service load due

to high steel stresses, and to ensure that the sections have adequate duc-

tility in the plastic hinges at ultimate load to enable the design moments

to be reached in all critical regions [143]. There are two main advantages

associated with the use of moment redidtribution in the design.

o The designer can select patterns of bending moments that avoid con-

gestion of steel at the supports.

o Economies results from the reduction of the peaks of the bending mo-

ment envelopes from different live load combinations.

The point on the economy of moment redistribution has been fully demon-
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strated by Cohn [43], and Park and Paulay [1a3]. possible savings in
steel of up to 25 percent with respect to conventional elastic methods were

observed by Cohn.

The maximum permissible redistribution of elastic moments varies from 20

percent in the 7977 LCI Standard and 1978 British Bridge code 855400 and

25 percent in the 1978 CEB recommendations to 30 percent in the Australian

draft code and Soviet code or even up to 63 percent in the Danish Standards

[43].

In some standards, moment redistributions are permitted with strict limita-
tion on the net amounts of tension reinforcement used in the critical sections.

In others, equivalent limits are placed on the neutral axis-d.epth ratio.

The regions of the allowable moment redistribution defined by various codes

are shown in Fig. 2.16.

The moment redistribution permitted by various standards ranges from 0

percent to 67 percent. It would however seem that the moment redistribu-

tion permitted by some standards may lead to solutions for which plasticity
develops under service loads, possibly rendering the structure unserviceable.

In earlier studies'Warner [3,132] carried out computer simulations on a series

of practical reinforced continuous beams and defined safe and. unsafe regions

in which moment redistributions can be carried out. The in-between region is

the marginally safe region in which limited moment redistribution might be

allowed. These regions are shown in Fig. 2.77 together with ductility limits
recommended by other researchers and codes.

Analytical experiments by Mo [132] have shown that sufficient rotational
capacity was available in reinforced concrete frames to allow for up to 58

percent moment redistribution. Limited and no redistributions were observed
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by Cohn and Frostig laal in prestressed concrete beam models with high

secondary moments.

2.6 Previous Experimental Results

Over the years a number of experimental tests have been carried out on pre-

stressed and partially prestressed concrete structures. These tests were car-

ried out for particular purposes such as fatigue, creep and shrinkage, moment-

curvature relations, and moment redistribution.

This section gives a brief review of some of these experimental tests, with
particular emphasis on moment redistribution and collapse behaviour in inde-

terminate structures. For this purpose structures have been subdivided into
three categories, namely beams, frames and bridges. An overall summary of
the test results is provided at the end of this section.

2.6.L Tests on Beams

The most widely tested prestressed beams fall into the category of simply

supported beams. Foo [67], Harajli and Naaman [84] investigated the fatigue

behaviour of simply supported partially prestressed concrete beams. Lin

[117] investigated the ductility in prestressed. beams designed for earthquake

resistance. Abeles [2] carried out tests on partially prestressed beams to
investigate the effects of creep and shrinkage. Various other tests on simply
supported prestressed beams were carried out by Johnston and Zia lg6l,
Lorrain et al. 17271, Gardner [69], Bachmann et al. ll2,r04l, Ca^flisch et al.

[36,37], and somes [16s] to investigate the effect of pure bending, and the

combined effects of bending and shear.
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Figure 2.18: Typical beam tested by Mallick [125]

Of particular importance to this study are the experimental results of con-

tinuous prestressed or partially prestressed beams. Some of the early tests

on continuous prestressed beams were undertaken by Matlick [12b] who in-

vestigated moment redistribution in 21 two-span prestressed concrete beams.

Fig. 2.18 shows a typical test beam. Generally the length of beams varied

between !.22 m (4 ft) and 2.29 m (7.5 ft) and were loaded on both spans with
one point load. Test results showed that out of the 21 beams full redistribu-

tion was only incomplete in two beams. A third beam failed in shear. The

results also showed that the first hinge formed in one of the two peak-moment

regions, ie, either over the internal support or under the load points.

Further experimental work on moment redistribution in continuous prestressed

concrete beams was undertaken by Priestley and Park [150]. Seven sym-

metrical two-span pre-tensioned beams were tested to failure under symmet-

rical loading of one point load per span. The result of the test showed that in
several beams, failure occurred before the moments had fully redistributed.

It was noted that the beams were able to sustain larger increases of load,

following crushing, than predicted by theory. The theoretical method of
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analysis could only predict the behaviour of the beams up to the peak loads

Hawkins, Sozen and Siess [88] carried out experimental tests to obtain a
better understanding of the strength and behaviour characteristics of contin-

uous prestressed concrete beams subjected to combined bending and shear,

with emphasis on the effects of shear. Tests were carried out on22 two-span

pretensioned continuous beams loaded at the mid-span with point loads. The

variations in the tests were shape of cross-section, concrete strength, amount

of longitudinal reinforcement, effective depth and web reinforcement. The

length of each span measwed 2.74 m (g ft).

From the beam tests, two modes of failure were noticed

o One was failure in flexure which was characterised by strain distribution
over the depth of the critical sections being only slightly disturbed by
the inclined cracks.

o The other was shear failure in which the strain distributions over the

depth of the critical sections were disturbed by inclined cracks.

Six of the 22 beams were said to have failed in flexure, the rest either failed

in shear and compression or shear-web distress. It was noted that the devel-

opment of inclined cracks reduced both the load carrying capacity and the

ductility of the test beams. In spite of the varying modes of failure it was also

noticed that there was a good agreement between the experimental results

and those predicted by theory. At failure, full redistribution of moments was

not always achieved. The authors made similar observations to Mallick [12b]
that it was not always necessary to have ductile joints for full redistribution
to take place.

Concerned over the adoption by various standards to allow for some adjust-

ment of positive and negative moments in continuous reinforced and pre-
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stressed beams to account for moment redistributions, Bishara and Brar

[26] carried out experimental tests to investigate:

a. The effect of va,rying the degree of prestressing on the rotational ca-

pacity of hinging regions, on flexural rigidity, on crack formation and

development, and moment redistribution, and

b. The extent to which the methods of predicting inelastic rotations in

reinforced concrete beams could be applicable to partially prestressed

beams.

The test programme involved four two-span beams loaded symmetrically by

two equal concentrated loads. The level of prestressing ratio was a test

variable and ranged from 0 to 1. The reinforced beam failed in shear. In

the three remaining beams, flexural failure took place under one of the load

points. It was concluded that since failure always occurred under the load

points and not over the central support where the first yielding occurred full
moment redistribution had taken place.

Lin [11S] also carried out tests on continuous prestressed concrete beams sub-

jected to static and repeated loads. Tests were carried out on four symmet-

rical two-span beams, t5.24m. A typical tested beam is shown in Fig. 2.1g.

Of the four beams tested, two were subjected to static loads and the other

two were subjected to repeated loads to determine the effects of fatigue. In
the static tests full redistribution was observed in one of the two beams.

Similar static tests on continuous prestressed beams \Mere carried out by

Macchi lL22] in ltaly. Macchi investigated moment redistribution in pre-

stressed concrete beams beyond the elastic limit and at failure. Three con-

tinuous three-span beams were tested to failure. Test to failure involved

applying two equal point loads very near to the midspan. Although the
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Figure 2.L9: Typical elevation of beams tested by T.y. Lin [11g]

beams showed considerable inelastic behaviour, full moment redistribution
was not possible in any of the three beams.

Mallick and Sastry [126] reviewed the work by Macchi a¡rd. ca¡ried out

further tests on twenty seven three-span and twelve two-span continuous

prestressed beams. The beams \Ã¡ere tested to failure under arrangements of
concentrated loads. The authors obtained full redistribution on the majority
of the beams including three-span beams similar to those tested. by Macchi.

Other tests on continuous prestressed. continuous beams have been carried

out by Bennett, cooke and Naughtonl22], okaba, Kobayashi and Inoue [14i],
Morice and Lewis [133], Guyon [8r] ana cohn [a6]. The above is nowhere near

an exhaustive list. As noted above most of the tests ï/ere concerned mainly
with wheiher moment redistribution was possible. And in a number of cases

mathematical expressions have been derived [9L,122,r25,18g] to predict the

required rotations at the key points for moment redistributions to take place.

It however still seems there is a missing link and thai being the ductility of
the key elements needed to offer the required rotations prior to collapse.

¿--\
a/ 
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Figure 2.20: Elevation of unsymmetrical frame tested by Guyon [g1]

2,6.2 trYame Tests

To represent a wide variety of available prestressed. concrete frames, exper-

imental tests have been undertaken by a number of researchers on frames.

The main objective of the tests was to provide an understanding of the inelas-

tic behaviour in prestressed concrete structures, and the application of the

developed theories on rotations in continuous beams to prestressed. concrete

frames.

Some of the earlier tests on prestressed concrete fra,mes were those by Guyon

[81] who ca¡ried out tests on one symmetrically loaded and two uns¡immet-
rically loaded two-bay frames. A typical unsymmetrically loaded test frame
is shown in Fig. 2.20.

P
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Guyon observed partial redistribution ranging between 89 to g6 percent in

all the three frames tested.

over the same period T.Y. Lin [117] and Pietrzykowski [146] reported

separate results on experimental tests on prestressed frames. Tests reported

by Lin were on three portal frames with fixed feet. Pietrzykowski who also

tested three frames concluded that full redistribution in general does not

occur in prestressed concrete structures. The result of the test was such that
the stiffness of the columns rvas so large that at final collapse in the beams,

the bending moment was only about bb percent of the possible maximum

moment of resistance of the columns.

Other tests were carried out at the Imperial College, London, by Chatterji
[40] on three prestressed concrete portal frames with fixed feet. The first
two frames were identical except that one had closely spaced binders at the

critical sections whilst the other had no binders. The third frame had heavy

axial loads. This frame was similar to Pietrzykowski,s frame, except that
it was reinforced with closely spaced binders throughout the length of its
members. Flom the test results Chatterji concluded that full redistribution
of moments may be obtained, irrespective of the fact that the critical sections

may be over-reinforced or may be subjected io high axial loads, provided the

frame is reinforced with adequate amount of binders.

Obviously the positive contributory effects of binders on the ductility of the

section was very much visible in Chatterji's test frames. These effects have

been discussed in length under the section on ductiiity of concrete sections.

It would be noted however that the positive effect of binders on ductility is

limited and therefore cannot be relied upon as an assurance for full moment

redistribution.
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2.6.3 Bridge Tests

Because of their size and the magnitude of the costs involved full scale tests

to failure on prestressed concrete bridges are very rare. Where tests have

been carried out it has been mostly on old bridges. Results on such tests

have been reported by Burdette and Goodpasture [81], Guyon [g1], Fisher

[65] olesen, Sozen and Siess [142], Cooke, Priestley and Thurston [b1] and

Beal [19]. Model Studies on prestressed bridges have also been carried out

by Bachelor et al. [18], Pinkney et al. [14b], and Scordelis, Bouwkemp and

Wasti [162]. No attempt wilt be made here to review the results of these

investigations since they are not directly pertinent to the subject of this

study.

2.6.4 Summary on Experimental Tests

A lot of varying opinions have been expressed resulting from the experimental

evidence concerning ductility and moment redistribution in both continuous

prestressed beams and prestressed frames. Differing opinions have also been

expressed even on similar structures as have been shown in the tests on beams

by Macchi, and by Mallick and Sastry and on frame tests by pietrzykowski,

and by Chatterji.

Further attempts to explain the behaviour of prestressed concrete struc-

tures theoretically have in most cases been frustrated by the inability of the

adopted methods of structural analysis to model the structural behaviour

beyond the peak load. One such method was adopted by priestley and park.

Other methods giving similar results are discussed in the next section.

As far as full scale continuous prestressed bridge girders are concerned, there

is even more shortage of experimental and theoretical data on their inelastic
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behaviour at overloads

2.7 Methods of Structural Analysis

It has long been realised that concrete structures do not behave as perfectly

elastic structures before collapse. The application of linear analysis to con-

crete structures in which non-linear effects are present therefore produces

inaccurate solutions.

Non-linear behaviour occurs mainly because of non-linear material response,

or geometric non-linearities or a combination of both. One feature of available

methods for structural analysis allowing for the non-linear constitutive laws

of steel and concrete is the use of idealised stress-strain models for steel,

concrete and reinforced concrete sections. These models have been discussed

in detail in the early part of this Chapter.

2.7.t Geometric Nonlinear Behaviour

The examples of a geometric non-linear behaviour are demonstrated here

with a single span transversely loaded beam Fig. 2.21(a). If an axial load

was applied as shown in Fig. 2.2r(b), the P Ao moments occur which will
produce additional deflections A as shown. The additional p Ao moments

and displacements are second-order effects and a method of analysis which

incorporates these effects is a second-order method [1Zg].

Another example of non-linear geometric behaviour involving large displace-

ments in a beam is shown in Fig. 2.21(c). First order deflection theory is
based on the assumption that changes in shape caused by application of load

are insignificant. For this assumptions to hold, -to shown in the diagram,
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must be equal to L¿. Clearly this assumption is violated and it may be

shown that the resulting behaviour is non-linear.

It would be noted from the first example on geometric non-linearities that if
the axial force P is small then the P - A effect is small and a linear solution

would be of very little difference to a non-linear solution, and hence for such

cases can be neglected.

Other types of physical-geometric nonlinearities include change in joint ge-

ometry with loading, shear deformations or out-of-plane mome¡.ts of the

structure.

Structural methods of analysis incorporating non-linear geometric effects

have found wide application in multi-story frames and columns. A com-

plete second-order analysis using a modified stiffness matrix was used. by Yu

and Shanmugam [197] to study the elastic buckling load of semirigid frames.

Although it was found that the method gave reasonable results when com-

pared with experimental test data, over-estimations of the buckling load of

up to 19 percent were observed.

Harrison [87,85,86] proposed similar methods, in which a member is con-

sidered to be composed of a chain of elements, for use in the post-buckling

analysis of non-uniform elastic columns. The methods accounted for the

effects of axial, flexural and shear strains.

Another method taking into account the effect of shear force in members was

developed by Al-Sarraf [7]. The method, developed from modified. stability
functions, was used to study the effects of shear on the elastic stability of

frames' Prediction of elastic critical load to within 1 percent accuracy r,¡¡as

possible.

Other general methods of structural analysis taking into account the geo-
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metric non-linearities in structures were developed by Mitler [180], Weaver

[189], Lai and MacGregor [107,108], Young and McGuire [196]. A common

limitation in these methods and those proposed by Al-Sarraf and Harrison is
that the methods were not developed to fully take into account the non-linear

behaviour of constituent materials.

A more complete method of analysis accounting for geometric and material

non-linearities of planar framed structures was developed by Espion [68].

The method was developed from the shape functions and stiffness matrix
with a nine degree-of-freedom beam element. The method has shown good

agreement with theoretical and experimental solutions. However generally

high storage and computing time are required for its computation.

Less rigorous methods were developed by Menegotto and pinto [129], and

scholz [159] for the analysis of frames with sway effects. A more general

method for the analysis of tall columns, taking into account the material and

geometric non-linearities, including sustained loads effects was developed by
Poston [149]. The method was used to analyse reinforced concrete bridge
piers of irregular cross-sections.

2.7.2 General Analysis Models

Methods of non-linear analysis for reinforced and prestressed. concrete struc-

tures are classified according to the models adopted for idealising the struc-

ture and its components materials. Their accuracies generally range in in-
verse proportion to the model simplicity. That is, different levels of ap_

proximation may be suited for various purposes and the highest convenience

can be achieved through the right trade-off between accuracy and simplicity.
As shown by Cohn [46] these methods can be listed in order of increasing

complexity as follows:
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* Code-based Modified Elastic Analysis.

These models, commonly adopted by most codes for their simplicity,

treat the material components as elastic bars with elastic plastic critical

sections.

The internal forces resulting from this method serve as a lower bound

solution for design purposes and can be expected to represent nothing

more than a rough order of magnitude of possible structural response

under ultimate load conditions.

* Simplified Plastic Analysis

These models idealise the structural element as elastic bars with rigid-

plastic or elastic-plastic joints. The advantage of these first two meth-

ods is that both the structural and material analysis can be handled

manually. Examples of simplified plastic analysis methods are the mod-

els proposed by Guyon [81], Lin and Thornton [11g], and Cohn and

Frostig [44].

* Lumped Plasticity Models.

Lumped Plasticity Models are characterised by the discretization of the

structural systems as assemblies of elastic bars with non-linear joints,

where the entire inelastic action is concentrated.

* Finite Element Models

Non-linear analysis based on finite elements techniques afford the clos-

est approximation of the real behaviour of reinforced and prestressed

concrete structures. These models can either be Macroscopic or mi-

croscopic depending on the detail of finite element discretization at the

member, or section levels respectively. The macroscopic finite elements

methods have proved to be the most accurate and promising method for

broad analysis applications to important engineering structures, where

higher cost of a realistic analysis is justified [46]. Such models have
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been proposed by sherbourne and Parameswar [166]. Hays and Mat-

tock [89], Kayal [100], Warner and Yeo [1S2], Cohn [46], Gerlein and

Beaufait [70], Aas-Jakobson and Grenacher [1].

The application of microscopic finite element method to non-linear

analysis of prestressed concrete structure was largely developed at the

university of California, Berkeley by Kang and scordelis [g8], Ketchum

and Scordelis [101] and Scordelis [161]. Typical of these studies is the

concern for accurate modelling, generality of actions considered (loads,

prestressing, time, temperature effects, etc.) and breadth of applica-

tions (mono-,bi- and tri-dimensional structures) t46].

Simple methods assuming perfect plasticity idealization of reinforced concrete

section as assumed by simplified plastic models can lead to unacceptable

errors. Such methods cannot be used to study the collapse behaviour of
reinforced concrete structures. Exact evaluation of failure modes requires

the complete load-deflection and sectional response of the structure. This is
also necessary for the evaluation of required ductility limits in a structure.

The general feature of most methods of structural analysis is that they are

based, explicitl¡ on an integration of curvatures. The curvature fields associ-

ated with moments usually are considered only along the ascending branches

of sectional moment-curvature relations [73]. Therefore, these methods can-

not predict the behaviour of a structure beyond the stage at which just one

of its sections reaches its moment capacity. This is also a common feature of
load-controlled as opposed to deformation-controlled proced.ures.

The ability of a structure to carry considerable amounts of loads beyond the
formation of the first hinge is well known. According to Ghosh and cohn [zB],
much of the inelastic deformations occurring in a structure takes place beyond

this stage. Thus, any method of analysis which seeks to predict the avaiiable

ductility and the load-deformation at all load stages, prior to collapse, must
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include the yield plateau and the descending (strain-softening) portion of

the moment-curvature relations. The classical method by Aas-Jakobson and

Grenacher [1] suffered from this limitation. The methods by Ati and Geirson

[6], Gerlein and Beaufait [70] also had similar limitations.

Methods accounting for strain-softening have been successfully modelled by

Ghosh and Cohn [73], and by Warner 13,46,182,188], Wong, yeo and \Marner

[193] at the University of Adelaide on studies related to ductility limits and

behaviour of reinforced concrete structures. Its application to dynamic and

static reinforced concrete frames was largely developed at Monash University,

Melbourne in some notable studies by Darvali et al. [b9,60,1b4,15b,176] and

Mendis [128]. Generally these studies employed a trilinear elastic-plastic soft-

ening approximation to real moment-curvature curves. These studies were

mainly concerned with the critical softening branch of the moment-curvature

relations and its effects on the static collapse and shakedown loads. The

investigations tvere carried out on reinforced concrete frames. Reasonable

agreement with the experimental tests results was achieved at all loading

ranges. The application of the investigations to indeterminate prestressed

concrete structures have not been reported.

The efficiency of the selected method of analysis with respect to carrying

out both structural and sectional analysis plays an important role. Another

limitation to Aas-Jakobson and Grenacher's method and that by Hays and

Mattock [89] was the division of members into a number of discrete elements

which makes the size of the stiffness matrix very large and hence leading to
excessive consumption of computer time and memory.

To a large extent the discrepancies between the analytical and test results are

due to the fact that moment-curvature relations are inexact representation

of the sectional load-deformation characteristics. This observation was made

by Ghosh and Cohn while using Sargin's [156], analytical representation of
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the stress-strain properties of concrete and steel to analyse four previously

tested two-span reinforced concrete beams.

To overcome this problem Cranston [57] analysed a pin-ended frame sub-

jected to symmetrical two-point loading on the beam, which had earlier been

tested [55]. Moment-curvature diagrams obtained from experimental results

were used together with the flexibility matrix method of structural analysis.

The results showed the load continuing to rise after the formation of the first

falling branch and then falling after the formation of the second hinge. Ex-

cellent agreement between analytical and experimental results were observed

at all loading stages. This analysis, however, cannot be viewed as purely

analytical. As suggested by Thompson and Park [1zB], such proced.ures are

often used in the determination of stress-strain relations of materials. Tests

are first carried out on material components and analytical results worked

out to fit the experimental results.

Besides the inaccuracy of the moment-curvature relations, a number of other

methods suffer from lack of general application to different structural prob-

lems varying in size and geometry. Methods by Ghosh and Cohn [ZS], Kayat

[100], Lzma"n and Warner [3] are typical examples.

Generally all these methods of analysis use either iterative and/or incremen-

tal techniques for the analysis of non-linear behaviour of concrete structures.

In each iterative or incremental step the analysis consists of finding the dis-

placements, reactions, and internal member forces and stresses for a structure

of known geometry, material properties and boundary conditions [16].

Two basic approaches are usually employed in the iterative solution tech-

niques and these are:

* The Secant Stiffness Method
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For a point in a curve of say, moment-curvature relations, the secant

stiffness corresponds to the slope of the line between the point and

the origin. This method can be used to evaluate the full effect of the

applied load.

* The Tangent Stiffness Method.

with this method the stiffness corresponds to the slope of the tangent

at the point on the curve. The method is used to evaluate the effects

of a sequence of load increments.

Bakoss [16] has suggested that for the same iteration step the tangent stiffness

method provides a higher rate of convergence. One obvious disadvantage of
tangent stiffness is that beyond the peak of the curve the stiffness can either

be zero or negative and hence making it difficult to analysis structures at the

peak and softening moment regions. This limitation was observed. by Virdi
and Eberendu [178], and Hays and Mattock [89] in the analysis of plane

frames.

2.7.3 Summary on Methods of Structural Analysis

In the analysis of the collapse behaviour of concrete structures a clear dis-

tinction needs to be made between moment at failure and moment-carrying

capacity or peak moments Mu of. a section. Whether or not a particular
cross-section collapses at peak moment depends on the manner in which the

external loads are applied and the characteristics of the entire structure.

By the method of "load control" a statically determinate beam will collapse

when the maximum moment of the peak region section reaches Mu. However

for the same beam subjected to increasing but controlled deformation the

critical section will fait beyond the peak moment Mu as shown in Fig. 2.22.
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Figure 2.22: Typical example of failure and peak load. (After 'Warner, Ran-

gan and Hall [185])

Although the deformation applied to the structure continuously increases,

the moment and the corresponding external load will both reach the peak

and begin to decrease. It is not always possible to achieve full control of the

applied deformations experimentall¡ but this phenomenon has significance

in statica,lly indeterminate structures. It has also been used. successfully in
experiments, such as those conducted by Cranston [55], and by Bachmann,

Caflisch and Thülimann 172,36,371at the Institut für Baustatik in Zúrich.

Similarly the selection of an effi.cient method for the non-linear analysis of

structu¡es is equally important. For example the tangent stiffness approach

has, in most cases, been seen to have similar limitations in the peak moment

regions as the load-controlled methods.

ch.r



Chapter 3

Segrnental Method of

Non-Linear Structural Analysis

3.1- General

A segmental method of structural analysis l¡/as proposed by \Marner [f S+] in a

study of the load-deformation characteristics of reinforced concrete members

subjected to combined bending and axial compression. Warner suggested.

that this method could be used to provide a convenient alternative basis

for non-linear analysis of concrete frames. The method was subsequently

developed to study collapse behaviour of concrete structures with limited.

ductility [188]. However, at that stage, its development was restricted to the

specific cases of continuous beams, ie, a beam with both ends fixed, and a

propped cantilever.

The method has been used in a continuing investigation of the collapse be-

89
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haviour of reinforced and prestressed concrete structures at the University

of Adelaide. The method, however, had not been developed and applied to

prestressed concrete in the manner discussed below, although a concurrent

study of the non-linear behaviour of ordinary reinforced concrete frames is

being carried out by Wong, Yeo and Warner [1gB].

The non-linear frame analysis based on the segmental approach, incorporates

both the standard stiffness method and the cross-sectional analysis method.

The configuration of a plane frame to be analysed can take any form provided

its members can be represented by a series of straight segments.

3.2 Development of the Method

The segmental method, like the general stiffness method, is a structural anal-

ysis method, in which the displacement components (degrees of freedom) at

the joints of the structure are treated as the unknowns. The forces in the

members of a structure are expressed in terms of the deformations of the

members, which in turn are related to the nodal displacements. For equilib-

rium the member forces at the nodes are equated to the applied. nodal loads.

In general, linear behaviour can be expressed in matrix form as follows:

{P}: [/(]ió] (3.1)

where {P} : vector of applied nodal forces

{ó} : vector of nodal displacement components

[/(] : Overall matrix of the structure

The essence of the method is the division of each member into a number of

segments, with deformation in each segment concentrated at the mid-section

of the segment. This is shown in Figure 3.1. The member stiffness is obtained
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from the moment-rotation characteristics of the component segments. To

allow for material non-linearities the secant stiffness is used. The overall

stiffness matrix [/f] of the structure is obtained in the normal way from the

individual member stiffnesses. Although the segmental method of analysis

has been developed specifically for non-linear analysis, it is similar in some

respects to a method of analysis devcloped by Harrison for arches [86].

3.2.L Basic Equations for Members subjected to Bend-

ing and Shear

Consider a member subjected to shear and bending as shown in Fig. 8.2,

and divided into n equal segments, each with a different flexural ,,spring"

stiffness EI, and each capable of deforming only about its own centre, then

individual segment rotations and displacement expressions can be derived as

shown in Fig. 3.3.

The nodal displacement and rotation at node 1 are A6 and, 06 respectively,

and at node 2 are A6 and 08.

Fhom Fig. 3.3;

0ø:0o-il-02-0¿

where 0¿ : rotalion of the ith segment.

0n (3.2)

At the mid-section of the itå segment located at distance ø¿ from node 1, the

bending moment M¿ is related to curvature / and rotation g¿ by the following

expression:

M¿: EI¿ó¿ - tr,h (B.B)

(3.4)

or

M¿: S¿0¿
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c) Segment under deformation

Kt

a) Reinforced concrete frame (RCF)

b) Linear reference frame (LRF) divided into segments

0;
Ki

92

Kz

d) Analogy for segment

Ks

segment 1 segment 2

e) A beam of three segments

segment 3

Figure 3.1: Modelling of a structure by segmental method
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(3.5)

(3 7)

_¡irrl

Vo -rr ¡ -_ Vg

Figure 3.2: Member subjected to shea¡ and bending

where St: ft
Lsi : length of segment

EI : the secant bending stiffness

The moment at s¡ is M; - Ms - Vo æ¡ : S;0; and. so we have

From equation 3.2

oø : oo- Ð 
*? ,?.'vl

(3.6)

or

Similarl¡ nodal displacement can be worked. out as:

A¿ : Lo*0o L-ït (L- rr)-02 (L- zz)-0; (L-r;)-.. . -Ln(¿-r") (g.g)

\Me thus have:

A.E - Ao t Ms - Vsq0o- t t-rt)L
^td

al

0s:0o-M6Då +uoDl

*+D (L -,,
(3.e)

(3.10) (
L

e"-+Ð L
s; ,gr

)*,
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oz (L-æz)
I

Ae-

94

-0o L

(3.12)

(3.13)

segrnent I segrnent 2 segment 4

0i--

0

segment
I

3r
I
I
I
I
I

-.'i
¡

!
I

I
I

/

4 (L-ct)

+

T
A¿

i

I
I
I

a-tt----

l.

I
0

I

3

î

2

Ae

T
node \

LettingCt:Ðå
Cz: Dl
C":D*

'We can rewrite expressions 3.7 and 3.11 as follows

4

node
t_I

¿1
*2 xj x4

Figure 3.3: A four segment member under deformation

- 0o - ¡uroÐ i,. +Ð ä ¡voDi-?Ð* u... (s.11)

0ø-0o- -MsCt*VoCz

"+ - oo: -Mocr+ffcr*vocz=fc"
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Equations 3.12 and 3.13 can be expressed in matrix form as follows

0n-0o

-i,"ir ,,'l- ]{ i:}
which gives:

95

(3.14) ,.

(3.15)

(3.18)

Y-eo

L

Vo
- ctce - cr'

Muliiplying out gives

Vo- L

Mo:

CtCs- Cz

L
CtC" - Cr'

and rearranging into matrix form gives:

Me

Vo

For equilibrium:

Vo*Vø:0

èVs--Vo
and

l?,_î:::l {+':,"}
Ms

lt,? * ry * oø(c, - ?, - o,?] "' (8 16)

lt"? *ff r oø(c, -ft - o,?], (3 12)

_ t l+?c,-?-?l- ctc"-cf l7 + c,_? _+l

0o

A,s

0ø

L,ø

MolM6-V6L:Q

*Mø-VoL-Mo

(3.1e)

(3.20)

(3.21)

(3.22)

By substituting into expression 8.18, then the overall matrix of a member

subjected to shear and bending becomes:
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Ms

Vo

MB

Vø

L

çÃ ç2
LL
g.z çLLL

Cr-?
Ct -ç2L

2Cz *
-q+ ?

-gzL
-çr-L

+ -q+?
çr.
L

(3.26)

?ct

0o

A,g

06

L^ø

- c7c" - cr' cr-? c1

-c^
L

R¿: oo -ÐÉ.n
i=l

L
-Ct
L

(3.23)

3.2.2 Calculation of Member Deforrnations

Flom Fig. 3.3 the displacement of node 1 is equal to A¿ and for

segment no. 1 : A1 : A,s | 06 11

segment no. 2 : L.2 : Ao f 0o rz - 0r(*, - *r)
segment no. 3: As - Ao * 0ons-0t(*"-*r)-0r(*"-*r)
and for the ith segment of a member, with segments of equal length (Lsi,) !..

then

A¿ : Ao l0o x¿-ît(i-r)Lsi-1r(i-2)Lsi /¿-t(i-(i-r))Lsi (8.24)

=): Ao *0or¿- Lsil9t(i-7) +02(i -2)+... *0¿_l (8.25)

where Ø¿ : distance from node 1 to the centre point of the iúå segment.

As before, the rotation of a member at distance r¿ is

fL

where 0¿: M¿lS¿

: rotation of an individual segment

Curvature at the same point is given ftorn þ¿: fî
where Lsi : length of a segment.
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a) original segmented
member

R2
<_

segment 1 segment 2 segment 3

R L
F F

,<>t
V2

¡t
tt

11"E
b) Deformed member

Figure 3.4: A three segment member under axial force

3.2.3 Basic Equations for Member subjected to Axial
Force

Consider an isolated member of a structure with n segments to be subjected
to axial force as shown in Fig. 8.4.

As in the case of a member subjected to bending and shear, axial deforma-

tions in a segment are assumed to take place at mid-segment. For a member

subjected to axial force f', the overall axial deformation of a member is equal

to the sum of the individual segments. This, from above, is equal to [Jo _uø,
rf.up > uo, then the member is in tension, and. otherwise is in compression

for UB 1Uo.

Clearly axial deformation for

segmentl::Uo-Ut
segment2::Ut-Uz
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segment 3: : Uz-Us

Hence I segment anial def ormations: Uo - Ut I Ut - Uz * Uz - Uø

- Uo -Uø
which is the same as above.

Flom Hooke's Law the t'spring" stiffness i, #
and axial deformation U, due to force F is Uo: ffi
where, Ai : cross-sectional area of iúä segment

E¿ : modulus of elasticity of i,th segment

Lsi : Iength of the segment

98

For equilibrium -t': Æ1 : -.82 therefore

Hence for

segment 1

segment 2

segment 3

tJo - IJø :A, É 4
¿=' E¿ A¿

(3.27)

(3.2s)

(3.2e)

Uø-(Jo:RrÐ Lsi

i=l E¿ A;

Then let Cs: DLr ffi and substituting into the above gives

n

{';-i:} :lî å l{;; }

{;; }:+li ål{';_i)
or

(3.30)
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therefore

Ry
Uo Uø

R2

Cs

Uø

Cs

Uo

C5 C5

Hence

{;; }:l:t j:l{n}
LetCø:yfu:à
For E¿A¿: cori.stant then Cu: Ðffi,: 

E+ and from above:

99

(3.31)

(3.32)

(3.33)

Rt

R2 ):l-"å ::l{n} (3.34)

U and Ã are the axial displacement and force acting on the ends of the

member with respect to local co-ordinates, where the X/ axis is directed

along the member.

The analysis needs to be carried out interactively with the cross-sectional

analysis, the effective axial stiffness term C6being calculated from the thrust-
strain relations. A variety of mathematical expressions and techniques are

available for this purposes. These have been discussed briefly in the preceding

Chapter.

In the case of a first order elastic analysis, the term Ca of the axial stiffness

matrix is the familiar ff such that the overall axial force and deformation

relations is:

il{n}):l
-R1

R,z

EA
L
EA
L

(3.35)

v!
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3.2.4 Formation of Member Stiffness Matrix

The combined effects of axial force, shear and bending can be summed up in

matrix notation, from expressions 3.23 and 3.34 as foliows:

Rt

Vy

M1

Rz

V2

M2

Ca

0

0

-Cø
0

0

-Ca
0

0

Ca

0

0

U1

a1

01

Uz

L2

0z

(3.37)

(3.38)

0

D1

D1

0

D1

0

-Ct
D1

-c^
D1

0

gL
D1

0

9r-
D1

çz
D1

0

-C.t
D1

00
-IZEI 6EI

L3 L2
_6EI 2EI
L2L

00
72EI _6EI
L3 L2

-6EI 4EI
L2L

EA
L

0

0

EA
L

0

0

0

çz
D1

çÃ
D1

0

-c^
D1

C^L-Ct
D1

Ct L-C"

Ut

a1

0r

Uz

L2

e2

C^L-Cs

Cz-C¡ L

C.-Ct L
D1D1

where Dt: CrC" - C3, Mt : Ms and M2 - Ms, etc

CtL-C^

(3.36)

In the case of a linear elastic prismatic member the above expression corre-

sponds approximately to the general stiffness matrix as sho\Ã/n below.

Rt

Vt

Mr

Rz

Vz

M2

EA
L

0

0

00
I2EI 6EI
L3 L2

6EI 4EI
L2L

00
_I2EI _6EI

L3 L2

6EI 2EI
L2L

_EA
L

0

0

The member matrix relations in Equation 3.36 can be written in matrix
notation as:

Pi

Pi

Ki,r

KL, îi,',fL ; )
or simply as {P'} : [I{'l{6'}

It can be seen that the member stiffness matrix [/(,] in equation 8.36 is sym-

metrical about the leading diagonal. Thus computer time and memory can

be saved by taking advantage of this symmetry. This is normally achieved by
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numbering the structure systematically such that differences in node n

are kept to a minimum. When the structure is well numbered the stiffness

terms lie close to the leading diagonal and the resulting matrix is said to be

banded.

Once the member matrix relations have been formed in global co-ordinates,

they may be added into the overall matrix [K] for the structure. The actual

locations within the [/(] matrix are determined by the numbers corresponding

to the nodes. The procedures for the formation of the matrix in global co-

ordinates and for formation of the overall stiffness matrix are the same for

the general stiffness method and shall not be discussed any further.

3.2.5 Neglecting the Axial Effects

\Mhen analysing plane space frames by stiffness matrix methods, it is usually

more convenient to include axial deformation in members than to omit them.

However, large axial stiffnesses mixed with small flexural and torsional stiff-

nesses can sometimes cause a significant loss of numerical accuracy. In tall
buildings it is common practice to omit axial deformations in the beams while

including them in columns [83,189]. The task of removing axial deformations,

in inclined members, is not an easy one.

To look at the problem closely, Fig. 3.5 shall be referred to

From above, the relationship between axial force and axial deformation for

a prismatic member has been established in local co-ordinates as follows:

l{ä} (3.3e)

If axial deformation is taken into account in the beam, then the horizontal

displacements of A and B a,re different. That is, t\ and ui in Fig. 8.5

):f
R\

RL

EA
L

EA
L

EA
L

EA
L
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ui vi
l+ilF-r

I
D_>. w

Figure 3.5: A portal frame under deformation

are different and the beam undergoes a significant extension or shortening
process. Expansion and contraction in concrete structures of the size of
bridges is very small and can be neglected without any significant loss of
accuracy. That is, v¡e can assume Uí: Ul.

According to the same argument, the columns would not change in length,

and since the bases C and D are fixed, ioints L and. B would not move

vertically. Basically, neglecting axial deformations correspond.s to allowing

for the beam to move horizontally such that the two ends of the beam move

by the sarne amount.

The problem is similar to that of support conditions in which one or all the
degrees of freedom are fixed without assuming any support settlement. The
appropriate rows and columns of the matrix [/l] may be deleted, along with

BA

Dc
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their associated load vector terms, and the reduced set of equations solved

for the required deformations. In Equation 3.36, rows and columns 1 and 4

are deleted.

Alternatively the appropriate leading diagonal of the matrix is set to a high

value. The effect is to make all other terms in the equation insignificant.

That is equivalent to omitting the axial deformation equations. The latter

does not require the [/f] matrix to be re-arranged and hence is commonly

used in computer programming.

The method proceeds by solving for the required nodal deformations, in

which equilibrium conditions are checked for and the magnitude of the axial

forces in the columns and beams worked out.

The influence of axial forces on the stiffness is of primary importance in

frames and cannot be ignored in the nonlinear analysis. However, in con-

tinuous beams, the axial effects are minimal and can be taken as a constant

and the rest of the nonlinear behaviour be represented by moment-curvature

relations alone.

3.2.6 Tleatment of Tlansversely Loaded Members

So far it has been assumed that all loads are applied at nodes. The stiffness

equations derived consider only end action and no transverse loading.

Transverse loading applied to members is treated in three stages. First, each

member is isolated and analysed with ends restrained against displacement.

Effectively, joint forces, if any, are added, which together with the member

loadings, result in no joint displacements. The contribution of each member

to these additional joint forces are the reactions necessary to prevent end

displacements. These forces are equivalent to the fixed-end forces and when
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applied in this manner form what is commonly referred to as a complementary

solution.

In the second stage, the structure is analysed for the the effects of applied

nodal loads, if any, minus the member reactive forces calculated in the first

stage. This set of results is called a particular solution It should be noted

that the additional joint forces introduced in the complementary solution

are removed in the second stage. The procedure is completed by adding

the results of the two stages [s6]. In this way the method of superposition

effectively divides the original problem into two portions, each of which is

solved individually and a summation carried out to give the overall solution.

This procedure is illustrated in Fig. 3.6.

3.2.7 Members with Non-uniform Sections

For the purpose of illustrating the procedure on the treatment of transverse

loading it has been assumed that individual members are prismatic. However

when geometric properties such as overall depth, width, or flange thickness

vary along a member's length, explicit fixed-end forces do not apply. Since

the segmental method is particularly meant for varying section members,

adjustments to the fixed-end forces are therefore necessary in order for the

method to account for varying sections members with transverse loading. A

method similar to one suggested by Bull and sved [80] was adopted for this
purpose, and the basic equations are given below.

Consider a member AB wiLh segments of varying flexural stiffnesses to be

fixed at end B as shown in Fig. 3.2. The bending moment and, I diagrams

are plotted as shown.
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Figure 3.6: The treatment of transverse loading on flexural members by

method of superposition
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(3.40)

N G

T
B

lvl;¡ I,ength of the
beam = LI MnlI"

Mt

Figure 3.7: Beam with varying section

Noting that the tangent to the beam at B passes through.4 then

B

l*o*"nt "f + dlasram about A] -0
A

Taking the origin of reference for distance along the beam as point lü which

is at a distance X from A. It will be shown later that l/ is the centroid of

the I diagram. At any point G, a distance ¿ to the right of -ôf, the moment

of inertia of the section is .[, and the bending moment is M, then

M, - Moo * M¿' - Tr*"a * MB¡) (g.41)

where Mas arLd MB¡ a,re the end moments

Mro is bending moment for a pinned case at distanc e X + x.

0¡

Beam profile
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(3.43)

(3.44)

Expression 3.40 then becomes

f;" l** * M.¿,n - (+)(Mo" + *"o)lffa* : o (s.42)

and since X, M¿,a and M¡p are not functions of ø, expression 3.42 simplifies

to

nr^"lxl*.1+-+l*
*,"1+l* +

2Xr
LJ

2Xf
LJ
xl

rdæ 1 2

I,I
I
I

fi dr

drfi
+

2

I,
0

Mro r d,r

r,
All integrals in the above equation and the subsequent integrals in this section

are between the limits -X and L - X.

For l/ equal the centroid of I diagram, then the term / * : O

and

M¡B
LX -X2 dx

InL I it
;t

:0

Taking [ 
^* 

: P : total area of ] diagram

f + : R : moment of inertia of the I about centroid l/
¡ Meedr _ q
¡ I, _ù

¡ Mpordr _ rV
11,

Then the above equation bec mes

ryw@-x)P-Al - rylr,r+a] + xs+r:o (8.4b)

Where end .4. of member AB is also fixed, then from the same argument as

B

*"^lll*.
"lY.l

before

l*o*"nt tf y d,iasram about Bl
A

-0 (3.46)
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(3.4e)

and expression 3.42 changes to

Ë'l*** M¿.8 - (+)(Mo' + u'o)]t+d*:0 (8.47)

and consequently simplifies to

ry[rt-x)'p+A] - ryw@-x)p-Bl+(¿ -Ðs-r:0 (3.as)

Solving equations 3.45 and 3.48 simultaneously gives

XT SI___t
R P]

M¿,n

These are the required end-moments for non-prismatic members.

Ma,s (3.50)

For a beam with n number of segments, each of length dr with varying bend-

ing stiffness, then by replacing the integral sign by the summation, the above

variables ian be obtained as follows:

D-srÍ¿ 1t - 2_i=t E
g ._ \-.rt Mrp
" _ Li_7 Ki

A:DT=, *
T:DT=r*,, ur,.d

x D?=, n¿ lK¿
(3.51)

DT=rIl K¿

where .IÇ is the secant stiffness of a segment : #

3.3 Segrnent Length and Hinge Length

Concrete beam tests at advanced curvature have shown that cracks develop

over a finite length in the peak moment regions. This finite length, referred
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here as "hinge length" is sometimes called discontinuity or contamination

length [17,60].

Several mathematical expressions are available to estimate the size of the

hinge length. Mendis [128], Darvall and Mendis [60] have shown that for a

typical situation these formulae led to similar results of the range between

3l4d and d. Where d is the effective depth of the beam cross-section.

In a separate exercise concerning hinge formation in regions of high shear

and bending, \Marner and Yeo [18s] by considering the flow of forces where

plastification occurs, estimated the variation in hinge length using truss-

action analogy. It was suggested that provided the stirrups spacing ,g is

reasonably small in comparison with the beam depth, the region of cracks or

steel yield can be expected to spread outwards from the face of the support

in steps of ^9. A reasonable estimate of the final length of this is the multiple
of ,5 which is less than or equal to the effective beam depth. Warner and

Yeo concluded that as most of the plastic deformation in this region occurs

in the steel, a value of d is reasonable for the hinge length.

Whereas it is practically possible to have varying lengths of segments in the

same member using segmental analysis, in the case of multi-span continuous

beams and multi-bay or multi-story frames, this can be tedious to compute.

It is therefore convenient to have equal length segments in a member.

In the light of the above it is advisable for all segments in a member to have

the same length which is approximately equal to or less than the minimum

depth dof.amember.
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3.4 Computational Procedure for a Structure

The procedure starts by assuming that the structural geometry, loading pat-

tern, material properties, and cross-sectional details are known and fhe M - S

relation for each segment have been pre-generated and stored.

The computational procedure for a prestressed structure takes place in three

major stages:

x The analysis of the structure for prestressing effects alone. Here the !q-
tal moments due to prestress are solved for and the secondary moments

are subsequently obtained.

* The analysis of the combined effect of prestressing and dead load, and.

finally

* The progressive loading of the structure then commences up to and

beyond the collapse load.

A detailed description of each of the above three stages is given below.

3.4.'1, Effects of Prestressing

The one main difference between reinforced and prestressed concrete struc-

tures is that indeterminate prestressed structures generally induce support

reactions and secondary moments.

In order to illustrate the magnitude and nature of secondary moments, the

simply supported prismatic beanr as shown in Fig. 3.g is used.

The beam is prestressed with a parabolic cable that has a force p and ec-

centricity e¿ at any point i on the beam. If the effects of dead and imposed
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A

tendon profile

Rc

c

a) Simply suppôrted beam

b) Primary moment M1

Au

À B

c) DeflectÍon due to primary moments

Rq̂ R5

d) Forces due to prestressing

A B

.-.,)L

rP-

c

c

M.)
'>J 

t'(
¡,fi. ^

e) Secondary, primary and resulti.ng prestressing moment,s

Figure 3.8: The effects of prestressing
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loads are not considered, then there are no reactions at the supports. The

prestressing force produces a moment M1, which is numerically equivalent to

the product of the force P and its eccentricity. That is,

M1 -IPe¿ (3.52)

Where

the positive sign is used for hogging moment, and

Ml is normally referred to as the primary moment, Fig. B.S(b).

The primary moment tends to make the beam deflect upwards by A y at B
as shown in Fig. 3.8(c). If the beam is restrained at point B by an additional

support then a downward reaction .86 must exist at this point in order to

cause an equal but opposite deflection. This reaction also induces reactions,

-Ro and R" aL ,4. and C respectively, so that the three reactions form an

equilibrium set of forces, Fig. 3.8(d). Therefore the effects of prestressing

result in the creation of hyperstatic reactions .Ro, -R6 and Ã", and these in
turn cause linear secondary moments M2 along the beam. The combined

effects of primary and secondary moments result in the actual moment ilue

to prestressing Ms, Fig. 3.8(e).

Ms
t, -Mt

l/
lMz (3.53)

That is,

Actual Prestressing Moments : Primary Moments * Secondary Moments

At any point in the continuous beam, the effect of prestressing force P and

the resulting prestressing moment M3 is equivalent to that of force p acting

at an eccentricity eo where,

e.p - _Mz
P (3.54)

The line having an eccentricity e, is called the line of pressure or thrust. It
is important to note that the secondary moment M2, ir,dtced by the support
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reactions, can only vary linearly between the supports and that its effect is

to displace the pressure line linearly from the centre of gravity of a section.

3-4-2 Analysis and computational Procedure for the

Prestressing Effects

It is normal procedure to study the behaviour of indeterminate prestressed

concrete structures under service conditions by elastic theory [102]. The

moments and shears are taken as the algebraic sum of moments and shears

due to:

* The dead and imposed loads

* The prestressing effects.

The analysis for the effects of dead and imposed loads is a straight forward

matter, whereas that of prestressing requires a slightly different approach. A
number of methods for carrying out the analysis of prestressing effects have

been suggested by Huber [94], Kong and Evans [102], Libby [114], Ghali

and Nevilre [72], willems and Lucas [1gi] and warner [46,lg2]. Any one of

these is acceptable but the most suited to automatic computation are those

suggested by (") \Marner and, (b) Kong and Evans. The two methods are

very much similar in that they are based on the fact that in a prestressed.

concrete beam, the tendon profile represents, to scale, the primary moment

diagram and hence the transverse load due to prestressing can be worked out

directly from the tendon profile. The method by Warner has been adopted

here.

The procedure for the analysis of prestressing effects starts by acknowledging

that a prestressed structure displays initial curvature I{"(j), for any point
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a!' zero applied moment as a result of the prestressing force -Ç acting on a

section, Fig. 3.9(a).

The internal prestressing force F, in a section causes a couple which is equal

to the primary moment M1.

Where,

Mt: Fpe¿ (B.bb)

In order to bring the section to a state of zero flexural deformation) an equal

but opposite moment to Ml is applied. From the M - / relation, Fig. 3.9(c),

the moment required to restore the section to this state is M.(j). This follows

from the fact that:

M'(j) : -M"(j)
: Fpej

(3.56)

(3.57)

The moments M,(j) are calculated from lhe M -/ relations and then applied

at the ends of each segment to bring the structure to a state of zero flex-

ural deformation, Fig. 3.10. The resultant moment acting on the interface,

between lhe jth and (j + 1)tn segments of Fig. 3.11, is thus,

L M.(i) : -M"(i) + M.(i + t) (3.58)

Equilibrating moments -L,Mo(7) are then applied at ,h" ]i!:{.q:lt. t tin_

ear analysis is carried out in order to determine the effect of the interÀà
moments, Fig. 3.11(c). The resulting sequential moment M"(j) is the total
prestressing moment in the j¿å segment. The resulting secondary moment

tttr,ç¡¡i;together with the associated curvatures Kr(j) are worked out from

equation 3.53 and 3.55 as shown below

From equation 3.53, M2(j) : M"(j) - Mr(j)
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Figure 3.10: Restoring the section to zero deformation

equation 3.66, Mt(j): -M"(j)

Hence,

Mr(j)_M"(j)+M"(j) (3.5e)

Under conditions of zero applied external load, most structures are still in
uncracked condition and hence the assumption of linea¡ elastic behaviour is

' aPpropriate for the analysis of prestressing effects particularly since the dead

load has not been considered. Thai is, it is reasonable to assume that the

initial curvature K"(j) and moment M"(j) have a linear relation of

I{.(i) : M"(i)lEI(i)

'Where EI(i) is the secant segmental stiffness of an uncracked section (ie,

taJ<en as slope of the moment-curvature relations before cracking).

The analysis of equilibrating moments, Fig. 3.11(c), leading to the resultant

prestressing moments, is carried out through the method of superposition.
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The method of superposition, as adopted for the treatment of transversely

loaded members, divides the original problem into two parts, each of which is

solved individualiy and a summation carried out to give the overall solution.

The breaking down of the original problem into two parts, for a member

subjected to an external moment M, is illustrated Fig. 8.12. For elastic

,structures wiüh uniform cross-section, the fixed-end forces can be obtained

from most structural engineering textbooks.

In this study the moment-area method was adopted for calculation of the

fixed-end forces. This procedure has been futly explained. in the early part

of this Chapter.

M.(L)
-M"(3)
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3.5 Effects of Prestressing and Dead Load

It will be clear that the moment-curvature relation for a prestressed section

does not normally pass through the origin (0,0), because, under zero external

moment, there is curvatute óo due to prestress. At small applied moments,

the secant stiffness can vary between negative and positive and can even

become infinite.

To avoid the associated computational difficulties, a transformation of the .

axis of the moment-curvature relation is carried out for each segment. The

origin of the transformed axis for the júå segment is taken as M2(j) I{r(j),
the transformation being:

Mrj): M(j) - M,(j) (3.61)

Kru) : K(j) - rh(j) (3.62)

Where (M(j),{j)) is a point on the M - ó curve.

This transformation procedure is shown in Figure 3.13.

Having carried out the transformation, the structure is analysed for the effect

of a load equivalent to the self-weight plus imposed load. Under the new

origins of the M - ó relations, a check is carried out for cracking of all the

individual segments. If cracking is detected in at least one segment, then the

secant stiffnesses are updated and the analysis is carried out again using the

nervv secant stiffnesses. The process of updating secant stiffnesses is carried

out until convergency is attained.

Ii will also be clear that for a member with a high prestress, the secondary

moment may be high enough to cause cracking. Therefore the new origin

Mr(i) Ih(i) may not lie on lhe M - / curve since it is calculated by linear

elastic analysis. To avoid the computational difficulties similar to the ones

mentioned above, another transformation of the axis is carried out, once the
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analysis of dead load is completed.

The transformation involves transferring the origin to Mn¡(j), Kn*(j), which

are points on the M - ó curves corresponding to the combined effects of

prestressing and dead load. This new origin is sometimes referred to as the

perrnanent state 1461. This is a state at which a structure is expected to

be before any live load is applied. This state also gives an initial non-zero

moment on each segment which is incremented by the effect of live load. It
is convenient to use the overall dead load (dead * imposed) instead of self

weight alone as a means of distinguishing between imposed live load and

other loads on the structure.

The method of transforming the origins of the M - ó relations as described

above has no physical meaning other than being a useful computational de-

vice which simplifies computations for the three loading stages. That is, the

effects of prestressing, dead load and live load, are ca¡ried out separately

without loss of accuracy. This is equivalent to choosing a new initial state

for the second and third phases of behaviour.

3.6 Progressive Loading Procedure

In the third stage of the analysis, live loading is carried out from the "Perma-

nent State" up to and beyond collapse. This stage of the analysis starts by

carrying out a linear analysis of the structure, loaded with a unit loo,d. The

unit load pattern is pre-determined from the loading pattern of the structure

as explained earlier. The analysis is carried out using the secant segmen-

tal stiffnesses as obtained from the previous analysis of combined effects of

prestressing and dead load. From this analysis, structural deformations, mo-

ments and curvature, are obtained and these, taking into account of the

transformation on the M - ó relation that has taken place to this stage, will
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actually correspond to the combined effect of prestressing, dead load plus

linear effects of a unit load.

In order to identify a sequence of deformation steps in the behaviour of the

structure at which the analysis will be carried out, a critical segment is chosen

from the unit load analysis. The critical segment is a segment where moment

is large and hence where a hinge is likely to form. Ideally this segment is

located in the region of the structure which will yield first as the structure is

progressively loaded to collapse. A sequence of increasing values of curvature

is chosen from the M - ó relation for the critical segment on the new axis.

The values extend up to maximum curvature of the critical segment. This

c.rrrvature increment is designated C RTCVT(count), with count increasing

from L to a final, arbitrarily chosen value of count marimum.

For each curvature increment, C RTCVT(count), an iterative calculation cy-

cle is carried out to determine the corresponding moments and curvatures

in all other segments. The corresponding live load and the overall deflected

shape of the structure are also determined. This curvature controlled ap-

proach is applied for the full curvature range of the critical segment to de-

termine the loading history of the structure.

The M - / relation of a critical segment showing curvature increments steps

together with origins of the first two loading stages is shown Fig. 8.13.

3.6.L Calculation Cycle

Having determined curvature increment of the critical segment, a computa-

tional step commences. Each computational step involves an increment in

curvature and is composed of several numbers of caiculation cycles, normally

more than three, each representing an un-converged iteration cycle. At each
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calculation cycle the structure is initially analysed for the effect of a unit
loading using the secant segmental stiffnesses from the preceeding cycle.

Calculation cycles are repeated with progressively adjusted values of ihe stiff-

ness in each segment until a state'of the structure is found which satisfies

equilibrium and compatibility requirements, as well as the constitutive con-

ditions for the segments as represented by the individual M - / relations.

122
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From the linear analysis of the unit load nerfi¡ segmental curvatures Kuniín, j)
are obtained, where n is the member number and j is the segment number;

j varies from 1 to the total number of segments nf.9(n) in that member.

A trial set of curvatures I((", j) is then obtained by multiplying curvatures

from the analysis of the unit load by a scaling factor ^9.F. That is

K(r, j): SF * K, ¿(n, j) (8.63)

\Mhere the scaling factor ,S.F is conveniently chosen to

make the trial curvature of the critical segment equal

to the required curvature of that step, CRTCVT(count).

K (ncrt, j crt) : C RTC VT(count)

ncrt : number of the member housing the critical segment

j crt : the critical segment number.

Hence,

(3.64)

From the moment-curvature relations, the corresponding moments M(n, j)
are worked out and a nervr/ set of secant segmental stiffnesses , N EW EI(n, j)
calculated from:

NEW EI(n,,i): M(n,i)lI{(", j) (3.65)

These new stiffnesses are individually compared with the old set of stiffnesses

and convergency is supposed to have occurred if the difference of all the

stiffnesses is less than a pre-set tolerance. The process of calculating secant

segmental stiffnesses from the M - ó relations, as described above, is shown

in Fig. 3.14.

The new set of secant segmental stiffnesses are then used either in the next

calculation cycle or the next computational step, depending on whether con-
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Figure 3.14: The calculation of EI(n,j) from M - ö relations

vergency has been achieved. For one percent tolerance, convergency is in

most cases achieved in less than ten caJculation cycles. However siiuations

sometimes a¡ise in which an unusual convergence problem may be experi-

enced. These problems normally occur at the stages where enough hinges

have been formed in a structure to form a mechanism, and the structure is

already going through an unloading phase. 'Where such cases arise it becomes

necessaxy to aid convergence by ca,rrying out a relaxation on the calculation

procedure. In this case the segmental secant stiffnesses, NEW El(nrj), are

taken as an average of the old and the new secant stiffnesses [1SS]. That is,

OLD EI(n, j) + UNEW EI(n, j) - 2.0

(n, j) / K (n, j)
(3.66)
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3.6.2 Unloading Path of t};.e M - / Relation

Consider the case of a fixed-ended beam, with a segmental M - ó relation as

in Fig. 3.14(b), carrying a uniformly distributed load. At lower loads, Iz[,

the beam initially shows linear elastic behaviour. For a fully elastic beam the

end moments arc w L2 f 72, and the center moment is w L2 /24. As the loacl

increases to W2, the moments also increase until, say, the support moments

reach the value Mu, after which they stay constant as the load increases. The

the moment at mid-span increases, and moment redistribution occurs with

the point of contraflexure moving, say, from D to E. Eventually the moment

at the supports start to decrease.

A condition of peak load is reached when the effect of the increase in positive

moments is offset by the decrease in negative moments. The beam is normally

able to sustain additional loads after the formation of the first hinges, after

which, the load drops.

For segments near and away from the peak moment regions, say ø1, the mo-

ment M" will never be attained. These segments will experience a reduction

in moment as the structure unloads. Most of these segments would have

cracked prior to the post-collapse state of the structure. As a cracked rein-

forced concrete section does not behave in a linear manner, these segments

are assumed to follow an unloading path as indicated in Fig. B.1b(c).

Most common in hysteresis models [154,155], such a behaviour has been

assumed to occur even in the softening range of the M - ó relations in

some related studies by Darvall et al. [60,176]. This behaviour is closely in

accordance with the results of detailed studies into the stress-strain relations

of plain concrete as reported by Karsan and Jirsa [9g], \Marner and Lambert

[187] and Scordelis [161].
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The overall computational procedure as described above is shown in a flowchart

of Fig. 3.16

3.6.3 Load Calculations and Increments

Different types of structures are designed for different loading patterns de-

pending on their use. More common design loads take the form of either

uniformly distributed loads or point loads, each of which is capable of being

reduced to a "unit load". A unit load can be a multiple or fraction of the de-

sign load of a structure. Where point loads and uniformly distributed loads

are used together, one can initially be expressed as a function of the other,

and then this function in turn, reduced to the required "unit load" of the

same load pattern. This procedure is illustrated below with a portal frame

loaded with a point load P and a uniformly distributed load W, Fig. 3.17.

It is important to note that for this example k P and lcl P are the unit load

of the original loading pattern.

For each computation step, upon convergence, the scaling factor, 
^9.F, will

be applied to the latest analysis of the unit load to determine the moments

shear, axial force and structural deformation. The load corresponding to this

analysis is the unit load system multipliedby the scaling factor, SF.

A computer program,"SEGMA-PC" (SEGmental Method of Analysis for

Partially Prestressed Concrete structures) taking account of material non-

linearities, has been developed as described above. Incorporated into the

program are the loads which are most likely to occur on prestressed concrete

bridge structures. These include:
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a) Dead load of the structure

b) Effects of prestressing of the structure

c) Lane loading in the form of uniformly distributed load (UDL)

d) Truck loading in the form of Point Loads.

Based on deformation control, secant stiffness and segmental approach, the

computer program is effectively able to simulate the behaviour of a structure

up to and beyond the collapse load. For every approach, it is necessary to

ascertain that the obtained results are accurate and realistic.

3.7 Verification of Results

In order to check the accuracy of the computational program, various com-

parisons were made with other theoretical methods of analysis and also with
experimental data. The comparisons take account of the following:

* Linear elastic analysis

+ Analysis for parasitic effects

* Nonlinear analysis of a structure

* Comparison with experimental data.

Individual results and discussions of these results are given below.

3.7.t Linear Elastic Analysis

Numerous examples have been used to ensure that the program satisfies

static equilibrium of forces at all loading stages. The elastic analysis included
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comparing the results with known standard cases.

An exercise lvl/as carried out to compare the mid-span deflections of an 8rn

long beam calculated by both linear methods and linear segmental approach.

For the segmental approach the number of segments was gradually varied

and the mid-span deflections recorded. Both simply supported and fixed-end

beam cases rvere considered. Details and results of the beam are given in

Fig. 3.18.

The results showed that even with a low number of segments the discrepancy

between the results \¡/as reasonable. For example, seven segments gave 0

percent and 8 percent discrepancies for simply supported and fixed-end beam

respectively. This discrepancy vanished as the number of segments increases.

In a similar exercise, the simply supported beam was analysed using the two

methods, a linear elastic analysis and a nonlinear analysis. The results are

given in Fig. 3.19. The results of the two methods differ substantially at high

loads. The nonlinear analysis give solutions close to the expected behaviour

since the nonlinear material properties have been taken into account.

3.7.2 Analysis for Parasitic Effects

To demonstrate how accurately the program calculates the parasitic effects

(ie, hyperstatic reactions and secondary moments) a continuous two-span

beam with varying cable eccentricity was used. Details of the beam are

shown in Fig. 3.20 including the results of the computer program.

In spite of the fact that only five segments were used for each span, a very

high accuracy \tvas achieved for the calculation of secondary moments. The

computer results are accurate to within 2.5 percent compared with theoret-

ical figures calculated by the Hardy-cross moment distribution method and
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equivalent load method.

Another continuous two-span beam, this time with a parabolic cable, was

analysed. Again five segments were used per member. Details of the beam

and results from the computer program are given in Fig. 3.21. The computer

results are within 10 percent of the theoretical.

Considering that the cable is parabolic and that fewer segments were used,

these results are very good. A higher number of segments would give a better

approximation of the cable profile and hence more accurate results.

According to the guidelines given earlier concerning the minimum number

of segments for a given member of diameter, d, these two beams would have

been analysed using twenty segments per member instead of five. On overall

the results do not only show that the program gives good results, but also

that good results can be achieved even with fewer segments depending on

the complexity of the cable profile.

The two examples given here were obtained from a text by Warner and

Faulkes [186], where they were used for a similar purpose.

3.7.3 Nonlinear Analysis of Structures

Of particular importance is whether the program is able to simulate the

behaviour of the structure in the overload region before final collapse. It is
also important to check that the load factors obtained are correct.

For this purpose a 22rn fixed-ended beam was used. The prestressing cable

has a constant eccentricity and the prestress secondary moments are such

thaL, Ms : 0, and M2 - -M1 throughout the beam. The details of the

beam are provided in Fig.3.22.
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Since the beam is very ductile, it is able to fully redistribute the moments

before final collapse. The moment diagrams for the stages before full redis-

tribution, at full redistribution and just after are shown in Fig. 3.23.

The program indicates that a peak load of 452.8 kN lrn occurs at full moment

redistribution. From the sectional analysis the peak,

negative moment Mpt : 13, 000lcl/rn

positive moment Mpz: L4r000kNm

Total possible moment at full redistribution is

1¡4: (M6 * 1úz) * (Mez - ltlz)

: ry - 27,ooofr-Mr¿

Hence, W :446.31cNm, which is close to 452.8kNlrn obtained

from the computer program.

This indicates that the program gives a good estimate of the collapse load.

3.7.4 Comparison u¡ith Experimental Results

In this part, the computer results are compared with the results of known

experimental tests. For convenience the tests have been divided into three

sections.

a. Simply supported beam tests

b. Continuous beam tests

c. Frame tests
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3.7.5 Simply Supported Beam Tests

Analyses were made of two simply supported beams. One beam is an ordi-

nary reinforced beam while the other is fully prestressed.

(A) CAFLISCH AND THÜRLIMANN'S BEAM

As part of fl.exural tests on partially prestressed concrete beams Caflisch

and Thürlimann [36] of the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology, tested 14

simply supported beams of different cross-sections.

The beams \Mere tested, experimentally, using deformation controlled proce-

dure.

One of the beams, beam No.4 of Series B, was analysed here using the com-

puter program, "SEGMA-PC". Details of the beam are shown in Fig. 3.24

and a comparison of the theoretical and experimental load-deflection relation

is given in Fig. 3.25.

The sectional analysis by Caflisch and Thürlimann, and that by the pro-

gram "MCURVT" predicted higher ultimate moment than actually shown

by the beam. Hence the peak loads are slightly higher than the experimental

results. More interesting is the fact that the computer program, "SEGMA-

PC", shows a drop in the overall load at a point corresponding to the actual

final collapse. The results shows that the program accurately predicted the

behaviour of the beam.

(B) MENDTS' BEAM
Test on simply supported beams were extended to cover ordinary reinforced

beams. A 7m long beam, beam Dl, tested by Mendis at Monash University

was analysed. The beam properties are given in Fig. 4.1 in Appendix A.

There is no agreement between the computer and experimental results in this
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Figure 3.24: Details of beam 84 tested by Ca^flisch and Thürlimann [86]
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case except on the peak load. Two other checks were made on the theoretical

results:

o Using cracked section analysis method and Branson's cracked -Ð"[ for-

mula. The method is widely accepted and has been adopted by the

Australian Concrete Code.

o Using another computer program which can take into account of geo-

metric nonlinearity and the effects of thrust on the moment-curvature

relation. The moment-thrust-curvature relations are generated auto-

matically within the program during the analysis. This program was

developed at the University of Adelaide to study the nonlinear be-

haviour of concrete frames, Wong, Yeo and \Marner [193].

The results of these two methods agreed closely with those obtained by the

computer program, "SEGMA-PC". These are shown in Fig. 4.2. No ex-

planation can be given for the differences between the theoretical and the

experimental results except to suspect an error in the presented experimen-

tal results.

3.7.6 Continuous Beam Tests

A comparison on experimental test results of continuous beams with the the-

oretical results is given here in two forms. The first set of tests shows the

overall load-deformations relations. The second set shows the peak loads

achieved during the test and gives a general assessment on moment redistri-

bution.

(A) HAWKINS, SOZEN AND SIESS' BEAMS

A comparison is made here on two of the 22 beam tests carried out by
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Hawkins, Sozen and Siess [88]. The beams are symmetrical two-span, pre-

tensioned, I beams. Each span is 2744rnm(9/ú) long with a 279mm(Llin)

overhang. The beams are symmetrically loaded with point loads about the

centres. Details of the beams are given in Fig. 4.3. The beams were identified

as BO 10.043 and BW 10.073. Beam BO 10.043 had no web reinforcement.

The load verses mid-span deflections of the two beams are shown in Fig. ,{.4

and Fig. 4.5 for beam BO 10.043 and BW 10.073 respectively. There is

reasonable agreement between the theoretical and experimental results. An

agreement was also noticed in the collapse behaviour of the beams. Fail-

ure occurred about the interior support and full moment redistribution was

achieved in both cases.

(B) BISHARA AND BRAR'S BEAMS

An analysis on four beams tested by Bishara and Brar [26] was carried out.

The beams rvvere two-span continuous beams loaded with point loads at the

centre of each span. All the beams had a varying degree of prestressing.

Details of the beams are given in Figs. 4.6, 4.8, 4.10, and 4.12. Load-

deflection relations of beams BCl, BC2, BC3, and BC4 are given in Figs. 4.7,

4.9, 4.11, and ,{.13 respectively. A very good agreement between theoret-

ical and experimental results were achieved for beams BC2 and BC3. The

theoretical results of beams BCl and BC4 were stiffer than the experimental

results. This difference is attributed to the sectional analysis which had pre-

dicted steeper moment-curvature relations than the measured figures. Both

the experimental and theoretical results show that failure, in all the beams

except BC1, occurred under the load points and not at the central support

where the first hinge had formed. Full moment redistribution was observed

in all these three cases.

Beam BC1 failed prematurely by shear which started at the cut-off point of

the L9mm diameter bar in the positive moment zone close to the interior
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support. This cut off point provides a development length of 610rærn from

the load point and this length should have been 762mm to satisfy the ACI

code development length requirements. The theoretical analysis shows a

similar effect but with failure occurring near the exterior support instead of

the interior support.

(C) MATLICK AND SASTRY'S BEAMS

Two two-span and two three-span beams of rectangular cross-section tested

by Mallick and Sastry [126] were analysed. The analysed beams were identi-

fied by the Authors as 2G-1 , 2H-4,38-2 and 3C-7. The details of the beams

are given in Fig. 4.14 and Fig. 4.15.

Only the peak loads \I/ere given by the Authors and these are compared with

the theoretical peak loads in Table 3.1. The Table also shows whether full

moment redistribution was achieved.

A good agreement can be observed in the peak load between the measured

and computed results. Disagreements were observed on two of the four cases

concerning moment redistribution. In these two cases (beam 2C-7, 2H-4)

Mallick and Sastry had observed full moment redistribution during the tests.

Partial redistribution was observed in the theoretical results. Redistribution

was determined based on a close examination of the moment-curvature to

see whether the beginning of the yield plateau was reached before collapse.

Mallick and Sastry calculated the ratios of the maximum measured moments

to the theoretical ultimate moments, at the internal support, as 0.96 and

0.90 for beams 2H-4 and 3C-7 respectively. This ratio expressed in percent-

age form are sometimes referred to as degree of red,istribution. According

to Mallick and Sastry a 90 percent degree of redistribution and above could

be considered as prøctical complete red,istribution. In the theoretical analy-

sis, the degree of redistribution falling in this range was classified as partial

redistribution.
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Table 3.1: Comparison of peak loads for beams tested by Mallick and Sastry

[126]

BEAM

No.

PEAK LOAD (kN)

Experimental Computer Results

2G-L

2H-4

3B-2

3C-7

23.04 F

24.24 F

27.58 P

24.9r F

25.78 F

24.20 P

24.55 P

22.29 P

P - partial moment redistribution

F : full moment redistribution

3.7.7 Cranstonts trYarne

As part of the verification programme, it was intended to analyse at least

one prestressed concrete frame using the program "SEGMA-PC". All tests

on prestressed frames reviewed in Chapter 2 were not fully documented to

make a comparison possible. An ordinary reinforced concrete frame was

chosen instead.

The chosen frame, (frame P8), is one of the eight reinforced concrete pin-

ended portal frames tested by Cranston [55,57]. The frame was tested as

part of the investigation into the behaviour of reinforced concrete framed

structures up to and beyond maximum load, with the aim of developing

ultimate load design procedures for such structures. The major variables

were the percentage of tension reinforcement and the type of loading. Testing

of the frames was carried out using deformation controlled technique.
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Details of frame P8 are shown in Fig. 3.26. The load versus the vertical

deflection of the beam at the centre is given in Fig. 3.27.

According to Cranston, crushing occurred at the centre of the beam almost

immediately after yield and the moment at that point decreased steadily

there-after. However the moments at the corners continued to increase and

the maximum load was not reached until cracking developed at the top cor-

ners of the columns. By that time the moment at the centre of the beam

(first hinge) had dropped to 83 percent of its maximum value.

The computer program shows a similar behaviour with final collapse taking

place near the centre of the beam. Close agreement of the load-deflection

relations was observed in most regions of the curve. Due to strain-hardening

of the reinforcing steel the frame exhibited higher curvatures and deflections

than those predicted by the computer program. The results indicate that the

change in the stiffness due to presence of axial thrust had very little effect

on the behaviour of this particular frame.

Frame P8 was heavily reinforced with 4.4 percent tension reinforcement.

3.8 General Test : Mount Barker Bridge

For general test of the program a fully designed and built prestressed frame

bridge was analysed. The bridge was designed by the Highways Department,

South Australia in 1969 and was built over the Freeway, just outside Adelaide,

to support the Mt. Barker overpass.

Original contract drawings were obtained from the Highways Department

of South Australia. Due to lack of space detailed design information is not

provided here. The general details of the bridge are given in Fig. 4.16 and a
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photograph of the bridge is given in Plate 4.1 in Appendix A.

The bridge is a symmetrical three-span slab bridge with an overall length of

73 metres.

Detailed analysis of the bridge was carried out using program "SEGMA-

PC". The analysis indicates that the resulting secondary moments are large

enough to cause cracking if the effects of dead load are not considered. A

plot of load versus the vertical deflection at the centre is shown in Fig. A.77.

The first set of hinges forms at the interior supports.

The second set of hinges forms about 1rn away from the centre. These

hinges form just before softening commences at the intermediate supports.

This behaviour is very much similar to the one observed by Cranston [55] on

frame P8. The fact that the hinges form away from the centre is mainly due

to the cable profile in this region. Full moment redistribution takes place

before final collapse.

3.9 Summary on Segmental Method

In this chapter the basic equations for the segmental method of analysis were

derived. The procedure for the formation of the overall segmental matrix of

a member was given. A method for the formation of the global matrix of

the structure was pointed out. Also given is the computational procedure

for the non-linear analysis of a structure up to and beyond the collapse load

by controlled deformation procedure.

The use of finite length as the basis of the structural analysis by segmental

method brings with it a number of advantages. The method is suitable for

collapse load analysis in that plastic hinges must be considered to occur in
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finite segments. The method makes it possible for deflection and bending

moment properties to be obtained along a member and hence making it an

ideal "design tool".

By using the segmental method it is possible to consider more practical

loading patterns. It has also become possible and easier to analyse structures

of various configurations and variable member sizes.

A computer program has been developed using the segmental method of

analysis. The program uses pre-generated moment-curvature curves of indi-

vidual sections. The program "MCURVT" was used to generate the moment-

curvatures of sections.

The procedure of pre-generating moment-curvature relations of sections be-

fore carrying out a complete analysis of the structure is not new to non-linear

analysis of concrete structures. Aparicio and Arenas [10] used pre-generated

moment-curvature curves with a flexibility matrix method to analyse pre-

stressed bridge girders. \Marner et al. 13,46,182,L88] used it in the study

of the collapse behaviour of concrete structures with limited ductility. Sim-

ilarly Sherbourne and Parameswar [166] used it to determine the ultimate

load capacity of a continuous prestressed concrete beam tested by Lin [118].

This technique besides making it easier to analysis complex cross-sections of

varying cable eccentricit¡ it enables the user to keep a clear track of what is

happening within a structure particularly in the overload region.

From the comparison with experimental data of various structures, it has

been shown that the program accurately predicts the full range behaviour of

reinforced, partially prestressed and fully prestressed concrete structures.



Chapter 4

Nurnerical Study of Ductility

4.L Choice of Structures

The primary objective of the study is to determine appropriate ductility

limits for use in the design of prestressed concrete bridges. The secondary

objective is to develop a computer program which will enable the primary

objective to be achieved. This program has been developed in the manner

described in Chapter 3.

Of particular importance to the study is the configuration of the structures

to be analysed. In order for the results to be applicable in real design situa-

tions the structure should be as representative as possible of typical partially

prestressed concrete bridges, in both cross-section and geometry.

Typical prestressed concrete bridge data were obtained from Highways De-

partments in New South Wales, South Australia and Western Australia where

partially prestressed concrete bridges are common.

151
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From the data, the general trend adopted by bridge engineers in Australia

appears to have been to design indeterminate partially prestressed concrete

bridges as continuous beams, supported either on struts or piers at the in-

termediate supports. For such layouts, it is an acceptable procedure for the

analysis of the superstructure and substructure to be carried out separately.

And since the superstructure has a higher affinity for ductility at overk-rad,

it follows that the analysis for struts can be left out in the parametric study

of ductility.

There is no doubt, however, that the future for partial prestressing lies be-

yond continuous beam structures, particularly where there is greater empha-

sis on the appearance and on the ability of the structure to blend with the

environment. To a greater extent the developments in prestressing have led

to aesthetic improvements in concrete bridges, particularly in the metropoli-

tan regions where the demand for this kind of structures is high. Frame-like

structures of the type shown in Plates 4.1 and 4.2 are typical examples. For

such structures, plastic hinges may occur at overload in the struts as well as

in the top members. This requires that all possible hinging regions, including

the struts, be ductile to permit full moment redistribution to take place and

to avoid brittle collapse.

This study is more inclined to continuous beam type structures, although

limited examples of frames are considered. It is for this reason that it has

been possible to ignore the P - A effects, the effects of thrust on the moment-

curvature relations and changes in axial stiffness with deformation.

4.L.L Methodology and Layout

For the purpose of the stud¡ the structures used in the investigation of

ductility have been divided into three categories:
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Plate 4.1 Prestressed concrete bridge over the River Ter, Spain, (Sealey

[163]).

Plate 4.2 Bridge at \Muppertal, West Germany, (Ministry of Transport [181]).

Examples of rigid jointed prestressed concrete frame bridges
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CATEGORY A: CONTINUOUS POST-TENSIONED BOX GIRDERS

This category derives from a continuous twespan prestressed concrete box

girder provided as a design example in the Post-Tensioning Institute's bridge

design Manual [148]. Four'different variants of this structure are investigated

with a lot of emphasis placed on va,rying design assumptions for moment

redistribution, and consequent changes in the collapse behaviour. These

ca,ses a^re given here as follows:

Case 1: Unsymmetrical two-span bridge

(original design)

Case 2: Symmetrical two-span bridge

Case 3: Unsymmetrical two-span frame bridge.

(original design by Hellesland, choudhury and scordelis [g2].)

Case 4: Symmetrical two-span frame bridge.
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For each of the above four cases, fourteen different designs were analysed,

with degree of moment redistribution assumed in the design being the main

variable. The total number of design cases investigated in this category alone

is 56.

CATEGORY B: THE HARKNESS AVENUE BRIDGE

In this category a three-span pedestrian slab bridge is analysed. The bridge

was built in San Fbancisco. The design rù¡as carried out by T.Y. Lin. Two

versions of the design were investigated.

CATEGORY C: THE WESTERN AUSTRALIA BRIDGES

This category is composed of six symmetrical two-span bridges designed at

the Main Roads Department in Perth. The bridges vary a lot in cross-

sectional shape and size.

Each of the above categories is treated separately. In each case the back-

ground to the design is provided, as well as the results of the analysis. A

summary of the results is provided for each category. A total of 64 designs

were investigated.

For a given design, the behaviour of the structure is originally observed under

progressive load increments up to the peak load and then into the unloading

phase. Systematic modifications to the original design are made in order to

observe the behaviour with variations in leu, qrn, and -t- parameters of the

key segments. These parameters are defined in Chapter 2. Modifications to

the design were effectively done by carrying out repeated analysis for various

elastic moment redistributions and in some cases by maximizing the effec-

tive prestress in the steel. Different methods were employed for individual
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categories and details are provided in the appropriate places

4.2 Post-Tensioned Box Girder: Category A

For the numerical study of ductility, a two span prestressed concrete box

girder was considered. The bridge was designed to AASHTO Specifications

[9] and was considered to be cast-in-place. The bridge was used as a contin-

uous design example in the Post-Tensioning Institute's Post-Tensioned Box

Girder Bridge Manual [148], in which both the preliminary and final design

are presented. The box girder cross-section, Fig. 4.1(b) and tendon profile,

Fig. a.1(c), including the bridge layout, were taken directly from that design.

The design procedure illustrated in the Manual [9] accounts for the secondary

moments, anchor seating losses and long term effects of elastic shortening,

shrinkage, creep and relaxation of prestressing steel. The loading combina-

tion considered consists of dead load, impact and live load. The live load

considered is AASHTO HS 20-44loading. See Fig. 8.1 in Appendix B.

The bridge has a four-cell cross-section with vertical exterior webs and short

cantilever slabs Fig.a.1(b). The superstructure is unsymmetrical with 45.720m

(150 /ú) and 49.378m (L62 /ú) spans.

The bottom slab thickness of the superstructure increases from l46mm (5.75

in) to 305mm (72 in) over the mid-support. This flare extends out one tenth

of each span from the mid-support. The ordinary reinforcing steel is provided

over the same length, but on the top slab. This reinforcement consists of

I8770mmz (29 in2) high yield steel bars, Iocated 89mm (3.5 in) from the top

surface of the deck slab.

The prestressing in the superstructure is provided by 255 L2mm (l/2 in)
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diameter 7-wire strands (51 strands per web) with a total area of.25L74mm2

(39.02 in2). The prestressing is achieved by post-tensioning from both ends

with a jacking force P¡ : 35139 k¡i (7900 Kips,7580 l(ips per web). After

post-tensioning, the prestress is grouted and hence bonded to the concrete.

The effective prestressing force after losses is 72 percent of the jacking force.

Minimum shear reinforcement of L6mm diameter bars is provided at a vari-

able spacing of 305mm (12 in) and 584rnm (23 in).

The material properties adopted for the complete analysis are summarised

below:

a) PRESTRESSING STEEL

fpy:7750 MPa, lru: 1860 MPa

Ep :193000 MPa, Ap :25l74mm2

P¡ : 35139 IeN, P.ÍÍ :25300 fr¡/

b) RETNFORCTNG STEEL

f"y : 470 MPa, E" - 200,000 MPa

A": L87L0mm2

c) CONCRETE

f. :24.7 MPa, E"* :24800 MPa

4.2.L Live Loading and Impact

The HS 20-44lane loading and HS20-44 truck loading considered for maxi-

mum moment are as shown in Fig. 8.1.

Number of traffic lanes : 3

Impact factor : ,,g.,*: ¡fu:0.182
where L : length in ft.
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(4.1)

Factor to account for number of traffic lanes and Impact : 3 x 1.182 : 3.55

The calculated maximum design moments are as follows

LOAD

M6

0.4 SPAN 1

(15,754)

21,362

(5,711)

7,744

0.6 SPAN 2

(20,543)

27,956

( 6,998)

9,489

MID SUPPORT

(32,572) kip - ft
44,769 kNm

( 9,365) kiyt - ft
72,699 lcNrn

Me*,

AASHTO Specifications [9] required that post-tensioned members be de-

signed by elastic method and their capacity for ultimate loads be verified for

a factored ultimate design moment, M*.

\Mhere ultimate design moment

M*

and / : the capacity reduction factor

: 0.9 for cast-in-place construction

M2 : secondary moment

Effective prestressing force after losses : 0.72 x Jacking force

: 0.72 x 35,139

: 25,300 kI/

flence for section at O.6L of Span 2

From the effective P.¡ diagram e : 755mrn

Applied M* : #(22,856 + å(94s9)) + 0.1bb x 25, s00

:67 074 lcNm

Tr*" *!r*o*ò * Mz

For section at support, e :393mm
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(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)

M* : -hå(++,168 + å(12,699)) + 0.393 x 2b,300

:84,479 IcNm

The moment capacity provided at a section can be estimated from the equa-

tions of flexural strength for prestressed concrete sections given in Section 1.67

of the AASHTO code. The equations for rectangular or flanged sections in

which the neutral axis lies within the flange are summarised as follows:

Ap

bd
Pp"

fp"u: foo(I - O.\po"frolf.^)

Mu - Aelead(l - 0.6p,p"fe",l f"*)

\Mhere, Ap : area of prestressing steel

d : the distance from the extreme compressive

fibre to centroid of the prestressing force.

pp": the prestressing steel index

b - width of the compression flange

fe"F the average stress in the prestressing

steel at ultimate load.

For zero design moment redistribution, the provided moment capacity of

span 2 at 0.6L can be calculated from the above equations as:

n.-: 25.174 :0.00116YPs - t2,B}4xt,692 -
fpa :1750(1 - 0.5 x 0.00116 x 7750124.1) : 1676.3 MPa

Mu :25,774 x 1676.3 x 1692(1 - 0.6 x 0.00116 x L6763/2a.7)

: 67,,944 > 67,014 lcNm

Tlrerefore OK since Mu ) M*. Note the factor / is included in terrn M*.

The neutral axis location is given by the AASHTO code as:

dn : 7. dpp"fo"ulf.,n
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: 7.4 x 7,692 x 0.00116 x L676.3124.L

: I97mm, and falls within the flange.

For the mid-support section b : I0464mm
, 25.L74
Pp" : -ffi: 0.00144

fp"u :1750(1 - 0.5 x 0.00144 x 7750124.5) : 1658.5 MPa

Mu - 25,t74 x 1, 658.5 x (1 - 0.6 x 0.00144 x 1658.5/2a.I)

65,814 < 84,479 le Nm

Therefore, since M* > M" additional steel is required. Non-prestressed steel

was allowed for in the original design of:

A" :2900 in2 : 187L0mm2

f"u :41'0 MPa

The contribution to the moment capacity of this non-prestressed reinforce-

ment is estimated as

Mu: f "y 
A"lo (4.5)

Where, /o : the lever arm : distance from the centroid of the prestressing

tension reinforcement to the centre of compression.

Neutral axis locatior' : l. dpp"frulf.*

: 7.4 x 1676 x 0.00144 x 7658.5124.7

: 233.0mm 1305mm

hence falls within the flange.

\ /ith the neutral axis at 233mm from the extreme fibre, the centre of com-

pression 233l2mm up from the bottom of the box, and the centre of gravity

of the mild steel about 89mm (3.5 in.) from the top surface, the moment

capacity for the non-prestressing steel M, is:

: 470 x 18710(1931 - ? - S9) : 73,622 IcNm
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Hence total moment capacity of the support section is

Mu:L3,622 + 65,814

:79,436 < 84,419 le Nm

The provided steel is not sufficient to give the required moment capacity. The

required overall area of non-prestressed steel should have a moment capacity

of 84, 479 - 65,814 - 18,605kNm

Therefore A" : æåi%Æ_¡õt : 25,558mm2

4.2.2 Analytical Model

The complete bridge superstructure is modelled analytically as small seg-

ments inter-connected to form structural members. The superstructure is

divided into 50 of these segments, 25 on each span. The segments in each

span are of the same length, thus 1.829m and L.975m for the shorter and

longer span respectively. The material nonlinear behaviour of each segment

was represented by the section located at half the segment length.

The program "MCURVT" was used to generate the moment-curvature rela-

tions of each segment, taking into account the cable eccentricity. To account

for support fixity, spring constant, that are several times greater than the

corresponding translational and rotational stiffnesses of the structure v¡ere

assigned as explained in Chapter 3.

The information on the geometry, support condition, dead load, live load,

and moment-curvature relations of the segments are stored in a data file.

The structure is initially loaded with a unit live load corresponding to a line

loading of 7 kNlm on each span. Based on the above information the pro-

gram "SEGMA-PC" is used to analyse the structure from the initial unloaded

condition, through the nonlinear range, to the collapse load and beyond. The
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relation between live load and deflection for the original design is shown in

Fig. 4.2. The cracking stage and the peak load are clearly identifiable in the

Figure.

4.2.3 Moment Redistribution and Minimum Ductility
Requirements: Box girder Bridge

Starting with the original elastic design bending moments, various moment

increments and decrements were made at the mid-support in steps of 5 per-

cent of the original peak moment. By satisfying the requirements of statics,

the corresponding peak moments within the span rv\¡ere computed. The result-

ing moments are shown in Table B.L of Appendix B. A new bridge design was

carried out for each moment redistribution, on the basis of ultimate strength

requirements. The serviceability requirements are not very important in the

study of ductility; however, by keeping the prestressing force constant, the

serviceability behaviour was unaffected by the design changes.

In spite of the general practice that moment redistributions should be carried

out by reilucing the internal support moments in order to avoid steel conges-

tion at the supports, both cases of reduced and increased support moments

were investigated. These investigations \Mere based on the assumption that

in some rare or special cases it may be necessary to increase instead of reduce

support moments.

For each moment redistribution, the ultimate design moment, M*, of. the

critical section is calculated using Equation 4.1 and then equated to Mu

through Equation 4.4 to solve for the required area of prestressing steel,

including steel index q-, neutral axis depth, d,, and the neutral axis depth

ratio k.,. Where,

q,,:ú (4.6)
J Cn1'
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Pp": Aelbd (4.7)

dn: I.4dpp"fr"ulf.,n (4.S)

Ie' : dnld (4'9)

fp"u : average stress at ultimate load in the prestressing steel

calculated from Equation 4.3.

A small computer program was developed to do the iterative procedure of

solving for the required area of steel.

The values of the required area of steel for a given moment capacity are

presented in Table B.2 in Appendix B. For simplicity it has been assumed

that all the steel is prestressing steel. In practice, however, the quantity

of prestressing steel will be estimated, say, for the centre of the span and

the high yield steel used anywhere else where additional reinforcement is

required.

Both the cable profile and the effective prestressing force were kept constant

in the moment redistributions and redesigns. The resulting secondary mo-

ments, M2, lherefore remained unaffected.

For each new design, the moment-curvature relations of the segments of the

structure were regenerated. Ideally the moment-curvature relations of all the

segments should have been regenerated. However, because the cable profile,

the concrete strength and the prestressing force remained unchanged, only

the moment-curvature relations of the segments at and near the peak mo-

ment regions were regenerated. These segments were located in the regions

where inelastic behaviour was possible under increasing load. In each case,

the moment-curvature relations of up to six segments, in each peak region,

rvr/ere necessary. For the rest of the segments, which never went through the

nonlinear range, the moment-curvature relations of the original design were

used.
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Mp : peak moment

My = yield moment

ÓP curvature

Figure 4.3: Moment-curvature relations showing yield and peak points.

\Mith the new set of data, the structure is re-analysed up to the peal< load

and beyond. For each analysis, the "yielding" curvatures and moments are

identified and recorded. The yielding point is defined as the beginning of
the plateau on the moment-curvature curve. However the computer program

"MCURVT" makes it possible for the user to identify the material component

stresses at various points of the moment-curvature curve, hence making it
easy to identify ihe yield point.

The location of the yield point as defined here does not necessarily correspond

to the peak point of the M - ö curve. A typicat example is shown in Fig. 4.3,

where the peak moment Mo is noticeably higher ilrlan Mu.

The loads at which the first and second hinges form, W7 anð. W2 respec-

tively, a¡e recorded togeiher with the curvature of the first hinging segment

Ðc
c,é
õ
E

óo 0,
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at the formation of the second hinge, /12. From this information the mini-

mum ductility factor required for the formation of the second hinge, F^¿n, is

calculated:

FL mxn
ór, - ó" (4.10)
óo -Ó"

\Mhere, 4lu : yield curvature

d, : initial curvature at zero external moment

Values of óy, Mo, ót , W, W, and F,n¿n for various moment redistributions

are shown in Table B.3. The plots of lcu of. the first yielding segment, F^in¡

q^ and the load nlio W1f W2 against percentage moment redistribution are

shown in Figures 4.5, 4.6 a,nd 4.7.

4.2.4 Alternative Design

A modification of the original structure was also analysed. This was a sym-

metrical two span prestressed continuous box girder bridge with spans of

49.378m (162 lt). This structure represents a variety of available symmetri-

cal prestressed bridges. The box girder section, tendon profile and material

properties were exactly the same as those in the larger span of the previous

structure. The analysis also followed the same procedure as that described

above, with 25 equal length segments on each span. The length of each

segment is 7.975m.

Similarly the analysis was carried out as before and the curvature /12 and the

loads Wt arrd W2 recotded. The minimum ductility factor required for the

formation of the second hinge, F*¿n was calculated. These values, for various

moment redistribution, are shown in Table 8.3. Separate plots of. ku, F^in,

q,n and W/W, against percentage redistribution are shown in Figures 4.5,

4.6 and 4.7.
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4.2.5 Braced Column Box Girder Bridge

In a typical bridge design problem, the superstructure is usually designed

first. According to Hellesland, Choudhury and Scordelis [92], the effect of

the column on the superstructure can either be ignored or accounted for by

using a preliminary column cross-section.

In the study of "Nonlinear analysis and design of RC bridge columns sub-

jected to imposed deformations", Hellesland et al. [92] proposed a design

method for braced columns. The method is based on results of single column

studies. In order to establish ihe validity and applicability of the proposed

method, a typical two span prestressed concrete box girder bridge structure,

braced at one abutment, was studied. The column was designed using the

proposed method based on short and long term capacities.

The bridge chosen was the continuous prestressed concrete box girder used

previously as a design example in the "Post-Tensioning Institute's Post-

Tensioned Box girder Bridge Manual". This is the same bridge which has

been analysed in the previous example, except that a column has been added

at the centre support. Since the girder is braced against horizontal mo-

ment at one of the abutments, the column is considered to be braced. The

superstructure-column joint is assumed to be located at a distance of.866mm

Q.84 ft) from the top surface of the deck slab. Since this is the level of cen-

troid of the gross section of the deck slab, this means that the column is

built in the superstructure, hence forcing the entire structure to behave as

one solid frame. In fact the column extends into the diaphragms. The height

of the column was taken to be l2.l92m @0 ft).

The general layout of the structure, the girder section details and cable profile

are shown in Fig. 4.1.

The full details of the column design can be found in the report by Hellesland,
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Choudhury and Scordelis [92] and are not reproduced here. However, it is
appropriate to outline the design considerations. In the design, the actions

due to factored loads (group four of AASHTO loading combinations) were

determined. The superstructure was then considered in isolation and the

imposed rotations were calculated. The governing imposed rotation at the

column top due to dead load, live load and impact was worked out. The

additional rotation that may exist due to prestressing, temperature, creep

and shrinkage gradients was also considered.

Since the column design is based on the maximum rotation that may be

imposed at the column top at any one time, the nonlinear response of the

prestressed concrete superstructure was considered together with the effects

of creep. To account for this nonlinear response, a linear analysis based on

an effective moment of inertia, I", was used for the calculation of the rotation

at the column top due to factored dead load, live load and impact.

The short term and the long term imposed displacements, Li^p, at the top

of the column were also considered. These were estimated from the average

strain in the superstructure due to:

a) Elastic shortening by the prestress force, P¿

b) Shrinkage of the superstructure.

c) Temperature differential

Finally, the design axial loads \¡/ere estimated from the sustained axial loads

-A/" due to column creep, and the maximum axial load, .l/,. The self-weight

of the column was included in the calculation of the maximum factored axial

load, ll,.

Detailed design calculations for the determination of column cross-section
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dimensions and reinforcement required to withstand the above actions are

provided in the report [92]. The cross-sectional details are given in Fig. 4.2.5"

4.2.6 Analytical Modelling of the Frame

For the analytical model of the complete bridge the superstructure members

were divided into 25 segments each, and the column into lb segments. The

segments in each member were of the same length, 0.813nz for the column,

r.829m for the shorter span and 1.975m for the longer span. The moment-

curvature relations of the mid point of each segment \¡¡ere generated, using

program "MCURVT". The rest of the analysis was the same as for the two

span box girder discussed in the previous section.

The structure \¡/¿ìsi initially analysed for the effect a unit live ioad correspond-

ing to I kNlm on each span. Progressive load increments, und.er controlled
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deformation, were made up to the peak load and into the unloading range.

A plot of load-deflection relation is given in Fig. 4.8.

4.2.7 Moment Redistribution and Minimum Ductility

Requirements: Flame

Various design moment redistributions were performed on the peak moments

of the superstructure and the prestressing steel requirements were calculated.

The mornent-curvature relations of the peak regions \Mere generated. The

yielding curvature and moments of the key segments were recorded. \Mith

the new set of data the bridge was analysed up to the peak load and beyond.

As in the previous example an alternative design was also analysed. The

alternative design had two equal spans of 49.378m each. The column height

remained unchanged at 72.192 m.

The values of So,, Mo, ótr, Wt, W, and F^¿n for various moment redistribu-

tions are shown in Table 8.4. The plots of ku, F^¿n, q^ and WlWz against

moment redistribution are shown in Fig.4.5, 4.6 and 4.7 for both design cases.

4.2.8 OBSERVATIONS

(a) Loads

It was observed that for normal moment redistributions the minimum duc-

tility required for a mechanism to occur remained reasonably low even at 30

percent moment redistribution. However there \Mas a substantial reduction

in Wl with an increase in percentage moment redistributions, of up to 45

percent of the peak load. For this structure, this corresponds to a safety

factor of. 2.5. Although the structure may not suffer sudden collapse, this
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reduction in W1 is undesirable in the long run because it may render the

structure unserviceable. This reduction was observed throughout the differ-

ent types of structures analysed. It is however less pronounced in structures

designed by increasing the internal support moments.

A very small variation in W2 was observed for the various design moment

redistributions in the same structure. Theoretically the load at full redis-

tribution should be the same regardless of the assumed design moment re-

distribution. This variation in Wz however, can always be expected for the

following reasons;

o The yield point of a section is not so well pronounced on the M - ó

relations and therefore has to be estimated. There are bound to be

some over-estimation and under estimations in some cases which will

result in variations in Wz and hence F*in. It should be noted that the

yield point although defined here as the beginning of the plateau, is not

necessary located at the point of peak moment. Therefore W2 ca,nnol

always correspond to the peak load.

o Secondly, as the structure is progressively loaded frorn W1 rp to W2

and beyond, an estimate had to be made as to whether Wt ot Wz

was reached. For a particular load or curvature increment the yield

curvature may just be slightly short or over the targeted curvature for

the -ô/úh and -l[úä f 1 step, which means that the required load falls

somewhere in between. Since very fine curvature increments of up to

200 steps were used in this study, the required load will only be missed

by a few decimal places.

o Thirdly, although full redistribution may occur, the peak load and Iu72

may not be as high as the expected values. This occurs because by

the time a full mechanism occurs, the first hinge may already be going

through a softening stage in which case W^o, will be low. This is most
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likely to occur where the required minimum ductility factor, F*¿n, is

high. In some instances full redistribution may never occur as indicated

in Tables 8.3 and 8.4.

(b) Plots of neutral axis depth ratio k., against steel index g-,

Fig. 4.7

The lc, values of all the key segments are below 0.2. These values are within

the range recommended by NAASRA Specification and s¡.,t Standard. These

regulations allow for design moment redistributions of up to 30 percent if k,

is less than 0.2.

In the plots, Fig. 4.7, a general decrease can be observed in fr., and g- values

of the key segments with design moment redistribution. This decrease oc-

curred because the first hinge formed in the region where the applied design

moment redistribution caused a reduction in design moment. That is, the

first hinge occurred at the support in cases where internal support moments

were reduced, and along the span in cases where internal support moments

were increased. This region exhibited a relatively higher ductility as a result

of the lower steel index as opposed to other peak moment regions. In spite

of this significant gain in ductility, at high percentage moment redistribution

the required ductility factor, F*in, may be too high for actual moment redis-

tribution to take place. This can be observed in Tables B.3 and 8.4 for cases

where internal support moments were increased by more than 10 percent.

The above observation is consistent with the experimental results of contin-

uous prestressed beams tested by Mallick 1725). These results are discussed

in Section 2.6 of. Chapter 2.

Although limits on ku and q^ tend to be stipulated in order to control ductil-

it¡l, they are only indirectly related to the F^;n. Sections with low ku and q^

show higher ductility. However many factors influence the required values of
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F¡1¿n ar'd the ratio WtlWz with respect to percentage design moment redis-

tribution. These need to be considered in determining recommendations on

the required leu and q^ limits for design purposes.

The global reinforcing index, q^,, f.ot the key segments tabulated in Table B.2

have been plotted against their corresponding k, values. These are given in

trig. 4.9. The prediction equation

Icu:7.372q- + o.oo8 (4.11)

suggested by Naaman [138] after carrying out a linear regression analysis on

the experimental and analytical data, is also plotted.

The computed points fall close to the prediction equation line, although

forming a distinct line of their own. This, as explained by Loov [120], can be

expected since the relation between k., and q- depend on the strength of the

concrete. However, Equation 4.11 seem to provide a reasonable representa-

tion of the k., - q- relation.

Detailed discussions on the investigations by Naaman, referred above, are

provided in Section 2.4 of. Chapter 2.

(c) Sectional Ductility Factor F

The ductility factors for the key segments tabulated in Table 8.2 have been

plotted against their corresponding k, values. This plot is given in Fig. 4.10.

The boundary limits given by Naaman's ductility factor prediction equations

[120,135,138] are also given.

Most of the points fall close to and below the lower bound prediction equa-

tion. The average and upper bound equations seem to be quite unconser-

vative. These two equations are more applicable to cases where the partial

prestressing ratio (PPR) is low, PPR being defined as follows:

PPR - 
A,T,O

Aorro t A"r"a @.r2)
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The partial prestressing ratio for the data presented here is equal to unity

(d) Minimum Ductility Factor F,n¿n

As stated above the minimum ductility required for the key segment in order

to permit moment redistribution to take place is low for cases where support

moments were reduced and very high where support moment were increased.

This trend was observed throughout all the analysed structures.

However for the unsymmetrical cases l,he F*¿n is high because large rotations

are required for moment redistribution to take place. Where additional rota-

tions are obtained from the presence of the column, it can be observed that

minimum required ductility, F^in, reduced substantially. For these cases, the

hinge formed on the column between the point of formation of the first and

second hinges on the superstructure.

It was noted that even al zero design moment redistribution a ductility factor

of up to 5 may be required for full moment redistribution to actually take

place. In spite of this, the load Wt for these particular cases is still high,

ie, over 92 percent of. W2. This load is within the expected range for the

formation of the first hinge.

The high F^¿n of.5, and the high WlW, ratio for zero design moment re-

distribution generally comes as no surprise. This can be expected because

the design is based on a moment envelope, which is a result of the most

severe load combinations. Also nonlinearities appear in structural behaviour

whenever cracking occurs. Furthermore, the test load may have a slightly

different moment profile from the original design which will therefore require

moment redistribution to take place before the formation of a mechanism.

This reflects the real case situation because design loads are by their na-

ture hypothetical, and either individually or combined do not represent any

practical load case which is likely to cause overloading on bridge structures.
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Because of the relatively high load, W1, aL the formation of the first hinge,

the high F^¿n valte of 5 for zero design moment redistribution should there-

fore cause very little corì.cern. The rest of the F*¿n valtes range frorn 2.4

at zero design moment redistribution to 8.7 for 30 percent design moment

redistribution for the upper cases, Fig. 4.5(a). These correspond to k., values

of about 0.36 and 0.15 as predicted by Naaman's lower bound equation [120].

For cases where internal support moments were increased instead of reduced,

very high F*¿n val:ues of 11 were obtained at 10 percent moment redistribu-

tions, Fig. 4.5(b). The values of F,n¿n at higher percentage design moment

redistributions are too high to be used in design. For example, at 30 per-

cent design moment redistribution the F*¿n valtes range between 17 arrd 42.

Again using the lower bound prediction equation lhe F*¿n of 11 at 10 percent

moment redistribution corresponds to a, ku value of 0.135. This implies that

provided lhe ku value remains below 0.135, internal support moments can

only be increased by np to 10 percent.

As reported by Cohn and Bartlett 1471, Naaman et al. [13S], and Thompson

and Park [173], for a given reinforcing index there is a negligible variation

of both yield curvature and ductility factor with the partial prestressing

ratio (PPR). This means that the minimum required ductility factors for full

moment redistribution to occur, Fmin¡ remain unchanged through all levels

of PPR. Therefore, the results discussed above are applicable at all levels of

partial prestressing ratio as far as momerlt redistribution and ductility limits

are concerned.

A detailed discussion of the results referred above, by Cohn and Bartlett,

Naaman et al., and Thompson and Park, is provided in Section 2.4 of Chap-

ler 2.

Using the upper limits of minimum required ductility factor, F^in, obtained
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4.3 The l{arkness Avenue Pedestrian Bridge:

Category B

The next bridge analysed was the Harkness Avenue Bridge built in San Fran-

cisco, California, and owned by the California Division of Highways. The

Harkness Avenue Bridge is a prestressed concrete slab pedestrian bridge with

a three-span symmetrical continuous layout as shown Fig. 4.12.

The outer-spans arc I2,I92mm (a}ft) long and the middle span is L8,288mm

(60 /ú) long. The bridge was designed by T.Y. Lin and part of the de-

sign information is contained in the text on "Design of prestressed concrete

structures" [116].

The bridgeis 2,845mm (9 ft 4 in) wide with a uniform thickness of.330mm

(73 in), ie, neglecting curbs. The total effective prestressing force is 5471.04

k¡f (1,230,000 ¿ó) after 15 percent losses. This is equivalent to 587.136 kI/
per 305mm (1 /t) width of slab.

The design dead load was estimated as2.37 kNlm (762 psf) and a design

live load of 0.73 kN/m (50 psl). The design concrete strength was given as

34.48 MPa (5.0/lsi).

From the bending moment diagrams a practical cable profile, Fig. a.12(g)

affording a better protection for the steel was selected. This was obtained

by linear transformation of the concordant cable into a non-concordant one.

Using an effective prestress of 0.5/p", the area of steel per 305rnm (7 ft)
width of slab was calculated as 7l0mm2 (1.1 sq in) fot steel strength, foo, of.

L655 MPa Qa\I{si).

The probable plastic hinge locations are over the intermediate supports, at

the centre of the middle span, and near the 0.4L points E and G of the
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Figure 4.12: Design details of Harkness Avenue bridge [116]
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NOTE

1 ft : 305mm

1 in :25.4mm

¡'

Sections E, G

(o) Elevation and l-Ft Width Sections

A GE

12

Sections B, C Section F

LK-f¿-1.356kNm

Figure 4.13: Elevations and 305r¿rn G ft) width section, pedestrian bridge

[116]

outer spans. These are shown in Fig. 4.13. The sections at the intermediate

supports and at the centre of the middle span axe heavily over-reinforced

with a steel index, Q^ of 0.41 and a neutral axis depth ratio fr., of 0.45. For

the sections E and G, fr, : 0.50 and g* : 0.46. Because these sections a¡e

over reinforced, their ultimate strength of steel cannot be achieved.

By assuming that 90 percent of ultimate strength of steel is developed for

all these sections, the design calculations estimated the ultimate capacity of

sections B, F and C to be 226.5 IcNm (767 K - ft) and of sections E and G

to be 195.3 Ie Nm (L44 K - ft). Using elastic and plastic hinge theories the

ultimate load was calculated to be between 9.07 kNlm (621 plf) and 10.83

kN/m QaL plf). A mid-way figure of.10.22 kNlm (700 elf) was chosen as

the ultimate design load. This figure offered an attractive factor of safety for

both dead and live loads of 3.3.

2.33

r¡)
N

."f
¡J,
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4.3.L Analytical Modelling: Pedestrian Bridge

As in the previous calculations, the bridge was divided into segments. The

outer spans were each divided into 12 equal segments of 1.016rn (3.33 /ú).

The middle span was similarly divided into 25 equal segments of 0.732rn (2.4

/ú). Fewer and hence longer segments were used for the outer spans because

plastic hinges cannot be expected to form on these members since they are

relatively over-designed.

The moment-curvature relations corresponding to the mid-point of the seg-

ments rü¡ere generated for each segment. These \¡ere approximated by piece-

wise linear relations and stored in a data file. Based on the information on

the moment-curvature relations, structure geometry and loading patterns,

the structure r\¡as analysed for load increasing from the initial unloaded con-

dition, through the peak load and beyond. The test-load was a unit load

of 7 kNlm on all the three spans. The live-load-deflection relation arising

from this analysis is given in Fig. 4.14. The non-ductile behaviour of this

structure is clearly shown in the relation. The load immediately drops as the

peak load is reached because the peak moment segments near B and C have

no yield plateau. In this case the structure would have collapsed without

giving much warning. Also full moment redistribution does not take place

and the structure collapses without forming a mechanism. At the time of

collapse, local softening takes place at the segments over supports B and C

and no yielding is evident in the centre of the structure or anywhere else. The

expected and the actual loading paths of the peak moment regions are indi-

cated in moment-curvature relations, Fig. 4.15. These clearly show limited

inelastic behaviour in segments E, F, and G.

The analysis show that the factor of safety for both dead and live loads is

8.85 + 2.40

"t? 
. rrc: 3'63
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Figure 4.14: Load-deflection relation of the Harkness Avenue bridge, (original

design)
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\Mhere, 8.85 : peak live load in kNlm

2.4 : dead load in kN lm

This safety factor is slightly higher than that of 3.3 estimated by the design

methods.

It should be noted that the load presented here corresponds to the load per

7 ft (305mrn) width of slab.

4.3.2 Moment Redistribution and Ductility: Harkness

Avenue Pedestrian Bridge

For this section it will be assumed that full ultimate strength of the steel is

developed for the intermediate support sections and for the section at the

centre of the structure. The ultimate design moments of the peak moment

regions are estimated by Equation 4.1.

From this equation the ultimate moments of the key sections were calculated

as follows:

M6

Mq

Mz

Section

E,G

-19.3

-10.8

-4.r

Section

B,C

59.1

20.7

-10.3

Section

F

-39.7

-16.5

-10.3

M" -58.0 723.5 -702.4 kNm

Mu -L78.7 205.2 -205.2 kNm

Mu is the provided moment capacity calculated from Equalion 4.4 of flexural

strength of prestressed concrete.
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The factor of safety for both dead and live load together would be:

190

The difference between the calculated M" and Mu indicates how over-designed

these sections are. If, however, just enough steel was provided to give the

required ultimate design moment M*, L}'e peak load, W, on the centre span

would be such that:
WL2
^ :723.5+707.4
8

w:# :5.52kNlm
18.288

This factor of safety, although being about half the original design safety

factor, is still within the normal accepted range. To give this safety the

following quantities of steel are required. These tvl¡ere computed based on the

design moments, M* of the peak moment regions.

): # : 1.28

A, (mm2)SECTION

E,G

B,C

F

M* (kNm)

58.0

723.5

707.4

161

340

285

8*

0.104

0.195

0.164

leu

0.128

0.247

0.2L7

Due to the nature of the design of the bridge the above quantities of steel

can not satisfy the design strength requirements. Simple calculations show

that the steel in some sections will either be over-stressed or will yield before

cracks appear on the concrete. A good design will always allow the steel to

yield in between cracking and final crushing of the concrete.

If the original design had maximized the degree of effective prestress, then

lower quantities of steel would have been required. It has been showed by

Cohn and Bartleít l47l that high effective prestress of.0.6f,, offer an increase

in ductility and strength. The original design was based on 0.5/p,. If 0.6fp"
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was used then the area of steel would have been:

Ap:ffi :59omm2

Where, 587,136 .lú is the effective prestressing force.

792

This resulted in savings in steel of 17 percent besides satisfying all the design

requirements. Sectional analysis of the key sections indicated that the steel

yielded before final collapse. A significant gain in ductility of these sections

was also noticeable.

Using the above quantity of steel a structural analysis was carried out again

on this bridge in order to compare the collapse behaviour of the two designs.

The peak live load of the new design is 8.71 kN lm. This result indicates that

besides the 17 percent savings in steel, the factor of safety of the structure

remains unaffected.

That is, the new safety factor À : #:3.58

With a k, value of the key segments being 0.40, these still did not exhibit

sufficient ductility for a mechanism to form before final collapse. Hinges, at

the intermediate supports, formed and softened before a hinge formed at the

centre of the structure.

The minimum ductility required for mechanism to form F,o¿n is 2.0 for the

new design and 2.7 for the original design. The load-deflection relations for

these two cases are presented in Fig. 4.16. The effect of increased ductility,

better use of structural materials and economy are clearly demonstrated in

this example.
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4.4 The 'Western Australia Bridges: Cate-

gory c

In the investigation of ductility on partially prestressed bridges \Marner and

\Myche [1-95] worked out a number of practical design examples. Based on a

practical cable profile and neutral axis depth ratio lcu, Wyche produced the

preliminary designs of six partially prestressed continuous bridges. These

designs were made available to this study. The bridges were analysed as part

of the present study.

All these bridges are symmetrical with spans of. 32m except for one which

has 36r'¡¿ spans. The general span arrangement is shown in Fig. 4.17. The

design details were presented to suit the then available computer program

[3], each span divided into 12 segments. The first eleven segments were of

equal length of.2.7826rn and the 12¿ä segment was 1.3913rn long. The 12¿h

segments is near the intermediate support. The arrangement of the original

segments are shown in Fig. a.77(c).

All the bridges, except one, are 13rn wide and carry two standard traffic

lanes, and a footway on each side (ie, 2 footways). The other bridge is 27rn

wide, and carry four traffic lanes and two 2.5m footways on each side.

The bridges rvr/ere designed to carry NAASRA Section 2 loadings of standard

vehicle, pedestrian, dead load, settlement, and differential shrinkage, but not

abnormal vehicle. The design provided and included in the strength and

serviceability calculations nominal reinforcement of lZmm diameter high-

yield bars at a spacing of 200mm. The rest of the design information is

given separately for each individual case. F\rll details on the cable profiles and

material properties of all the bridges in this category are given in Appendix B.
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Figure 4.17: General superstructure details of \Mestern Australia bridge
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4.4.L Analytical Modelling: 'WA Bridges

For the purpose of the analysis the 64m long bridges were divided into 46

equal segments of 1.3913rn. The T2rnlor,g bridge was divided into 50 seg-

ments of a length of. L.44m. This maintained the original boundaries among

twelve segments, but allowed for further subdivision of the original segments.

The first 11 segments from the designers documents were thus represented

by two segments. Doing so made it possible to satisfy the requirements that

the segment length should at most be equal to the depth of the section d.

However, since the segmental method of analysis represents a segment by the

properties at its mid-section, by taking the segment length as d makes the

effective segmental length in the peak moment regions equal to df 2,, partic-

ularly at the interior support.

As in the previous structure the moment-curvature relations corresponding

to the mid-point of each segment rvere generated. Data corresponding to the

structural geometry and the moment-curvature relations of segments was fed

into the program "SEGMA-PC". Starting with a UDL of 7 kNlm on each

span, the analyses rvr/ere carried out for various increasing levels of load up to

the peak load and beyond.

4.4.2 WA Bridge Case 1

Design Details

This bridge has equal spans of.32m each with a uniform twin T-beam super-

structure. The depth of the beam is 1400rn. Details of the superstructure

are shown in Fig. 4.18. The cable profile and material properties are given

in Table 8.5.

The section over the support has a high neutral axis depth ratio, Icu, of 0.44,
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Figúre 4.18: Cross-sectional details of 'WA bridge Cases l- and 2

hence making it non-ductiie. The prestress secondary moments at the inter-

nal support were estimated by ihe designer as 22.! M Nrn, which constitutes

59 percent of the design moments (including dead, live and parasitics). It

was a^Iso estimated that the bridge wouid be able to survive a UDL of 516

kNlrn loaded on both spans (including dead load).

Collapse Behaviour: WA Bridges Case 1

The analysis showed similar results for the effect of prestressing as those

expected by the designer. That is, the secondary momerrl M2 at the middle

support is 22.1 MNm. For the same region a linear analysis of the effect

of dead load of 161.9 kNlm produced a negative moment of.20.72 MNm.

Hence the combined effect of these two gives a positive moment at the internal

support of 1.38 MNm.

That is, at middle support:

Secondary moment Mz - 22,100 kNm

Dead load moment Mc : -20,720 kNm

Net moment : 1,380 kNm

l'*l
300

Iq

4800
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Initially the program rv\¡as written to take account of prestressing effects alone,

and subsequently to add the dead load and then the live load in increments.

The cross-sectional analysis of the middle support section indicated that this

section was incapable of carrying positive moment without cracking. The

program "SEGMA-PCtt gave out a warning message to this effect and was

still able to carry out the rest of the analysis as described in Chapter 3.

An analysis of the structure under progressively increasing load indicated

that a hinge first formed near the middle support. Although the moment

in this region remained constant for a while, the structure was able to carry

some additional load by redistributing the moment through the inelastic

behaviour of some other segments. However, this increase in load was only

short lived because the yield plateau of the support segment was small.

An increase in the moment of the other segments was not sufficient for a sec-

ond hinge to form. As the segment over the interior support reduced moment

sharply, through hinge softening, all the other segments started unloading.

The structure as a whole experienced a sudden drop in the load due to this

unloading and the sharp softening of the moment-curvature relation of the

middle-support segment. This brittle collapse results in a sudden drop in

load and deflection.

The analysis shows that, because of the high steel ratio, q*, and kr, the

concrete at the internal support region would crush before the steel yields.

The live-load-deflection relation of this structure is shown in Fig. 4.19. The

deflection corresponds to a point at 0.4L of the span. The moment-curvature

relations of the middle support segment and the 0.4-t segment are shown

in Fig 4.20. These relations clearly show the various loading stages of the

structure.
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It would be noted from the load-defl.ection relation that there rvas a reduction

in deflection and load beyond a peak point. This can be expected because

the internal support would in fact experience a sudden, explosive release of

energy at the commencement of softening. This was accompanied by high

curvatures in the same region. Since the rest of the structure, as indicated

by the moment-curvature relations, is still full of energy, it "springs back" to

allow for this high concentration of curvatures. At this advanced stage the

structure behaves more like two simply supported beams, with the interior

support region being able to carry very little or no moment at all.

Although the steel over the interior support region does not yield before

collapse, the structure was able to carry loads well in excess of the designerts

estimated peak load of 516 IcNm.

4.4.3 WA Bridge Case 2

This bridge is identical to the Case 1 bridge except for the quantity of nominal

reinforcing bars. This is shown in Table 8.6.

Due to the reduction in the compressive steel at the interior support, the

k., value of this region is relatively higher than that of the same region for

Case l- bridge. The k,, for this section is 0.48.

Collapse Behaviour: 'WA Bridge Case 2

As with Case 1, the sectional analysis showed that the section was incapable

of carrying positive moments without cracking. The net moment of the com-

bined effect of dead load and secondary prestressing moments u¡as positive.

The sectional analysis of the same region indicated that the concrete crushes

before yielding of steel, hence making the section very brittle.

200

The progressive loading of the structure shows that a hinge forms at the
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intermediate support region. Similar to Case 1, there \Ã¡as a gradual increase

in load beyond the formation of the first hinge. The moment of the hinging

segment however, remained constant until softening occurred. This segment

had a small yield plateau.

The peak moment region in the span showed a gradual increase in moment

after the formation of a hinge over the interior support. It is this increase in

moment which enabled the structure to carry additional loads. The gradual

increase in moment continued even after commencement of softening in the

middle support. This trend however shortly disappeared as a drop in moment

continued in the hinging region and hence caused a drop in the load.

At the point where the structure began to unload only one hinge had formed.

This structure also experienced a very brittle collapse mode. This mode of

failure is shown in Fig. B.2.

The live-load-deflection relation of this structure is given in Fig. 8.2. The

moment-curvature relations of the peak moment regions are shown in Fig. 8.3.

In spite of the fact that the steel does not yield in Cases 1 and 2 before col-

lapse, both structures were able to carry loads well in excess of the designer's

estimated peak load of 516 kNm.

4.4.4 WA Bridge Case 3

Design Details

The Case 3 bridge has equal spans of.32m each with a uniform twin T-beam

superstructure. The superstructure is 13rn wide and 1600rnrn deep. Details

of the superstructure are shown in Fig. 4.2L. The cable profile and material

properties are given in Table 8.7.
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-Figure 4.21: Cross=sectional details of WA bridge Case 3

The neutral axis at ultimate is locatedS04mm from the bottom surface for

the intermediate support section. The neutral axis depth ratio for the same

region is 0.35. This makes the section ductile, and unlike in Cases 1 and 2,

the steel is able to yield before the section fails.

The prestress secondary moments, lVI2 of the internal support were estimated

in the design as 1.2.7 MNm, which is 24 percent of ihe design moments

(including parasitics). The bridge was expected to survive a load of 570

hNlrn when loaded on both spans. This load included the dead load.

Collapse Behaviour: WA Case 3
'When the structure was progressively loaded, the first hinge formed at the

middle support. The moment of the hinging segment gradually dropped

immediately after formation of the hinge, however the drop in moment is

shaJlow enough to allow for the structure to accept additional loads.

The increase in load continued until the second hinge formed at 0.4L. As

the peak moment of the second hinge was reached, the load started to drop

1 600
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gradually. This unloading however is accompanied by a gradual increase

in deflection. As shown in the moment-curvature relations, Fig. 8.5, the

internal support sections had just enough plateau to allow for a second hinge

to form. A minimum ductility factor of 2.I was required for full moment

redistribution to take place.

The live-load-deflection relation of the structure is shown in Fig. 8.4. It will

be noticed that the structure is able to carry the expected design load of

570 kNlm before collapse. This load had just been reached at formation of

the first hinge. At final collapse a peak load of 634.4 kNf m, including 185.8

kNlm of dead load, had been achieved.

The collapse mode of the structure is shown in Fig. 8.4.

4.4.5 'WA Bridge Case 4

This bridge has equal spans of.32m each with a uniform twin T-beam super-

structure. The superstructure is 13rn wide and L500mm deep. This bridge

is very much similar to the previous three bridges except for the broader

beam and thinner flanges. The cross-section of the superstructure is shown

in Fig. 4.22. The cable profile and material properties are given in Table 8.8.

The section over the interior support has a k., value of 0.38. This falls in

between the non-ductile sections of Cases 1 and 2, and the moderately ductile

section of Case 3.

The prestress secondary moment at the internal support were estimated to

be 14.0 M N lrn which is 24 percent of the design loads, including parasitics.

The bridge \Mas expected to survive a UDL of 623 kN lm including dead loads.

Collapse Behaviour: 'WA Bridge Case 4
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Figure 4.22: Ctoss-sectional details of WA bridge Case 4

The structure first formed a hinge at the internal support. The moment of the

hinging segment remained uniform while the load continued to increase after

formation of the first hinge. The moment of the other segments continued to

increase beyond formation of the fi.rst hinge. Because of the shaliow descent of

the softening branch of the moment-curvature relation of the internal support

segment, the increase in moment in the span segments continued even during

the unloading stage. However as the structure continued unloading, these

segments were unable to accept further increments in moments. At this

point all the segments started rrnloading'ancl hence accelerating the unloading

process. This increased acceleration in the unloading is characterised by a

reduction in load and deflection as shown in Case 2.

The ioad-deflection reiation of tl:e structure, and its collapse mode, are given

Fig. 8.6. The moment-curvature relations of the key segments showing the

various loading stages are given in Fig, 8.7.

The structure rvas able to carry the expected load of 623 kNlm before col-

Iapse. A peak load of 704 kNlrn, including dead load of 210.6 lcNfm,was

I

2ooo -l

r_500
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-Figure 4.23: Cross-sectional details of WA bridge Cases 5

achieved

It can be seen from the moment-curvature reiations of the key segments that

the structure rvas unable to fully redistribute the moments before unloading

commenced.

4.4.6 'WA Bridge Case 5: Cedric Street, Perth

This bridge is different from the other bridges so far analysed in this section.

The bridge has actually been designed and built by Department of Main

Roads,'Western Australia, Perth at Cedric Street.

The bridge is symmetrical with 36rr¿ spans. The superstructure is composed

of twin box girders, 1800rnrn deep. The width of the superstructure is 21nz

and ca¡ries four traffic lanes and two 2.5mfootways on each side of the bridge.

The cross-section of a typicai section is shown in Fig. 4.23. The section fr.,

value of the internal support section is 0.27, making the section ductile.
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The cable profile and material properties are given in Table 8.9.

Collapse Behaviour: 'WA Bridge Case 5

Unlike in the other bridges discussed so far, the first hinge formed at 0.4L.

Two other hinges formed simultaneously, one at the internal support and the

other about 5rn away from the internal support.

The moment of the hinging section gradually increased after the formation

of the hinge together with the moment of other segments. This enabled the

structure to carry additional load after formation of the first hinge. Because

of the long yield plateau of this segment, the increase in moment and load

continued until the second and third hinges formed.

The load gradually increased beyond the formation of a set of hinges because

of the gradual increase in moment in all the hinging segments. The load

however dropped as the hinge at írn from the internal support softened.

Because of the shallow softening slope of moment-curvature relation of key

segment, the other two hinges rvere able to continue making fine moment

increments. This enabled the structure to keep the load almost constant in

spite the reduction in moment at one of the hinges.

The k, of the mid-span was 0.14 and was able to provide the required mini-

mum ductility factor F*in¡ of 5.6 for full redistribution to take place. A peak

load of 854 kN lm, including dead load of. 255.7 le N f m, was achieved.

The collapse mode of the structure and the overall load-deflection relation

are shown in Fig. 8.8. The moment-curvature relations of the key segments,

showing the loading paths, are given Fig. 8.9.
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Figure 4.24: Cross-sectional details of WA bridge Cases 6

4.4.7 'WA Bridge Case 6

This is last of the six bridges obtained from 'Western Australia. The bridge

has two equal spans, each of 32m, wit]n a uniform single box girder super-

structure. The superstructure is 13rn rvide and 7500mm deep. A typical

cross-section of the bridge is shown Fig. 4.24. The cable profile and material

properties are given in Table 8.10.

The bridge lvas designed with a cable profile which gives secondary moment,

M2, of.16.45 MNm at the internal support. Details of the cable profile are

given in Fig. 8.10. The cable rises from the bottom of the box to the top

flange over a short distance of. 325m as it approaches the centre of bridge.

The k' of the internal support section is 0.2, and that of the mid-span section

is 0.14.

Collapse Behaviour'WA Case 6

The first hinge formed at a point corresponding to about 0.4L. The moment

of the hinging segment continued to increase beyond the hinge formation
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and hence allowing the structure to take additional loads. The rest of the

segments in the peak moment region also experienced increments in moments

beyond the formation of the the first hinge.

Because of the available ductility in the hinging segment, the increase in

loads continued until a second hinge formed. The second hinge formed at

about 2m away from the internal support. The load remained constant as

the 0.4L hinging segment attains its maximum moment. This segment is

so ductile that, although forming a hinge first, the second hinge is able to

form and soften before itself softens. There is a gradual drop in load as

softening commences on the second hinge. As expected this drop in load is

accompanied by an increase in deflection, Fig. 4.25.

It should be noted that the immediate drop in the cable as it leaves the

internal support causes the hinge to form away from the support. This is

caused by a sudden reduction in the negative moment capacity near the

internal support. This is clearly visible from the cable profile, Fig. 8.10.

Design techniques giving similar results are usually employed in the design

of structures for seismic loadings. The idea behind the method being to make

the structure more ductile by diverting the location of the possible hinging

zone arvr/ay from points of maximum shear and maximum moment.

The structure rvas able to carry the design maximum load of 384 kN lm. The

peak load achieved during the analysis is 433 kNlrn. This is equivalent to

a dead load of 115.4 kNlm and a maximum live load of 318 kNlm. At the

formation of the first hinge the overall load is 402 leNfm, which indicates

that the structure would have been marginally safe if full redistribution did

not take place.

The moment-curvature relations of the key segments, together with the load-

ing paths; are shown Fig. 4.26. The collapse mode of the structure is given

208
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Fig. 8.10.

4.5 Summary on WA Bridges

The bridges have shown various collapse behaviour when progressively loaded

to collapse. A number of lessons can be learned from these collapse be-

haviours:

o Whereas it seems attractive to maximise the parasitic effects by hav-

ing the cable as low as possible in most regions of the structure, it is

necessary to check that the hinges will form in the expected regions.

Hinges forming arvr/ay from the peak moment regions can adversely af-

fect the overload behaviour unless specifi.c account is taken of collapse

behaviour by the designer, with a nonlinear analysis along the lines

used in this study.

o As shown in Cases 1 and 2, high secondary moments can cause cracking

of the structure prior to external loading.

o A trend, as far as ductility limits are concerned, can be observed from

these bridges. All bridges with a lcu of. the key segment above 0.35 were

unable to fully redistribute the moments before collapse. Full moment

redistribution was observed for bridges with k, values at or below 0.35

in the peak moment regions. This is consistent with the results of the

analysis of the box girder bridge in which a leu of at most 0.36 was

required for full moment redistribution to take place al zero design

moment redistribution.

The minimum ductility factors of the key segments, required for the forma-

tion of a mechanisrn, F^¿n, were calculated for each of the bridges in this
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Category. These are given in Table B.11. Also given in the same table are

llae leu values of the key segments and the loads W1 andWz al the formation

of the first and second hinges respectively. The Table shows that an F,n¿n

value of.2.1is required for full moment redistribution to take place. Similarly

the analysis of the post-tensioned box girder example (of Category A) has

shown that an F,n¿n valte of.2.4 was required for full redistribution to take

place at zero design moment redistribution.

A summary of the overall investigations on ductility limits is provided in the

section below.

4.6 Surnmary: Ductility Lirnits

For further discussions on the results, a slightly different approach of measur-

ing ductility is introduced. The method is called the ilegree of loail redistribu-

tion a:nd was originally used by Mallick and Sastry 1L25,1261. The degree of

redistribution in a structure is defined as a ratio of maximum load achieved

before collapse to the theoretical peak load assuming full redistribution takes

place. In terms of moment, the degree of moment redistribution is the ratio

of the maximum moment achieved before collapse to the theoretical ultimate

moment: all corresponding to the second potential hinging region. Defined

in this manner the degree of moment redistribution indicates whether there

is enough ductility in the first hinging region to permit full redistribution to

take place before collapse. Enough ductility is shown by regions giving 100

percent degree of redistribution. More important is the relation between the

degree of redistribution and neutral axis depth ratio, lcu, of the first hinging

region.

The degrees of moment redistribution for each of the Western Australian

and the California bridge designs were calculated. These are tabulated in
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Table 4.1: Degree of moment redistribution for the pedestrian and the WA

Bridges

BRIDGE ku DEGREE OF MOMENT

REDTSTRTBUTTON (%)

WA

WA

WA

WA

WA

WA

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

Case 5

Case 6

0.44

0.48

0.35

0.38

0.27

0.20

89

92

100

94

100

100

Harkness 1

Harkness 2

0.50

0.40

88

98

Table 4.1 together with the k, values of the key segments. It can be observed

from this Table that structures with k., of the key segments greater than 0.35

show limited moment redistribution.

Further investigations regarding ductility limits were carried out on exper-

imental tests of continuous beams. The k, values of. 22 beams, of limited

ductility, tested by Mallick [125], Mallick and Sastry [126], Macchi [I22],

T.Y. Lin [118], Priestley and Park [150], and Hawkins, Sozen and Siess [88]

were calculated. These are tabulated in Table 4.2 together with degrees of re-

distribution with respect to moments and loads as reported by the Authors.

The given fr,, values are for the region of the beams that plasticises first,

and the degree of moment redistribution correspond to the second potentio,I

hinging region.
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Table 4.2: Compa¡ison of k., and degree of redistribution of the experimental

results.

Tested

by

Beam

No.

Loading pattern leu Degree of Redistribution %

Moment Load

Mallick

[125]

P11

P15

P2

P14

P5

P6

P3

P17

II
-1 1

0.34

0.34

0.36

0.36

0.37

0.37

0.48

0.50

97

93

97

93

93

82

87

95

97

98

100

97

94

ot

97

96

Mallick

and

Sastry

[126]

3A-1

3C-4

3C-7

3B-2

3A-4

3A-2

t
f -t I 1

0.38

0.50

0.55

0.57

0.67

0.70

o,

95

90

86

92

87

94

95

96

93

94

87

2G-T

2H-4
Ifrl

0.42

0.44

96

96

96

98

Macchi

ll22l

C1

C2

C3

Ranges

from 0.5

to 0.7

87

87

78

Lin [118] A
++r t ----l 0.41 82 94

Priestley[151] 7 0.55 87

Hawkins [88] AO 13.094 0.44 85 88
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The experimental results confirm that it is possible to get relatively high

degrees of load redistribution even for non-ductile structures. However, the

general trend is that full moment redistribution will not occur at high ,b"

values. For k, values in the range between 0.36 and 0.38 the degree of

moment redistribution ranges between 82 and 97T0. For the same range of. ku,

the degree of load redistribution ranges from 92 to I00%. T}re degree of load

redistribution is generally higher than the degree of mornent reilistribution.

From Tal:Ie 4.2,

Degree of moment redistribution : M,nlMu

Degree of load redistribution : P¡ lP,

Where, M* : Measured maximum moment of the second

potential hinging region.

Mu : Theoretical ultimate moment of the second

potential hinging region.

PÍ : Measured failure load

P, : Expected failure load at full moment redistribution

And where applicable it has been assumed that:

fo" :0.gblp"

f'": o'8f'""

The above experimental results are consistent with the theoretical investiga-

tion which showed that limited moment redistribution is likely to occur for

k., values greater than 0.35.

These experimental results correspond with designs of. zero percentage mo-

ment redistributions. Experimental results for cases where internal support

moments were increased or reduced were not available to the study. Analyti-

cal results however have shown that at 30% design moment redistributions a

ductility factor of 9 is required for full moment redistribution to take place.
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This corresponds lo a lcu value of 0.15.

The limits on ductility derived in this Chapter assume that full redistributron

should always be achieved. As indicated by the above experimental results,

the loss in the load capacity may not be too high, when full moment redis-

tribution is not achieved. It is for this reason most design Standards specify

higher values of k., than the values required for full moment redistribution.

The question that arises is what is the acceptable trade-off between strength

and ductility for these high values of ,b.,.

If, for example, a t\To loss in load capacity is taken as acceptable, then the

maximum k., value may be increased to 0.40. From published experimental

results presented above, up to 8% loss in load capacity occurs at leu values

of up to 0.38. These values correspond to the regions of the structures that

form hinges first.

216



Chapter 5

Surnmary and Conclusions

5.1- Summary: Program cßMCLJRVT"

The computer program "MCURVT" has been used in this study to generate

the theoretical M - / relations of sections used in the overall analysis of

indeterminate bridge structures. By comparing with the experimental results

for both ductile and non-ductile sections it has been found that the program

adequately predicts the behaviour of reinforced sections in all loading regions.

A comparison of these results with those predicted by other analytical models

suggests that the M - ó relations predicted by the program "MCURVT"

are the closest to the experimental results. However, the program does not

accurately model the effects of tension stiffening.

277
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5.2 Summary: Prograrn 66SEGMA-PC"

The computer program "SEGMA-PC" was developed using the segmental

method of analysis. Using both analytical and experimental results, it has

been shown that this program is able to model accurately the behaviour of

RC, PC, and PPC structures from the linear range, into the nonlinear range,

up to the peak moment region and beyond.

This program has been used in the analytical study of ductility limits using

realistic prestressed concrete bridge design cases.

5.3 Sumrnary: Analysis of Bridges

Using the program "SEGMA-PC" to study the ductility limits, a total of 64

realistic prestressed concrete bridge designs were analysed. These cases rep-

resented, both in size and cross-section, a variety of practical bridge designs.

Based on this investigation, the required ductility limits for use in design

of indeterminate prestressed concrete bridge girders were evaluated. These

were verified against the published experimental test results of.22 continuous

prestressed beams. The overall conclusions of the investigation are given

below.

5.4 Conclusions

a) Ductility Lirnits

The ductility limiis on partially prestressed bridge girders have been

investigated in the manner described in Chapter 4. Based on both the

analytical and experimental results it is concluded that the ductility
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requirements recommended by NAASRR and sAa Standards are uncon-

servative. A loss in load capacity of the structure of up to I0To can be

expected from the use of the provisions of these Standards.

The results of this study have clearly shown that limited moment redis-

tribution is likely to occur for prestressed concrete structures with k,

values, of the key segment, being greater than 0.35. If the value of. lcu of.

the key segment is between 0.35 and 0.45, the degree of moment redis-

tribution can be expected to be within the range of 82 to 100 percent.

However, the degree of load redistribution can be expected to be equal,

if not greater than, the degree of moment redistribution. This may

range between 88 and 100%. The degrees of moment redistribution

and load redistribution are defined in Section 4.6 of. Chapter 4.

It is concluded that for designs to ensure safe results a maximum k,

value of 0.35 is required at zero design moment redistribution. At 30%

moment redistribution a maximum k., value of 0.15 is required for full

moment redistribution to take place. These values apply to sections of

the peak moment regions.

To satisfy the above, ductility factors of about 2.5 and 9 are required

lor zero ar'd 30To design moment redistributions, respectively. These

results are shown graphically in Fig. 5.1(a), where they are compared

with the current code requirements. Using Equation 4.11, these results

were expressed in terms of the steel index q^, Fiç.5.1(b). These cor-

respond with an upper value of q* of 0.25 and a lower value of 0.10 at

zero and 30% design moment redistribution. This supports the find-

ings by Cohn and Bartleft 1471, and Thompson and Park [173] that a

steel index limit of 0.3, as widely applied by most design Standards, is

unconservative. Their findings were discussed in detail in Section 2.4

of Chapter 2.

The above results apply to cases where internal support moments were
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reduced at the design stage. Increases in design moments over these

regions are not encouraged because the ductility demand for full mo-

ment redistribution to take place is too high. Futhermore, an increase

in design moment is likely to cause congestion of steel. However, if it

does become necessary to increase the the design support moment, it

should be restricted to below 10% with k, values of the key sections

remaining below 0.135. This is shown in Fig. 5.1(a).

b) The Implications of Design Moment Redistribution

From the analysis of 56 realistic prestressed bridge design cases, the

following conclusions rvere reached.

* The ductility demand increases with percentage design moment

redistribution .

* At zero design moment redistribution, the first hinge can be ex-

pected to form at any of the peak moment regions. With non

zero moment redistribution, the first hinge will form in the peak

moment region in which the design moments were reduced.

* By performing moment redistribution the designer is allowing for

the first hinge to form much earlier than normal. For example,

at 30Yo design moment redistribution the designer should expect

a hinge to form at about 70Yo of the peak load. This is clearly

shown in Fig. 4.6 on Page 772.

The investigations carried out in this study involved prestressed concrete

bridges of varying levels of prestressing. Based mainly on previous obser-

vations by Cohn and Bartlett [47],, Naaman, Harajli and Wight [138], and

Thompson and Park [173] that the variation of both yield curvature and

ductility with PPR is negligible for a given reinforcing index, the results of

this study can be taken as applicable at all partial prestressing ratios.
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The study is based on analytical results for realistic bridge structures of a

continuous girder type. To a limited extend, frame-like structures have also

been considered. F\rrther work is still required in this area in order to fully

take into account the second-order geometric effects, and the effects of thrust

on the moment-curvatures relations.
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Appendi,x A: Verifi.cation d,ata

v 1000mm
4

a) Bea,ur details

Fqz{(

b) Cross-sectional details

Concrete

f.,n :31.69 MPa at 49 days (day of test)

E":28,150 MPa

Reinforcing steel

f ,a : 450 MPa at 0.2% proof stress

E" :200'000 MPa

A"t :220mm2 dst : 79mm

A"2 :220rnm2 ds2:1,40mm

Ara :220mm2 dß : 765mm

6fnm stirrups at 75 mm centers throughout of f "s 
: 3ó0 M Pa

- All depih measured from the top fibre

c) Materials details
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Figure 4.1: Details of beam, Dl, tested by Mendis [128]
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Figure 4.2: Load-deformation relations for beam, D1, tested by Mendis [128]
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P

27 44nu¡.

a) Beam elevation

l-tztz+ß''t24
P

38

27 44rnm

BEAM BW 10.073

f" :27.49 MPa

E" : 26,2L6 MPa

Dead Wt. : 0.79 kN/m

fpv :1,667 MPa

(1% proof stress)

Ep:199'800 MPa

Ae -- L78mm2

Av. Prest. Force : 90,294 N

(After 15% losses)

226

T
305mm

T

6'7

13

l-45
67

_Ir52F

I

a-

4

n
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J

lr:
67

b) cross-sectional details

BEAM BO 10.043

Concrete

f"* :30'7 MPa

E":27,690 MPa

Dead \Mt. : 0.79 kN/m

Prestressing steel

fpa :1,502 MPa

(1% proof stress)

Ep:206,700 MPa
/ È^ tAp : lornrn'

Av. Prest. Force : 57,157 N

(After 17% losses)

- 11 segments per member used in the analysis

Figure 4.3: Details of beams BO 10.043 and BIV 10.073 tested bi Hawkins,

Sozen and Siess [88]
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Figure 4.4: Load-deformation relations for beam, BO 10.043, tested by

Hawkins, Sozen and Siess [88]
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Figure 4.5: Load-deformation relations for beam, B\M 10.073, tested by

Hawkins, Sozen and Siess [88]
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P

3048mm# 3048mm
L
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a) Elevation of the beam

T
-o-

- No. 3 (Asl)

- No.6 (As2)
- No.3 (As2)

30Smm

l-tsz-l
Section under the poínt loads

b) Cross-sectional details

Concrete

fon :43.1 MPa

E":32,825 MPa

Dead 'Wt. : l.Ll kNlm

Reinforcing steel

f"v :40L MPa

E" :200'000 MPa

A"t : L60mm2 d¡ : 26mm

As2 : L60mm2 d"2 : 279mm

Ass : L60mm2 dcs:279mm

All depth measured from top surface

11 segments per member used in the analysis

c) Material details for section under point loads (same as inverted central

support section).

Figure 4.6: Details of beam, BC1, tested by Bishara126)
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a) Elevation of the beam

T
305mm
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lAs3rAs4

A"z : Art l-:.sz-l
Are: As+

b) Cross-section under the point loads (same as inverted central support

section)

Concrete

f",n :42'2 MPa

E" - 32,490 MPa

Reinforcing steel

f"s :40L MPa

E, :200,000 MPa

As2 : t60mrn2 dsz: 30mm

A"s : !60mm2 d,s:275mm

A"+ : !60mm2 dsq : 275mm

Prestressing steel

fpc :77L0 MPa

Ep :194'000 MPa

Prest. Force : 49.1,tN (after losses)

Ap : 523mm2 dp :206mnz (under point loads)

- All depth measured from the top surface

- 11 segments per member used in the analysis

- As2

l_

5-3-6--¿l- 3c

Figure 4.8: Details of beam , BC2, tested by Bishara, [26]
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Figure 4.9: Load-deformation relations for beam, BC2, tested by Bishara
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tl-1524+ r5244
P P

3048nrn 3048run

a) Elevation of the beam

- A^tÞT

305mm
-Ap
- As2

þ:.szf,
b) Cross-section under the point loads (same as inverted central support

section).

Concrete

fon :39'0 MPa

E" :31,200 MPa

Reinforcing steel

l"n = 40I MPa

E, :200,000 MPa

A"t : !60mm2 c1"1.:33rnrn

Ae2: L60mrn2 d,2:272mrn

Prestressing steel

fou -- 1770 MPa

Ep:200'000 MPa

Prest. Force : 98.2 frN (After losses)

Ap : 70órnm2 dp :206mrn (under point loads)

- All depth measured from the top surface

- 11 segments per member used in the analysis

..- - ¡-

{- - ¡l-
J---..

Figure 4.10: Details of beam, BC3, tested by Bishara [26]
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Present AnalYsis

æ.ø 1ø.ø

Deflection (**)
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Figure 4.11: Load-deformation relations for beam, BC3, tested by Bishara

and Brar [26]
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L524
-r-

]-524
PP

304 3048nun

a) Elevation of the beam

A
s1

305mm

J -Ap

þrc2-.l
Aú : Asz

b) Cross-section under the point load (same as inverted central support sec-

tion)

Concrete

f."n :39.0 MPa

E" :31,200 MPa

Reinforcing steel

f"u : 401 MPa

E" -- 200,000 M Pa

A"t : 160 MPa d¡ :30mm

Prestressing steel

Íps : !710 MPa

Ep :200'000 MPa

Prest. Force : 147.3 kN (afier losses

Ap : L57mrn2 dp :206mrn (under point loads)

- All depth measured from the top surface

- 11 segments per member used in the analysis

.--4.

-r- {_ I

Figure A,.!2: Details of beam, 8C4,, tested by Bishara [26]
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Figure 4.13: Load-deformation relations for beam, BC4, tested by Bishara

and Brar [26]
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t-asz4-)(
237

P

3048nun 3048mm

f'., : 47.7 MPa (av. of 6 cubes)

a) Details of beam 2H-4

)(-nLs+:-ztsJ
P

v 3048mm 3048mm4

f'"" : 4I.7 MPa (av. of 6 cubes)

b) Details of beam 2G-1

1067 t_067

2591rrn
b 2t3 2591mm

4

f'., : 37.9 MPa (av. of 6 cubes)

c) Details of beam 3B-2

I_ntg 1L2L9

b 2438rnm
v 2438mm 4

v 2a3Brrcn-I

fL : 40.3 MPa (av. of 6 cubes)

d) Details of beam 3C-7

Figure 4.14: Details of beam tested by Mallick and Sastry [i26]
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1

I
*-ro ,*rrl

a) cross-sectional details

Prestressing details: The same in all beams

5 x Smrn dia. high tensile wires

assumed fps: L700 MPø

Ap : 98mm2

Ep :200,000 MPø

Effective prestressing force, after losses - 88.75 &.1Í

21 segments per member used in the analysis

Figure 4.15: Cross-sectional and Prestressing details for beams tested by

Mallick and Sastry [126]
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a) Elevation of the bridge

F>
le

35m

Stab thickness varies
frorn 533mm to 9i_4mm.

239

19m-l

ï
9,n

tl"
L>

I
381mm" - - -/ì

I
.1524mm--t----

b) Cross-sectional details (section A-A )

Concrete

fo. -- 41.34 luIPa

E" : 32,128 MPa

Prestressing steel

fps:1867 MPa

Ep:193,000 MPa

Ap:41,2õ0mm2

Initial Jacking force : 67,640 kN

- - -'8763nun- -

Figure 4.16: Generai details of Mount Barker Overpass Bridge
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Figure 4.17: Load-deformation relation of Mount Barker Overpass Bridge
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WD: 10.66 k/ft

1501 162'

(o) Superstructure Deod Lood

32 3.55 x 32 k
3.55 x I ki

s1.17' 11t 11'

1 50' 162t

(b) Live Lood ond lmpoct' Truck Looding

3.55 x 26 k
3.55 x 0.64 k/ft

a8.17'
r 50' 1 62'

(c) Live Lood ond lmpoct' Lqne Looding

Figure 8.1: Dead load, live load and impact for maximum bending moment,

(AASHTO HS 20-44)
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Table 8.1: Computed elastic moments for various design moment redistri-

butions: Category A

-ve : internal support design moments reduced

Mr" - total design moment at the internal support

M* - total design moment at 0.4L of Span 2

Run

No.

% Moment

redistribution

Support

moment M¿"

(kNm)

Span 2: moment components

Mc

(kNm)

Mq*,

(kNm)

Span 2

moment M¿r

(kNm)

1

2

3

4

Ð

6

7

8

I
10

11

t2

13

0

-b

-10

-15

-20

-25

-30

+5

+10

+15

+20

+2ó

+30

56,867

54,023

51,180

48,337

45,494

42,650

39,807

59,710

62,554

65,397

68,240

71,084

73,927

27,856

28,739

29,623

30,506

31,389

32,273

33,156

26,972

26,089

25,205

24,323

23,438

22,556

9,489

9,743

9,996

10,251

10,505

10,759

11,013

9,236

9,981

8,727

8,474

8,219

7,965

37,345

38,482

39,619

40,757

41,894

42,032

4\!6e

36,208

35,070

33,932

32,797

31,657

30,521
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Table 8.2: Computed ultimate moments, steel a¡ea and cross-sectional de-
tails for various design moment redistributions: Category A

-ve : internal support moments reduced
Run 1a : original design

Run Location Internal
support

% moment
redistr.

R"q.
M,

(kNm)

Req.
steel

Ao (mmz)

Steel
index

N.A
depth

d" (mm)

lcu F

þ"
ós

1a 0.6L
InS

0 67,944
79,436

25,774
25,L74+

18,71_0-C410

0.084
0.118

1.91

233
0.113
0.139

15.0

17.7

1aa -0.6L
InS

0 67,015
84,419

24,800
33,527

0.083
0.139

189
303

0.112
0.181

15.3

4.9
2 0.6L

lnS
-b 68,901

79,702
25,570
31,341

0.086
0.130

194
285

0.115
0.170

14.8

o.b

3 0.6L
lnS

-10 70,789
74,993

26,346
29,198

0.088
0.127

200
267

0.118
0.159

10.9

8.6
4 0.6L

fnS

-15 72,678
70,264

27,726
27,701

0.091
0.t12

206
249

0.122
0.148

10.5

8.9
b 0.6L

rnS

-20 74,562
65,546

27,910
25,047

0.094
0.104

277
231

0 725
0 138

9.9

11.8
6 0.6L

IIIS

-25 76,450
60,827

28,700
23,031

0.096
0.095

277
273

0.128
0.727

9.3

77.7
7 0.6L

rnS

-30 78,339
56,109

29,495
21,055

0.099
0.087

223
196

0.132
0.117

7.0

16.9
8 0.6L

fnS
+5 65,727

89,138
24,033
35,762

0.081
0.148

183

322
0.108
0.192

rb.b
6.3

I 0.6L
InS

+10 63,238
93,857

23,269
38,047

0.078
0.158

178

340
0.105
0.203

75.7

6.7
10 0.6L

fnS
+15 61,351

99,932
22,512
41,068

0.076
0.170

172
365

0.102
0.218

230

ô.f)
11 0.6L

ms
+20 59,466

103,293
21,760
42,784

0.073
0.r77

166

379
0.098
0.226

oÐx
LO.t)

5.3
12 0.6L

InS
+25 57,576

108,012
21,011
45,239

0.070
0.187

161

398
0.095
0.238

23.5

4.4
13 0.6L

ms
+30 55,690

1r2,731
20,266
47,756

0.068
0.198

155
418

0.092
0.250

23.8

3.9

ms : internal support



89

100

83

94

80

91

68

75

58

66

54

62

AJ-
Wz

%

87

96

99

94

95

92

94

88

85

80

83

tt
81

74

75

70

FL fnln

2.4
1.5

1.1

5.0

1.7
1.0

2.3
1.3

2.6
,,
4.9

5.7

6.0

7.2

7.0
8.7
.J,ó

7.4

3.3
11.3

9.0
2I.8
8.2
27.8

8.7
27.0

10.9
42.0

ótz
(*-r)

0.00735
0.00456

0.0045
-0.0158

0.00677
0.00378

0.00785
0.00445

0.00948

0.00801
0.01443
0.01667

0.01687
0.02018

0.0r752
0.02L57

-0.01089

-0.02339

-0.01080

-0.04097

-0.02263
-0.05536

-0.02136

-0.07340

-0.02428

-0.07618

-0.02635

-0.09380

Wz
(kN/m)

199.0

197.1

205.5

207.6

203.3
200.4

194.1

190.8

189.2

186.2

200.2
198.2

197.6

195.5

193.9

191.5

209.0

206.3

208.6
204.2

209.2
205.0

206.1

199.9

r97.7
L92.7

191.2

181.2

Wt
(kN/m)

170.5

189.2

203.8

195.8

181.6

200.4

160.9

178.5

152.2

169.4

r37.2
147.7

tr4.4
r28.4
104.9

117.8

199.4

189.6

r97.2
179.8

178.6

163.1

L7L,6

153.0

161.6

r42.t
L44.L

L27.6

Ó*ry
(--t)

-0.00292

-0.00300
+

-0.00287

-0.00285

-0.00282

-0.00343

-0.00336

-0.00357

-0.00318+
*

-0.00345+
,i.

-0.00æ4+
+

-0.00244+
*

-0.00262t
*

-0.00224+
*

-67,360

Mmky
(kNm)

1
-66 410

-67,510

-68,070

-68,610

-74,630

-75,970

-771400

-64,460

-62,500

-59,680

-58,280

-56,400

-53,090

ó*ry
(m-L)

0.00305t
+

0.00416+

0.00378+
+

0.00335+
+

0.00358f
*

0.00292+
*

0.00280+
+

0.00249+
+

0.00442

0.00463

0.00505

0.00533

0.00500

0.00485

Mmsy

(kNm)
78,320

87,100

80,540

73,580

70,760

64,990

59,000

55,010

92,580

97,510

105,000

107,700

107,700

108,200

% Mom.
red.

0

0

-þ

-10

15

-20

-25

-30

+5

+10

+15

+20

+25

+30

Run

1-sa

1-nsa

1-saa

1-nsaa

2-s
2-ns

3-s

3-ns

4-s

4-ns

5-s

5-ns

6-s

6-ns

7-s

7-ns

8-s

8-ns

9-s

9-ns

10-s

10-ns

1 1-s

1l-ns
L2-s

12-ns

13-s

13-ns

Table B.3: Täble of ón,Wt,Wz and F*¡n for various design moment redistributions: box girder (Category A)

Ìngg - support moment to
Mmkv = moment at 0.6L corresponding to yeild point.
+ = location of the 1"ú hinge. ns = non-symmmtrical case

F
\J
\J
Cb
I

a.
þ

bd

U
F*
Þ

ì
(â

tr-
ac

U
c)

*
k:

t\)È
O)



Table g.{; Table of ëtz,WtrWz and fir,¡,, for various design moment redistributions: frame (Category A)

rnsy = lIì' support moment correspon to
Mmky = moment at 0.6L corresponding to yeild point.
+ = location of the 1"' hinge. ns = non-symmetrical

rÀ
\3

cÙ{
tr-
H

TU

U
+
Þ

o
I
üì+
s-(È

U
CJ*
*(c

t9È\ì

66

78

58

6T

54

62

95

91

94

88

85

77

83

77

81

75

wL
Wz

%

85

96

99

93

91

98

82

86

80

91

75

79

6.0

4.5

7.0

5.6

3.3
6.1

3.3
10.7

9.0

16.8

8.2
16.8

8.7
19.6

F*in

2.4

r.4
1.1

5.2

1.6

1.1

2.2
1.3

2.5

1.9

4.9
3.6

10.9

24.7

0.0045
-0.01637

0.005934
-0.00308

0.00766
0.00450

0.00926
0.00704

0.01448
0.01084

0.01687

0.01311

0.01752
0.01452

-0.01089

-0.0203

-0.01080

-0.0388

-0.02263
-0.042r

-0.02136

-0.04435

-0.02428
-0.05522

-0.02635
-0.06016

þtz
(*-t)

0.00735
0.00430

Wz

(kN/m)
199.9
199.5

205.8
209.6

198.8

202.7

193.5
193.4

188.1

188.0

200.6
195.5

197.6

197.0

193.9
r92.9
209.0
207.8

208.6

204.8

209.2
206.7

206.1

202.3

t97.7
195.7

I9T.2
188.0

Wt
(kN/m)

170.8
L92.3

204.2
t95.7
182.0

199.5

158.0
167.0

152.0
170.3

L32.L

t52.3
115.0

132.6

104.9

118,0

199.4
189.4

L97.2

180.9

178.6
165.3

171.6

155.2

161.6
L47.L

r44.t
r29.4

Ó*xy
(*-L)

-0.00292

-0.0030
*

-0.00287
+

-0.00285

-0.00282

-0.00343

-0.00336

-0.00357

-0.00318+
+

-0.00345+
*

-0.00234+
+

-0.00244+
+

-0.00262+
+

-0.00224+
*

-74,630

Mmks
(kNm)
-67,360

-66,410

-67,510

-68,070

-68,610

-75)970

-77,400

-64,460

-62,500

-59,680

-58,280

-56,400

-53,090

ó*,,
TN( 1)

0.00305+
+

0.00416+

0.00378+

0.00335+
+

0.00358+
+

0.00292+
*

0.00280+
+

0.00249+
,t

0.00442

0.00463

0.00505

\

0.00533

0.00500

0.00485

Mms!
(kNm)
78þ20

87,100

80,540

73,580

70,760

64,990

59,000

55,010

92,580

97,510

000105,

107,700

107,700

108,200

% Mom.
red.

0

0

5

-10

-15

-20

-25

-30

+5

+10

+15

+20

+25

+30

Run

1-sa

1-nsa

1-saa

1-nsaa

2-s
2-ns

3-s

3-ns

4-s

4-ns

5-s

5-ns

6-s

6-ns

7-s

7-ns

8-s

8-ns

9-s

9-ns

10-s

10-ns

1 1-s

1l-ns
12-s

12-ns

13-s

13-ns
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Table 8.5: Cable profiIe and material properties of \MA Case 1

The areas and depths of steel provided are as follows;
a) Nominal reinforcement (400 MPa, I2mm diameter at 200 centre)
E" - 200,000 MPa

248

Area (mm2)
3700
3700
9000
9000

Depth (*-)
50
230
r250
1350

b) Prestressing steel
Area : 32,940mm2 (8 cables each of 107 x 7mm diameter wires)
fpy = 1800 MPa
Ep:190,000 MPa
The effective prestress and depth to the centroid of the cables are:

Position

0

1

2
od

4
5

6

7

8

I
10

11

t2

Prestress after losses
(MPa)
1088
1088
1054
1054
1054
1054
1054
1054
1020
1020
1020
986
986

Cable depth
(**)

600
920
1250
1250
7250
1250
1250
7250
7250
900
530
150
150

All depths are measured from the upper surface.
The design concrete strength, f" :40 MPa

The dead load at transfer, wa,s estimated here as the area of the concrete
section. For this bridge W6:161.9 kNlm
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Table 8.6: Nominal reinforcement details for'WA Case 2

The nominal reinforcement detail is as follows:

(a00 MPa,72mm diameter at 200 centres)
E, :200,000 MPa

Area (^*') Depth (**)
3700 50
3700 230
700 1350

Depth measured. from the upper surface of the deck.

249
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Hinge forms at
interior support

2øø

640.

48ø

380

e
2'
!¿

!
o
o

o,

J

24ø.

L2ø

ø.ø

-25.ø

Collapse mode

2ø.ø 65.0 110. r55

dcflcctton (mm)

Figure B,2: Load-deflection relation for WA bridge Case 2
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ø.ø

É,
.¿-
Y.

-Ø.233F+Ø5

c
o
E
o
É,

-Ø.4678+Ø5

-Ø.7ØØE+Ø5
_-ø.zøøE-øL

Yieid Point

-ø.1321-øt -ø.847E-ø2

cunvqturc(m-1 )

ÄAA

257

ø.3øøE-ø3

ø.7øøE-øL

É,

Y,

+,
c
o
É
o
e

a) Intermediate support segment

AAA A AA

At formation
of hinge

ø.8øøE+ø5

6.539f+ØS

9.267t+ØS

ø.ø

.A Actual M - Ó relation of section
Path followed during loading

ø.2?98-øL ø.4641-øL

cvrvqtunc(m-1)
-ø.7øøE-ø3

b) Segment at 0.4L

Figure 8.3: M - / relations for the key segments of WA bridge Case 2
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Table 8.7: Cable profiIe and material properties of WA Case 3

The area and depth of steel provided for reinforcement are as follows:

a) Nominal reinforcement (72mm diameter at 200mm centres)

l"a :400 MPa
E" :200,000 MPa

Area (**')
3700
3700
700.

b) Prestressing Steel
Area : 20,800rn*' (6 cables each of 90 x 7mm diameter wires

fps: L800 MPa
Ep:190,000 MPa
The effective prestress and depth to the centroid of the cables are:

2ó2

Position
1

2

3

4
o

6

7

B

9

10

1L

72

Depth (r"*)
50
230
1550

Prestress after loses (MPa)
1088
1088
1054
1054
1054
1054
1054
1037
1020
1020
1003
986

Cable depih (**)
780

1110
1450
1450
1450
1450
1450

1140
800
480
150
150

Alt depths are measured from the upper surface of the deck.

c) Concrete strength f" :40 MPa.

The dead load estimated from the cross-sectional area is 185.8 kNlm
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-5.9ø

253

Second hinge forms
at 0.4L

265.

360

27ø

e

;
rd
o
rJ
(,
.rl
F¡

First hÍnge forms
' at interíor suPPort

2
2

CollaPse mode

49.9 103. L57. zlt.
Deflection (m)

180.

90.0

ø.ø

1

Figure B.4: Load-deflection relation for WA bridge Case 3
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Second hinge
forms at 0.4L
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Table Il.8: Cable profile and material properties of \MA Case 4

The details of the design material are as follows:

a) Nominal Reinforcement

f"s :400 MPa
E" :200,000 MPa

Area (mm2) Depth (**)
For Position 0 to 9

(12m,m dia. at 200 centres)

255

For Position 9 to 12

(24rnm dia. at 200 centres)

50
200
1,450

50
200
1,450

CABLE DEPTH
(**)

700
1020
1350
1350
1350

1350
1350
1350
1060
760
460
150
150

3,300
3,300
2,200

13,500
13,500
2,200

b) Prestressing Steel

fpa :1,800 MPa
Ep:190'000 MPa
Area : 29,860mm2 (8 cables, each of 97 x 7mm diameter wires)

POSITION

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I
10

11

T2

PRESTRESS (MPa)
(after losses)

1088
1088
1054
1054
1054
1054
1054
1054
1037
1020
1020
1003
986

All depths are from the top surface of the deck.

c) CONCRETE
f"* :40 MPa
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Figure 8.6: Load.deflection relation for WA bridge Case 4
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Table 8.9: Cable profile and material properties of \MA Case 5

As opposed to the other cases the designer divided the structure into six
segments instead of twelve. The material details of these sections are as

follows:

a) Nominal Reinforcement

f"s :470 MPa
E,:200'000 MPa

Ãrea (mmz) Depth (**)
For posifion 0 to 5

For position 5 to 6

b) Prestressing Steel

fpv :1,700 MPa
Ep:193,000 MPa
Area : 22,500 mm2

19,000
18,000
9,600
9,600

60,000
60,000
9,600
9,600

Prestress (MPa)
1088
1054
1054
1054
1020
1020
986

50
230
1,650
1,750

50
230
1,650
1,750

Cable Depth
1000

1650
1650
1650
1650
760
150

P
0

1

2

3

4
b

6

osition

All depths a,re measured from the top surface of the deck

c) Concrete
f"^ :40 MPa
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Figure 8.8: Load-defl.ection relation for \MA bridge Case 5
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FoLposition 10 to L2

(20mm dia.bars at 200 centres)

26L

Table 8.10: Cable profile and material properties of WA Case 6

The bridge is expected to carry a UDL of 384 lcN f m, including a dead load of
115.4 kN lm. Material details of various sections of the bridge are as foliows:
a) Nominal Reinforcement
f"a :4I0 MPa
E" - 200,000 MPa

Ãrea (mm2) Depth (**)
For position 0 to 10

(72rnm dia. ba¡s at 200 centres) 6050
3390
2490

16810
6280
2490

70
130
143

70
145

1430

b) Prestressing Steel

fpv:1,700 MPa
E" - 193,000 MPa
Area : 16,854 mm2
Use 6 cables each of 73 x 7mm diameter wires. That is, 3 cables on each web
(each with an area of 28û9mm2)

Position
Midway between
End support 0

0->1
t->2
2->3
3->4
4->5
5->6
6->7
7->8
8->9
9->10
10- > 11

11- > 12
Internal support 12

Prestress after
Iosses (MPa)

1745
1172
1109

1106
1 103
1099
1096
1093
1090
1083
1083
1054
1001
938

Cable depth
(**)

800
1250
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350
1350

1350
1350
7175
200
150

All depths are measured from the upper surface of the deck.

c) Concrete Í"* :40 MPa
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Figure 8.10: Gene¡al layout and cable profile of WA bridge Case 6



Table 8.11: Table of ón,Wt,IAz and F^;n for WA bridges: Category C

support moment to

Mmkc = moment at 0.6L corresponding to yeild point.

F*ino = The actual ductility factor at full moment redistribution.

Fmin = The ductility factor required for full moment redistribution to take place.

+ = location ofthe 1'ü hinge. \

# = conrete crushes before the steel yield in the peak moment regions.

Wt and Wz do not include dead load.

F
\3\s

CÙ

Ë
Ê.
H

b
Þ
Þ+
È

t-
Câ*
tr-(c
o

U
C)
+

(c

N]
O)
C¡)

,t. of

key segment

0.44

0.48

0.35

0.38

0.27

0.20

W!
W2

%

89

91

93

90

92

90

F*in,

2.L

2.0

2.1

2.L

5.7

7.5

Fmino

F^in

2.I

5.7

7.5

þtz

(*-t)

-0.0121

-0.0100

-0.00949

-0.0115

0.01383

-0.0223

Wz

(kN/m)

690.0

598.8

423.8

624.1

598.7

3r7.7

Wt

(kNim)

616.9

547.2

394.0

564.8

550.2

286.3

Þ^ky

(r"-t)

0.00478

0.00395

0.00329

0.00392

0.00229*

0.00296+

Mmky

(kNm)

76,860

68,480

51,400

68,400

72,2\0

37,820

ó*ry

(*-')

-0.00574+

-0.00508+

-0.00504+

-0.00540t

-0.00402

-0.0189

Mmsy

(kNm)

-58,000#

-53,240#

-53,340

-73,000

-133,900

-20,330

Bridge

case No.

1

2

3

4

5

6



Appendix C

..SEGMA-PCt' Prograrn Source

Code and L]ser Manual

C.1- Prograrn Listittg

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

C,k *** t( xt( '***x* **** * * *** ** *,*{<** *,Ft( t**** *** * *** ***** * ***,F* t* ******C

MAIN PROGRAM

SEGMENTAL METHOD OF ANALYSIS FOR RC, PC AND PPC STRUCTURES

ISEGMA-PC]
*******************rF*{<'F**¡*t(*,**t(*t(:F)t*******'F**t(*{(,t:*rl.¡*¡*********{<C

PROGRAM SEGMA

C****
C****
C****

c**** ASSIGN INTEGERS,REAL VARIABLES AND CONSTANTS

DTMENST0N x(1s),y(1b),NG(1b,2),EA(1s),Dnru(15,ss)
DrMENsroN K2r(z,z),K22(3,9),p(4s),oKK(4s,4s),F(4s)
DTMENST0N Fy(1s, 1s),Fz(rs, 1s),M0(1s,ss)
DTMENSToN NS(1s),LEN(1s),cy(1s),cx(rs),uDL(1s),rR(1s)

THE PROGRAM ANALYSES RIGID FRAMES BY NONLINEAR SEGMENTAL

METHOD

264



C{.t t t
C***,*
C,l.***

1

t
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DTMENSToN KO(15,55),Rrr(15,55),Rr(15,55),rY(15),rX(15)
DTMENSToN M1(15,55, 10),Kr (15, 55),PR(45),NEI^IEI (15, 55)
DTMENSTON K1(15,55, 10),TRrLM(15,55),LSr(15)
DTMENSToN CURVT(15,55),SEGM(15,55),DIST(15,55),PL(15,55)
DTMENSTON NpL(15),XXr(15,55),FER(15, 15),FEMo(15, 15)
DTMENSTON FEF(15, 15),FEMoM(15, 15),CC(45),UBM(15, 56)
DTMENSTON AA(15,56),K2(tS,SS),M2(15,55),0K(45,45)
DTMENSTON K11(3,3),K12(g,g),PP(45),CCoPY(45),FECoPY(15, 15)

DTMENST0N DUK(15,55, 10),DUM(15,55, 10),SW(15)
DTMENST0N FEMoPY(15, 15),ELASET (15,55),ELASKT (15,55)
DTMENSToN PRLLKo (tS,SS),KMAX(15, 55)
REAL K11,KT2,K2L,K22,LSI,LEN,KI,K1,M1,NET'IEI,KO,MO
REAL K2,M2,KMAX
INTEGER CYCLE

CHARACTER,T2 REPEAT

READ IN DATA

CALL REDATA(NN,NL,NM,NLM,X,Y, IX, IY, IR,NG,EA,NS,LEN,CX,CY,M,
LSI ,XXI , STEP)

CALL LOADNG(M,P,NL,NN,UDL,NLM,NM,LEN,CX,CY,NG,NPL,FY,FZ,PR,
PL , DIST, FEMO , ShI)

CALL MKRELT(M1,K1, NM, NS,DUK,DUM)

C****
c****
C****

I'IRITE OUT INPUT DATA

CALL T'¡RITED(NN,NL, NM, NLM,X,Y, NG,EA,NS,UDL, SüT,NPL,

1 DIST,PL,STEP)

Ct(**t<
c****
C****

SET THE INITIAL ITERATION CONDITIONS

SF=1 .0
C0UNT=0

TGTCV=0.0

C*r(**
C,l.***
C*{.*t

99

I,IORK OUT THE FIXED-END FORCES DUE TO PRESTRESSING AND

DEAD LOAD

CALL L0ADPD(NM,NS,K1,M1,M0,K0,FEF,FEMoM,LEN,NG,
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1 C)t, CY, UBM, AA, CC, LSI, NN, NEI'IEI, KI, SI^1, ELASEI, ELASKI, ITERAT)

CALL FEM(NM,NS,LSI,KI,FEF,FZ,NG,NPL,DIST,PL,UDL,LEN,CC,PR,
1 M, CX, CY,FER,FEMOM, COUNT,UBM, AA, SI^1, CCOPY,FECOPY, FEMOPY,

2 TTERAT)

266

c****
C**:1.*
C****
C****

100
1

CARRY OUT AN ANALYSÏS TO CALCULATE THE SECONDARY MOMENTS

DUE TO PRESTRESSING AND ANALYSIS FOR DEAD LOAD

CALL MATRIX(M,NM, OK,NS,LEN,KTt,Kt2,K21.,K22,KT,CX, CY,EA, NG,

NN, rR, rX, rY,oKK, LSr)

CALL GAUSS(M, OKK,OK,CC,NM,NG,CX,CY,F,SF)

CALL DEFoRM(NM,NG,LEN,CX,CY,CC,PP,EA,NS,LSI,UDL,KI,
t Fz,couNT,cuRvT,DEFL,SEGM,SF,Rr,PL,DrST,NPL,RrT,FER,UBM,AA,
2 KO,Sü1, ITERAT,NEI'IEI,M0)

SET ITERATION CONDITIONS FOR THE INITIAL ANALYSIS
C,l.***
C****
Ct(:***

a7

C,F***
C*xrF¡F

C****

C****
C¡*¡* * rF

Ct( *¡*{<

101

ITERAT=ITERAT+1
I"IRITE (6 ,87) ITERAT
FORMAT(' ITERATTON NO.

rF (rrERAT . EQ . 1) coro ee
'rI5 )

TRANSFORM M-K RELATIONS AND CHECK FOR COVERGENCY

CALL TRANSF(NM,NS,K1,M1,CURVT,SEGM,M2,K2,LSI,KO)

CALL TRIAL (NM, NS , CURVT , SF , M1 , K1 , NEhIEI , CoNVRG , KI , LSI , TRILM, K2 ,
1 K0,CoUNT,M0,M2,CYCLE, ITERAT,STEP,ELASEI,PRLLK0,KMAX)

rF(coNvRG. EQ. 1 . o)THEN
CALL RETRNS(NM,NS,K1,M1,DUK,DUM,CC,Ccopy,FER,FECOpy,NG,NN,

1 FEMOPY,FZ)
G0T0 100
END IF

PRINT RESULT WHEN COVERGENCY HAS OCCURED

CALL PRINT (SF , CoUNT, TGTCV, NM, NS , CURVT, SEGM, RIT, DEFL , NEI,IEI ,
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1 XXr ,K2 ,rt!2, KO , NCRT, JCRT, ELASET , PRLLKo , KMAX)

PREPARE ITERATIONS CONDITIONS FOR PROGRESSIVE LOADING

COUNT=C0UNT+1

CYCLE=0

cYcLE=CYCLE+1
I.tRrTE (O , +g) CYCLE, SF

FORMAT(' CYCLE NO. ',15,5X,'LOAD FACTOR = ',F9.2)

CARRY OUT SEG},IENTED LINEAR ANALYSIS

CALL MATRTX(M,NM, 0K,NS,LEN,Krt,Kt2,K2r,K22,Kr,CX,CY,EA,NG,
1 NN, IR, IX, IY, OKK, LSI)

CALL FEM(NM,NS,LSI,KI,FY,FZ,NG,NPL,DIST,PL,UDL,LEN,P,PR,M,
1 CX, CY, FER, FEMo, CoUNT, UBM, AA, Sl^1, CCoPY, FECoPY, FEMoPY, ITERAT)

CALL GAUSS(M,OKK,OK,P,NM,NG,CX,CY,F,SF)

CALL DEFORI,,I(NM,NG,LEN, CX,CY,P,PP,EA,NS,LSI,UDL,KI,
7 FZ,COUNT,CURVT,DEFL,SEGM,SF,RI,PL,DIST,NPL,RIT,FER,UBM,AA,
2 KO, Shl, ITERAT, NEI,lEr ,M0)

C*{ *t
c****
C**,F,f.

183

173

49

c****
C****
C***,t

C****
C****
C****

SEARCH FOR THE KEY SEGMENT ONCE AND DETERMINE CURV.

INCREMENTS

rF (cyclE.EQ . 1 . AND . CoUNT. EQ . 1) THEN

CALL SEARCH(NM, NS, SEGM,CURVT, RIT,DEFL, NEI'¡EI,XXI, NCRT, JCRT,

1 K0 ,K2,142, REDo)

IF (CURVT(NCRT, JCRT) . LT. O . O)THEN

RANGEK=K1 (UCNI, JCRT, 1)
ELSE

RANGEK=K1 (NCRT, JCRT, 10 )
END TF

POTI0N= (RANGEK) / (STEP+0 . 05)
ELSE

END IF
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I.TORK OUT THE LOAD FACTOR SF

TGTCV=CQUNT,t p0TI0N

SF=TGTCV/CURVT (UCNT, JCRT)

OBTAIN TRIAL CURVATURES AND CHECK THAT ARE I'IITHIN THE

CURVE

D0 998 N=1,NM

D0 998 .l=t , NS (N)
CURVT (N , J) =CURVT (N , J) ,KSF

rF(cuRvr(N, J) .LT.K1(N, J, 1) .0R.CURVT(N, J) .GT.K1 (N, J, 10))TUUU
I^IRITE(6,72) J, N, CURVT(N, J) +K2 (N, J)
FORMAT(// ' ULT. CURVATURE OF SEGMENT"I3,' FOR MEMBER,,T3, '

1 EXCEEDED i.C. = 
"F7.5,///,' 

I¡IOULD YOU LIKE TO CARRY OUT

2 ANALYSIS AGAIN USING THIS'/, ' SEGMENT AS THE "CRITICAL SEGMENT''

?

998

3 ')
G0T0 1997
END IF
CONTINUE

G0T0 199

C**t,1.
c****
C**x.t

c****
C,l.***
c****

72
IS

THE

1997
1998

73

74

I.IRTTE(6,1998)
FORMAT(' ENTER (in uppercase letter)
READ (5 ,73) REPEAT

FORMAT(A2)
IF (REPEAT. EQ .' Y' )THEN
NCRT=N

JCRT=J
RED0=RED0+1

COUNT=0

DO 74 N=l,NM
DO 74 .l=1,NS(N)
KMAX (N, J) =0 . 0
KI (N, J) =ELASKI (N , J)
SF=1.0
G0T0 183
ELSE

STOP

END IF

Y OR N')

C****
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c****
C,**rl.rl.

199
1

OBTAIN CORRESPONDING TRIAL MOMENTS AND STIFFNESSES

CALL TRIAL(NM,NS,CURVT, SF,Ml,K1,NEI^IEI,CONVRG,KI,LSI,TRILM,
K2,KO,COUNT,MO,M2,CYCLE, ITERAT,STEP,ELASEI,PRLLKO,KMAX)

C****
C*,l.rFr*

C****
PREPARE THE LOADING VECTOR OF THE STRUCTURE

L97

C****
C****
c****

1

D0 197 I=l,M
P (I) =PR(I)

CHECK FOR CONVERGENCY

rF (couNT. GE. 1 . AND . CYCLE. LT .4) G0T0173

rF (coNvRG . EQ . 1 . 0)THEN
c0T0 173
ELSE

CALL PRINT (SF, COUNT, TGTCV, NM, NS, CURVT, TRILM, RIT, DEFL, NEI,IEI, XXI,
K2 ,l,tl2, K0 , NCRT, JCRT , ELASEI , PRLLKo , KMAX)

END IF

C****
C****
c****

CHECK THAT NUMBER OF ITERATIONS REQUIRED IS NOT EXCEEDED

999

rF(couNT.LT. STEP)G0T0 183

t.IRrTE(6,999)
FoRMAT (//,' (((((((<<<<<<<<<

1 >>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
STOP

END



c
c
c
c
c

IJ

c

c
c
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C*** ** ****** '*r**** ** * *** * ****,ß* **,t*** * )t** {(*** ****:F* * {.,k ¡k** * * * ****C

SUBROUTINE REDATA

*,F* ¡*¡* *,** ******** ** *,trl.* ¡F ¡1.***** ** {(****,t* * rl.** rF ***,1.¡*¡ß ¡1.* ** ¡t** *** t* * c
SUBROUTINE REDATA(NN,NL,NM,NLM,X,Y, IX, IY, IR,NG,EA,NS,

1 LEN,CX,CY,M,LSI,XXT,STEP)
DTMENST0N X(15),y(15),rX(15),rY(15),rR(15),NG(15,2)
DTMENSToN EA(15),LSr(15),NS(15),LEN(ls),CX(tS),CY(15)
DTMENSToN XXr(15,55)
REAL LEN,LST

6

1

C****
c****
c****

C**,1.*
C*,***
Crl.,*,1.*

READ THE CONFIGURATION OF THE STRUCTURE AND MEMBER

PROPERTTES

I'IRITE(6,6)
FORMAT(' ENTER: TOTAL NUMBER OF NODES, MEMBERS,

1 LOADED MEMBERS')

READ(5,1)NN,NM,NLM
F0RMAT (Srg)
NL=0
D0 3 IK=1,NN
I.tRrrE(6,4)
FORMAT ( ' ENTER; X.COORD, Y-COORD, X-RESTRAINT, Y-RESTRAINT,

1 ROTATIONAL RESTRAINT')
READ(5,5)X(rK),y(rK),rX(rK),ry(rK),rR(rK)
FoRMAT(2F10.4,313)
CONTINUE

D0 7 IS=1,NM
t^tRrrE(6,8) rs
FORMAT(I3,' ENTER;END 1 NODE,END 2 NODE,AXIAL STIFFNSS,

1 NO.OF SEGMENTS')

READ(5, 9)Nc (rS, 1),NG (rS, 2),EA (rS), NS (rS)
FoRMAT(2r3,FL2.3,13)

CALCULATE MEMBER LENGTH AND DIRECTIONAL COSINES

xD=x(Nc (rs,2) ) -x (luc (rs , 1) )
YD=Y (Nc ( IS , 2 ) ) -Y (¡lC ( I S , 1) )
LEN (IS) =SQRT ( (Y0**Z) + (XD't,t 2) )
cx (rS) =XD/LEN(rS)

4

5

3

8

o
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cY (IS) =YDILEN (IS )

Crl.¡t**
c****
c****

CALCULTE SEGMENT LENGTH AND SIZE OF MATRIX

10

LSI (IS) =LEN (Is) /NS (IS)
DO 10 J=l,NS(IS)
xxl (rS, J)=(J-0 . 5) *LSI (IS)
CONTINUE

M=NNx3
7

C****
C{.***
C****

READ THE N0. 0F CURVT. INCREMENTS REQUIRED

I,TRITE(6,20)
FORMAT(' ENTER: NO

READ (5 ,21) STEP

FoRMAT(F7.0)
RETURN

END

0F cuRvT. INCREMENTS REQUIRED')

27

c*****************************{(,1.*:*¡t********,1.*)t*'t***************c

SUBROUTINE MKRELT

,**,**,*,f ***,**¡1.¡t{.* * *** ***{( *,F **** ** **** * rl.****** **,*rl. ** * ** ** *,* *¡F*rt(**C

SUBRoUTINE MKRELT(M1,Kl,NM,NS,DUK,DUM)
DTMENSToN Ml(15,55,10),Kl(15,55,10),NS(15)
DIIIENSIoN DUM(15,55,10),DUK(15,55,10)
REAL M1,Kl

C****
C****
C****

READ THE LINEARISED MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONS

D0 181 N=1,NM
D0 181 J=l,NS(N)
hTRITE(6,180)J,N
READ(5,182) (M1 (N, J, r), r=1, 1o)
I'IRITE(6, 184) J, N

READ(5,183) (K1 (N, J, r) , r=1,10)
FORMAT(' ENTER;ROI,T OF MOMENT FOR SEGMENT

FORMAT(10F11 .4)

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

180
782

,,13, ' 0F MEMBER"13)
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FORMAT(, ENTER;ROI'I OF CURVATURE FOR SEGMENT,,T3,, OF MEMBER,,13)
F0RMAT(10F11 .4)
CONTINUE

784
183
181

C***
C*t *
C***

5

D0 5 N=I,NM
DO 5 J=1,NS(N)
D0 5 I=1,10
DUK(N, J,I)=Kl (N, J, I)
DIIM(N, J, I) =M1 (N, J , I)
CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C*****************'k*,F¡*,F********************,t *************x*****C
CC
CC
C SUBROUTINE LOADPD C

CC
CC
C********'t,t**********************rt**'t************¡*,1.************C

SUBROUTINE LOADPD(TIT"T,T,IS,K1,Ml,MO,KO,FEF,FEMOM,LEN,NG,
1 CX, Cy, UBM, AA, CC, LSI, NN, NEI"IEI, KI, Shl, ELASEI, ELASKI, ITERAT)

DTMENST0N NS(15),K1(15,55,10),M1(15,55,10),MO(15,55)
DTMENSIoN K0(15,55),LEN(15),Nc(15,2),CX(15),Cy(15)
DTMENSToN FEF(15, 15),FEMoM(15, 15),UBM(15,56),CC(45)
DTMENST0N LSr(15),AA(15,56),NEI.tEr(15,55),Kr(15,55)
DIMENSION SLI(15),ELASEI (TS,SS),ELASKI(TS,SS)
REAL K1,M1,MO,KO,L,LEN,LSI,NET,IEI,KI

rF(TTERAT. cT. 0) 1OTO 77
C****
C****
C****

C**** CALCULATE MOMENT CROSPONDING TO ZERO CURVATURE
D0 189 N=I,NM
D0 188 J=1,NS(N)
D0 187 I=1,10
fI=f- 1

rF(K1(N, J,r) .LE. 0.0)c0T0 787
¡9= (M1 (N, J, I) -M1 (N, J, II) ) * (-xr (u, J, rr) )

STORE THE ORIGINAL MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATIONS

LOCATE THE STATE OF ZERO DEFORMATIONS AND CALCULATE
UNBALACED MOMENTS
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M0 (N, J) =M1 (N, J, II) +D9/ (K1 (N, J, I) -K1 (N, J, II) )

CALCULATE THE INITIAL STIFFNESSES FROM THE M-K RELATIONS

NEhrEr (N, J)=(M1 (N, J, I)-M0(N, ¡)) /Xt(N, J, r)
KI (N, J) =NEIíEI (N, J) /LSI (N)
ELASEI (N, J) =NETIEI (N, J)
ELASKI (N, J) =KI (N , J)

c**** CALCULATE CURVATURE CROSPONDING TO ZERO MOMENT

K0 (N, J)=-M0 (N, J) /ErRSUr (r,.¡)

C**,F,1.

187

188
189

C,k***

797

198

199
200

C**,1.*

133

C****

G0T0 188
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

PRINT OUT MOMENT MO(J) AND CURVATURE KO(J)
I,IRITE(6 ,797)
F0RMAT(//, ' J"4N., 'M0(J)=-M1"gX,'K0(J) 

"gX,'EI(l; 
'¡

D0 200 N=1,NM
h¡RrTE (6 , 198) N

FORMAT(/' MEMBER NUMBER 

"13)D0 200 J=l,NS(N)
t¡RrrE(6, 199) J,M0(N, J),K0(N, J),NEhrEr (N, J)
FoRMAT(r3, 3 (3X, E1 1 . 4) )
CONTINUE

SET THE INITIAL FIXED-END FORCES TO ZERO

D0 132 N=I,NM
D0 133 I=1,NN
FEF(I,N)=0.0
FEMOM(I , N) =0 . 0

CALCULATE THE UNBALANCED MOMENTS DUE TO PRESTRESSING
NNN=NS (N) +1

D0 132 J=I,NNN
JJ=J-1
IF(J.EQ.1)THEN
UBM(N,J)=-M0(N,J)
G0T0 132
END IF
rF(J.EQ.NNN)THEN
UBM(N, J) =M0 (N, JJ)
G0T0 132
END IF
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UBM(N, J)=Mo ( -MO (N ,J)
. UBM(N, J) =

C-ONTINUE

C****
C****
C**rkrl.

77

Ct(r.r(t<

C****

727

C****

C'trl.**

274

L32
UBM(N, J)

CALCULATE THE FIXED-END FORCES FOR THE INITIAL CONDITTON

D0 130 N=I,NM
L=LEN(N)
N1=NG (N, 1)
N2=NG (N,2)
I 1=N1x3
I2=N2*3
C=CX (N)
S=CY(N)
rF (TTERAT. EQ . 0) THEN

NNN=NS (N) +1

DO L27 J=1,NNN
JJ=J-1
A=LSI (N) *JJ
B=L-A
AA (N, J) =¡

CALCULATE THE FIXED.END FORCES DUE TO UNBALACED NODE

MOMENTS AND ADD TO THE OVERALL

UM=UBM(N, J)
FEF (Nl, N) =FEF(N1 , N) + (o*A*B*UBM(N, J) / (f**s) )
FEF (N2 , N) =FEF (N2 , N) - (6*A*B*UBM(N, J) / (L*,*g) )
FEMoM (N 1, N) =FEMoM (N 1, N ) + (ut't'* g ),r ( 2r,A-B) / (t**z)
FEMOM ( N2, N ) =FEMOM ( l,lZ, Irl ) + (Ul,tx^l ) * ( Z'*B -A) / (t* *Z)
CONTINUE

ELSE

CALCULATE THE FIXED-END FORCES DUE TO DEAD LOAD

FEF (N1, N) =-S!'l (N) *t/ Z . O

FEF(N2,N)=FEF(N1,N)
FEMoM(N1 , N) =-Sl{ (N) * (t,¡*z) / tz.o
FEMOM(N2, N) =-FEMSM (N1, N)

END IF

CONVERT THE COMPLEMENTARY CASE TO JOINT FORCES

CC (I1-2) =CC (I 1-2) +S*FEF (N1, N)
CC(I2-2)=CC(I2-2) +S*FEF (N2 , N)
CC (I1-1) =CC (I1-1) -C,I,FEF (tUt , U)
cc (r2-1) =cc(r2-1) -C*FEF (N2, N)
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130 CONTINUE

RETURN

END

C*********************************)t***************************C
cc
cc
C SUBROUTINE TRANSF C

cc
cc
C******,t *******************************'t**********************C

SUBROUTINE TRANSF(NM,NS,Kl,Ml,CURVT, SEGM,M2,K2,LSI,
1 K0)

DIMENSIoN K1 ( 15 , 55 , 10) , M1 ( 15 , 55 , 10) , CURVT ( 15 , 55)
DTMENSToN SEGM(15,55),M2(15,55),NS(15),K0(15,55)
DTMENSToN K2(75, 55),LSr (15)
REAL K0 , M0 , M1 ,Kt ,142, K2 , LSr

C****
C**** TRANSFORM THE M-K RELATIONS TO THE INITIAL UNLOADED

C**** CONDITION

6

' ,13,
7

DO t2 N=1,NM
D0 11 .l=t , NS (N)
M2 (N, J) =SEGM(N, J)
rF (M2 (N, J) . LT.Ml (N, J, 2) . 0R.M2 (N, J) . cT. M1 (N, J, 9) )tUnU
I,¡RITE(6 ,6) J, N,M2 (N, J)
FORMAT(' I'¡ARNING;;;ULT. MOMENT OF SEGMENT 

"I3, 
' OF MEMBER

//,'IS EXCEEDED 0R CRACKING MAY HAVE OCCURED, i.e M2 =
END IF
D0 10 I=2,10
fI=I- 1

rF(M1(N, J,r) .LE.M2(N, J))coro 1o
p9= (K1 (N, J, I) -K1 (N, J, I I ) ) * (M2 (N, J) -M1 (N, J, II) )
K2 (N, J) =K1 (N, J, r r) + (D9/ (ut (trl, J, r) -M1 (N, J , r r) ) )
G0T0 11

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

, ,F11.4)

10
11

I2

TRANSFORM THE MK-RELATIONS CALCULATE THE INITIAL STIFFNESSES
D0 40 N=I,NM
D0 30 J=1,NS(N)
D0 20 f=1,10

C*,1.t *
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K1 (N, J , I) =¡11 (N, J , f) -K2 (N, J)
M1(N, J,I) =¡41(N, J ,I) -M2 (N, J)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

RETURN

END

RETRANSFORM THE M-K RELATIONS TO THE ORIGINAL AXIS

40

276

20

30
40

c
c
c
c
c
c

C¡F * ***** t*'t** **** ** ¡*,F ¡F* * *** ** * *** ***{(,}****** ****** * rF* * ** * *****C

SUBROUTINE RETRNS

t({(t(****:*:**¡1.,ß*****rt**:F,*******rl.****:*¡t*rk{(****{<*****************xc
SUBRoUTINE RETRNS (Nl,t, ltS,K1,M1,DUK,DUM, CC,Ccopy,FER,

1 FECoPY,Nc,NN,FEMoPY,FZ)
DTMENSToN NS(15),K1(15,55,10),M1(15,55, 1O),FER(15,15)
DIMENSIoN DUK(15,55, 10),DUM(15,55, 10),CC(45),Ccopy(45)
DIMENSION FECOPY(15, 15),NG(15,2),FEMOPY(15, 15)
DIMENSION FZ(15,15)
REAL K1,M1

C****
C****
C*,1.**

20
30

D0 40 N=I,NM
D0 30 J=l,NS(N)
D0 20 f=1,10
K1 (N, J, I)=¡g¡11N, J, I)
M1 (N, J, I) =Pg¡,11N, J, I)
CONTÏNUE

CONTINUE

N1=NG (N, t)
N2=NG (tU, Z)
FER(N1 , N) =FECSPY (N1 , N)
FER(N2 , N) =FECSPY (N2 , N)
FZ (N1, N) =FEMSPY (N1, N)
FZ(N2, N) =FEMSPY (N2 , N)
CONTINUE

D0 50 I=1,NN*3
cc (I) =CCoPY (I)
RETURN

END

c
c
c
c
c

50
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C*****************************************************,{.*******C
cc
cc
C SUBROUTINE T¡RITED C

cc
cc
C**************,ft ********)k*************************************C

SUBROUTINE I'¡RITED(NN, NL,NM,NLM,X,Y,NG,EA, NS,UDL,SüI,NPL,
1 DTST,PL,STEP)

DTMENSToN X(15),y(15),Nc(15,2),EA(15),NS(15)
DTMENSToN UDL(15),St'¡(15),NpL(15),DrST(15,55),pL(15,55)

C****
C**** !üRITE OUT THE INPUT DATA OF THE STRUCTURE

C****
I.IRITE(6, 13)

13 FORMAT(// // // /, '*********l.****************** PRJNT

1 ouT INPUT DATA ***************************, )
I,IRITE(6,14)

T4 FORMAT(///, 1H, 'NO . OF NODES, NO . OF

1 MEMBERS, NO. OF LOADED MEMBERS')
I"IRITE (6 , 15) NN , NM , NLM

15 F0RMAT(6X,3(I3,12X) )
I,IRITE(6,16)

16 FoRMAT(/,1H,'NoDE NUMBER,,1OX, 'X-CooRDr ,!2X, 'y-COoRD ')
D0 17 I=1,NN

t7 htRrrE(6,18) r,x(r) ,Y(I)
18 FoR¡,IAT(1H,4X,I3,9X,F12.3,9X,F12.3)

htRrTE (6 , 19)
19 FoRMAT(1H, 'MEMBER NUMBER NoDE NUMBER OF END 1

1 NODE NUMBER OF END 2')
D0 20 IS=1,NM

20 Ì,tRrTE(6,21)rS,Nc(IS,1),Nc(rS,Z)
27 FoRMAT(1H,6X,13,t N.,I3,25X,13)

Ì"IRITE(6,22)
22 FORMAT(IH,'MEMBER NUMBER AXIAL STIFFNESS NO.OF SEGMENTS')

D0 23 IS=1,NM
I,¡RITE (6, 24) IS, EA (IS), NS (IS)

24 FoRMAT ( lH , 5X, I3 , 9X , E11 . 4, 1OX, 13)
23 CONTINUE

hrRrTE(6,25)
25 FORMAT(lH ,/ / / ,, ******************************* LSADING
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1 DATA *****************************xr)
D0 26 IS=I,NM
I.tRrTE(6,27) rS, UDL ( rS), Sr¡t (rS)
FORMAT(/, ' MEMBER' ,T2,' UDL

t F7!.4,' DEAD LoAD

DO 28 IF=1,NPL(IS)
I.IRITE(6, 29) IF,PL (IS, TF),NG(IS, 1

FoRMAT(1H,8X,' P0INT LoAD ' 13,
1 FROM NODE ',I3r' = ' ,FIt.4)

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

I.IRTTE (6 ,30) STEP

278

27

29

28
26

30

t
t

,,Fl1.4)

FORMAT(LH,¡¡,' DEFORMATION INCREMENT STEPS = 
"F7.0)RETURN

END

C*,1.,1.**,k***********¡ß1.*,È**{(*****,k{('t******************************C

SUBROUTINE SEARCH

¡l.rt***,t***tl.***¡t*,Í***r*************r**:1.**)t**¡t*********************C

SUBROUTINE SEARCH (NM, NS , SEGM, CURVT, RIT , DEFL , NEI^IEI , XXI ,
1 NCRT, JCRT,K0,K2,M2,REDo)

DIMENSToN K0(15,55),SEGM(15,55),CURVT(15,55),RIT(15,55)
DIMENSToN DEFL(15,55),NEt"¡Er (tS,SS),XXI (15, 55),NS (15)
DIMENSToN M2(15,55),K2(15,55)
REAL NEI,IEI ,KO,K2,l,tl2

C****
C**** PRINT INITIAL DEFORMATIONS AND SEARCH FOR KEY SEGMENT

C****

C**** PRINT OUT THE INITIAL DEFORMATIONS UNDER UNIT LOAD

rF(REDo.cT.0)c0T0 186
hTRITE(6,197)

797 FOR¡úIAT(/ / / ,' ***,*,*¡*,t,F)¡************{(r('ß'*************{(*,*:*r(,t********
1*******¡F***{.*,F*{(**{(*****{.***t, /,bx,, ANALysrs FoR CoMBTNED

EFFECTS

2 0F PRESTRESSI¡IG, DEAD L0AD AND UNIT LOAD, ,/,, *******************
3 x rF * * * * * * * :t * * * * * * * :* *,* ¡* {( * ¡* * * * * * * {( * * rß ¡* {( * * * * * * rF * * * * * ¡* * * * * * * * * * x *

,)
hrRrTE(6,200)

) ,Drsr(rs, rF)
) ; trFIl.4r, DISTANCE

c

c
c

c

c
c
c
c
c



200

207

202
c
C****
c
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FORMAT(// ,2X,' MOMENT,, TX,' CURVATURE 

"4X, 
' ROTATTONS ,, 4X,

1 'DEFLECTroNS"8X, rEr" 11X, 'Xi')
D0 185 N=1,NM
I.tRrTE(6,201) N

FORMAT(/' MEMBER NO. ,,T3)
D0 185 J=l,NS(N)
htRrTE (6,202) SEGM (N, J) +M2 (N, J), (CURVT (l't, .l) +K2 (N, J) ), RIT (N, J),

1 DEFL (N , J) , NEhrEr (N , J) , XXr (N , J)
FoRMAT(1X, 5 (811 . 4, 3X),F9 . 3)

SEARCH FOR THE KEY SEGMENT IN THE STRUCTURE

185
186
787

A=ABS (SEGM(N, J) )
B=ABS (CRTUTM)

IF(A. GT. B)THEN
CRTUTM=SEGM(N, J)
NCRT=N

JCRT=J
ELSE

END IF
CONTINUE

I.IRTTE(6, 187) CURVT(NCRT, JCRT) +K2 (NCRT, JCRT)
FORMAT(/' CRITICAL UNIT CURVATURE = ,,811.4)
$¡RITE(6 ,203) JCRT

FORMAT(/' OF SEGMENT NUMBER"13)
I.¡RITE (6 , 204) NCRT

FoRMAT(/' 0F MEMBER NUMBER',I4)
I'tRrTE (6 , 205)
FORNIAT ( / / / /, t **************************** ****************x**,k*x

1 *****r({.*********** ****** ****** r, /, L4x,, CoMMENCEMENT 0F PR0GGRESS r
2VE LOADING 0F THE STRUCTURE' r/,t *,t,****{(¡*,F,*{(**,*{('***:*,*,k*x***x*****
3******,************************************** **** t, / /)

RETURN

END

203

204

205

C********,¡,**t(*,ß'ß¡********¡F****************,F***rf***¡*'t ********,t,F*C

SUBROUTINE TRIAL

****** * *****{.rÈrF{( * ***¡F¡**:t * *** ** ¡ß***** *¡ß:*rF * *,*,*{(* ** * * * ****{(,t,ß* * *
SUBRoUTINE TRIAL(NM, NS, CURVT, SF,M1,K1,NEI4rEr,CONVRG,Kr,

7 K2,K0,C0UNT,M0,M2,CYCLE, ITERAT,STEP,ELASEI,PRLLKO,KMAX

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c
L

)

SI,TR]LM,
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DIMENSIoN NS(15),CURVT(15,55),M1(15,55, 10),EITRIL(15,55)
DTMENSToN NEI^tEr (15,55) ,Kr (15 ,55) ,TRTLM(15 ,55) , LSr (15)
DIMENSIoN K1(15,55,10),K2(15,55),KO(15,55),MO(15,55)
DIMENSIoN M2 ( 15, 55), ELASEI ( 15, 55), PRLLK0 ( 15, 55), KII/IAX ( 1 5, 55)
REAL Ml,K1,KI,LSI,NEl^lEI,K2,KO,M0,M2,KMAX
INTEGER CYCLE

C****
Crl.*¡l.t(

c****
OBTAIN CORRESPONDING TRIAL MOMENTS AND STIFFNESSES

Ct( t( t(:* TRANSFORM CURVATURES TO NEI^I AXIS
D0 187 N=1,NM
D0 187 J=1,NS(N)
rF (couNT . EQ . o) CURVT (N , J) =o . o

CONTINUE787

C**,*:F

c****
C****

c****
C****
C****

CALCULATES THE XPONDING MOMENT FROM LINEARISED MOMENT

CURVATURE RELATIONS

D0 196 N=I,NM
D0 195 .l=1 , NS (N)
D0 194 I=1,10
I I=I- 1

rF (Kl (N, J , r) . LE. CURVT(N, J) ) GOTO 194
D9= M1(N, J,I)-M1(N, J,II)
D8=CURVT(N, J) -K1 (N, J, II)
D7= K1(N, J,I)-K1(N, J,II)
TRI LM ( N , J ) =M 1 ( N , J , I I ) + (Dg'r.D I / D7)

AVoID DEVTDING By ZERo FoR MoMENT NEAR 0R EQAUL T0 ZERo

TOLRNC=TRILM(N, J) +M2 (T'I,.I)

TLRC=CURVT (N , J) +K2 (N , J )
IF(TOLRNC. GT. -1. O.AND.TOLRNC. LT. 1. O)THEN
EITRIL (N, J) =ELASEI (N, J)
G0T0 195
END IF
rF(rrnc. cT. -1 . E-10. AND.TLRC. LT. 1.E-10)THEN
EITRIL (N, J) =ELASEI (N, J)
G0T0 195
END IF

C****



C'{.***
C****

t94
195
196
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CHECK THAT THE SEGMENTS ARE NOT UNLOADING

IF (COUNT . GT . 3) THEN

IF(PRLLKO(N, J) .GT. -1.E-Og.AND.PRLLKO (N, J) . LT. 1.E-09)THEN
EITRIL (N, J) =ELASEI (U, .l)
G0T0 195
END IF
IF(ABS (CURVT(N, J) ) . LE. ABS (KMAX(N,.I) ) )rNgI\I
ELASK=TRILM(N, J) /ELASEI (N, J)
EITRIL (N, J) =TRILM(N, J) / (¡USK+PRLLKO (N, J) )
G0T0 195
END IF
END IF

C****
C****
C,l.:1.**

FIND THE NEI.I VALUE OF SECANT STIFFNESS

rF (couNT. EQ . 0) THEN

rF(K2(N, J) .EQ. o. o)THEN
EITRIL (t, .l) =ELASEI (N, J)
G0T0 195
END IF
EITRIL (N, J) = (M2 (N, J) -M0 (N, J) ) /xz (r¡, .l)
ELSE

EITRIL (N , J) =TRILM (N , J) /CURVT (tt, .l)
END IF
G0T0 195
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

CONTINUE

C****
C**rt tt

C****
CHECK THAT COVERGENCY CONDITIONS ARE SATISFIED

C0NVRG=0.0
D0 188 N=1,NM
D0 1BB J=1,NS(N)
DIFF=ABS (NEI'IEI (N, J) -EITRIL(N, J) )
PCENTD=DIFF*199 . O/NEI^IEI (N, J)
IF (PCENTD. GT. 1 . O)THEN

rF (TTERAT. EQ . 2 . AND. CoUNT. EQ . O)THEN

c****
CrF*,1.*

C****
PRINT OUT I'IARNING AND ERROR MESSAGES
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81
rrRrrE(6,81)J,N
FORMAT(/' I,IARNING: : :STRUCTURE SHOI,IING INITIAL CRACKING

1 0N SEGMENT 

"I3, 
' 0F MEMBER"I3)

END IF
C0NVRG=1.0
END IF
IF(COUNT.LT.5)THEN
rF(NEhrEr(N, J) .LE.0.0.0R.ErTRrL(N, J) . LE. 0.0)THEN
I.tRrTE (6 ,82) J , N

FORMAT(/' I.IARNING:::::(-VE) EI ON SEGMENT 

"I3,' 
OF MEMBER82

' ,13,
1

C**,F,F

C****
C****

887
188

, CHECK INPUT DATA' )
COUNT=STEP+1

STOP

END IF
END IF

SET NEI,I SECANT STIFFNESSES FOR THE NEXT ITERATION STEP

rF (cYcLE . cE . 20 ) THEN

NEI,IEI (N, J) = (EITRIL (N, J) +NEI'IEI (N, J) ) /Z.O
G0T0 887
END IF
NEI'IEI (N, J) =EITRIL (N, J)
KI (N, J) =NEI,IEI (N, J) /LSI (N)
CONTINUE

rF (couNT. EQ . (Srnp+1) ) sToP
RETURN

END

C************'*)k*¡*,t<*,*rt,F***********,t **,t*****)¡********:F***********C
CC
CC
C SUBROUTINE PRINT C

CC
CC
c****************t********,*{.,*rf ******'t{.*{(*****,t *****************c

SUBROUTINE PRINT(SF,COUNT,TGTCV,NM,NS, CURVT,TRILM,RIT,DEFL,
1 NEI^IEI,XXI,K2,M2,K0,NCRT, JCRT,ELASEI,PRLLKO,KMAX)

DTMENSIoN NS(15),CURVT(15,55),TRrLM(15,55),RrT(15,55)
DTMENSToN DEFL(15,55),NEI,tEr(tS,SS),XXr (15, 55),KMAX(tS,SS)
DIMENSIoN K2(L5,55),M2(15,55),KO(15,55),PRLLK0(15,55)
DTMENSToN MAX(15, 55),ELASEI (15, 55)
REAL NEl.lEI,K2,r42,K0,KMAX,MAX
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C****
C,(,K,** PRINT OUT THE FINAL DEFORMATINS OF THE STRUCTURE

C****
rF(couNT.LT.1)THEN
NCRT=1

JCRT=1

I'IRITE(6, 196)
196 FOR¡tll¡T(/// rr,k,***,t*****)t***************************)k************

1*****************************' 
' / ,10X,' ANALYSIS FoR CoMBINED

2 EFFECTS 0F PRESTRESSING AND DEAD LOAD , ,/,' {(*******x***
3*,F***********************{()k***************************************
4ttt* ' )

END IF

190
1

191
1

198

I¡RITE (6 , 190) SF , CoUNT, (TCTCV+X2 (NCRT, JCRT) )
FORMAT(//, LOAD FACTOR=,,F11.3,, COUNT= ,,F5.0,, TARGET

CURVATURE=, ,f,11.4)
I.IRITE(6,191)
FoRMAT(//,3X,' MoMENT,,TX,tCURVATURET,4X,'ROTATIONS,,4X,
,DEFLECTIoNS',7X,'EI',I2X,'Xi' )
D0 193 N=1,NM
ü¡RrTE (6 , 198) N

FORMAT(/' MEMBER NUMBER"13)
D0 193 J=1,NS(N)

FIND THE MAX. MOMENT ATTAINED AT EVERY COMPUTATIONAL STEP

rF (couNT . cE . 2) THEN

rF(ABS (CURVT(N, J) ) . cE. ABS (XUAX(U,.1) ) )rnEU
KMAX (N , J) =CURVT (N , J)
MAX(N, J) =TRILM(N, J)
PRLLKO (N , J) =CURVT (N , J) - (MAX (tu , .l) /ELASEI (N , J) )
END IF
END IF

TRANSFORM BACK, MOMENTS AND CURVATURES, BEFORE PRINTING

IF(COUNT.EQ.O)THEN
CURVT (N , J) =CURVT (N , J) +K2 (N , J)
ELSE

TRILM(N, J) =TRTLM (N, J) +M2 (N, J)
CURVT (N , J) =CURVT (N , J) +K2 (N , J)
END IF

C****
C,l.***
C****

C****
C****
C,l.***
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192
193

bIRITE(6, 192)TRILM(N, J),CURVT(N, J),RIT(N, J),DEFL(N, J),
NEIüEI (N, J) , XXI (N , J)
FoRMAT(1X, 5 (811 . 4,3X),F9 . 3)
CONTINUE

RETURN

END

30

284

1

C***************************,t ********************************,F*C
cc
cc
C SUBROUTINE LOADNG C

CC
CC
C* ** ** ** *******rF* * ** ** ** *****,t *** t**,ß **,t**** *,ß*,ß'*,ß ***** ** ** * x **C

SUBROUTINE LOADNG (M,P,NL,NN,UDL,NLM, NM,LEN,CX,CY,
1 NG,NPL,FY,FZ,PR,PL,DIST,FEMO,SW)

DTMENSToN p(45),UDL(15),Fy(15, 15),FZ(15, 15)
DTMENST0N LEN(15),Nc(15,2),CX(15),Cy(15)
DIMENSION PR(45),NPL(15),PL(15,55),DTST(15,55)
DIMENSI0N FEMo (15, 15), Sü¡(15)
REAL L,LEN

C****
C****
C****

SET OUT THE LOADING VECTOR OF JOINT LOAD SYSTEM

29
D0 29 I=1,M
P(I)=9.9
D0 30 I=1,NL
I.IRITE(6,31)
FoRMAT( 'ENTER ; NoDE N0.,XLoAD,YLOAD,APPLIED MoMENT,)
READ (5 ,32) LNN , XL , YL , APM

FoRMAT(13,3F12.3)
LNNN=LNN*3
P (LNtutrl) =lP¡,t
P (LNNN-1 ) =YL
P (LNNN-2) =XL
CONTINUE

rF(NLM.EQ.o)coro 25

31

32

C****
Cr(***
C****

SET THE INITIAL END SHEAR TO ZERO

D0 132 I=I,NN
D0 132 J=1,NM
FY(I,J)=0.0
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732

cx***

120

t2L

Ct(,* t(¡*

C,F***
C****

124

725

C****
c****
C,* rl. r*rk

128

129

285

FEMO(I,J)=0.0
CONTINUE

READS THE NUMBER OF APPLIED POINT LOADS IN A MEMBER

D0 130 I=1,NLM
I.IRITE(6,120)
FORMAT( 'ENTER; MEMBER NO.,NO.OF APPLIED POINT LOADS')
READ (5, T2!)LMN, NPL (LMN)

FORMAT(2I3)
L=LEN(LMN)
N1=NG(LMN,1)
N2=NG (LMN, 2)
C0SX=CX (LMN)

C0SY=CY(LMN)

READ IN THE DISTRIBUTED LOAD AND DEAD LOAD

I.'RITE(6 ,T24)
FORMAT('ENTER THE DISTRIBUTED LOAD UDL

READ (5, 125) UDL (LMN), SbI (LMN)

FoRMAT(28t7.4)
UBL=UDL(LMN)
FY(N1 , LMN) =-rlBL*L/2.0
FY(N2,LMN)= FY(N1,LMN)
FEMo (N1 , LMN) =-UBL* (L'*,r,2) / tZ .O
FEMo (N2 , LMN) =-FEMo (N1 , LMN)

I 1=N1*3
I2=N2*3
rF(NPL(LMN) .EQ. o)coro L26

SELF!{EIGHT ' )

READ IN THE POINT LOAD AND CALCULATE THE END SHEAR

DO T27 J=1,,NPL(LMN)
I.tRrTE(6 ,!28)
FORMAT('ENTER POINT LOAD,DISTANCE FROM NODE 1')
READ (5,L29)PL (LMN, J),DIST(LMN, J)
FORMAT(2FT2.3)
W=PL (LMN, J)
A=DIST(LMN, J)
B=L-A
FY (uf , LMN) =Fy (N1 , LMN) -1¡* (g**2 ) * (Er+gr,¡,) / (L**s)
FY(N2, LMN) =FY(N2 , LMN) -W* (t,¡,¡2) * (t+g,rg) / (f *,*a¡
FEMo (N1 , LMN) =FEMo (N1 , LMN) -I,t,r,A*,, 137¡¡ **2)
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t27
FEMO (N2 , Ll'lN) =FEM¡ (N2 , LMN) +h¡rcB*, 1¡7¡) **2)
CONTINUE

C{<**,t

C****
c****

I26

ADD THE COMPLEMENTARY CASE TO THE JOINT FORCES

130

P (I 1-2) =p (I t-Z) +CoSY,*FY (N1, LMN)

P (I2-2)=p (tZ-Z) +C0SY,*FY (N2 , LMN)
p (r 1-1 ) =p (r 1-1) -cosx*Fy (N1, LMN)

P (I2-1) =p (tZ-t) -C0SX*FY(N2, LMN)

CONTINUE

C****
C****
C****

25
48

STORE THE LOAD VECTOR

D0 48 I=1,M
PR(I) =P (I)
RETURN

END

C****,F*************rt*******rl.'*,k*********************************C

SUBROUTINE FEM

,* {( ¡*,F t( * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * ¡* *,* * * * * t,F * * * * * *,ß,F,F * * * * C
SUBROUTINE FEM(NM,NS,LSI,KI,FY,FZ,NG,NPL,DIST,PL,UDL,LEN,

1 P , PR, M, CX, CY, FER, FEMo , CoUNT, UBM, AA, SI"I, Ccopy, FECopy, FEMopy ,

2 ITERAT)
DTMENSToN NS(15),LSr(15),XXr(15,55),Kr(15, 55),XN(15)
DIMENSI0N Fy(15, 15),FZ(LS, 15),Nc(rS,2),NpL(tS),LEN(15)
DIMENSI0N DIST(15,55),pL(15,55),UDL(15),BIcp(15),p(45)
DIMENSToN PR(45),CX(15),Cy(15),FER(15, 15),FEMO(15, 15)
DII,IENSIoN AA(15,56),UBM(15,56),Shr(15),CC0py(45)
DIMENSION FEMOPY(15, 15),FECOPY(15, 15)
REAL L,LEN,KI,LSI

C****
c****
Crl. rFrf. rF

CALCULATE THE FIXED END MOMENTS w.r.t. APPLIED L0ADS

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c

c

C**** CALCULATE THE LOCATION OF THE REFERENCE POINT N



2

7
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D0 1 N=1,NM
SUM=O.0

ADD=O.0

DO 2 J=1,NS(N)
¡¡= (J-0 . 5) *rsI (N)
XXI (N , J) =XI
ADD=ADD+ (XIlKI (N , J) )
SUM=SUM+ (TIXI (N, J) )
CONTINUE

BIGP (N) =SUl't
xN (N) =ADD/SUM
CONTINUE

USE XN TO CALCULATE OTHER COEFF.

DO 124 N=1,NM
BfGR=O.0
BIGS=O .0
BIGT=O.0
L=LEN (N)
D0 L25 J=L,NS(N)
X]=XXI (N, J)
DEFX=XXI (N, J) -XN (N)
BIGR=BIGR+ ( (DEFX'*,F2) lKT (N, J) )
N1=NG(t'¡,t)
N2=NG (N,2)

CALCULATE THE POSITIVE BENDING MOMENTS DUE TO UNBALACED

MOMENTS

UNBM=O.0

rF (couNT . EQ . o) THEN

IF (ITERAT . EQ . O) THEN

NNN=NS (U) +T

DO 72t I=1,NNN
AM=UBM(N ,T) lt
BM=-AM

]F (XI . LT. AA(N, I) )THEN
UNBM=UNBM+ (AM*.XI )
ELSE

UNBM=UNBM+ (AM,IXI ) -UBM(N, I)
END IF
CONTINUE

PPMOM=UNBM

Ct(,F*X

C,l.rl.*,1.

C****

C****
C,l.***
c****

721
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ELSE

FESWA= (-Sür (N) *LEN (N) / Z . O) xXt
PPMoM= (sll (N) * (XI,**,2) / 2 . o)+FESI'íA
END IF
G0T0 10

END IF

208

CALCULATE THE POSITIVE BENDING MOMENT DUE TO APPLIED
LOADS

POINTM=O.0
DO 208 JU=l,NPL(N)
IF(XXI (N, J) . GT.DIST(N, JU) )THNU
DELTA=XXI (N, J).DIST(N, JU)
POINTM=POINTM+PL (N, JU) *DELTA

END IF
CONTINUE

ALoADM= (UDL (N) *, (XXI (N, J) **2) /2.0) +p0INTM
PPMOM=FY( (NG (N, 1) ),N) *XXI (N, J)+ALOADM
BIGS= BIGS+(PPMOM/KI(N, J))
BIGT= BIGT+ (OETX*PPI'{OM/KI (N, J) )
CONTINUE

ENDTEM=BIGS/BIGP (N)

10

125

C****
C****
Crl.***

CALCULATE THE FIXED END MOMENT OF A MEMBER

Fz(NG(N, 1),N)=- ( (xN(N),kBIcT/BIGR) -ENDTEM)
Fz(N2, N) =- ( ( (r-xu (N) ) *BIcT/BIcR) +ENDTEM)

c****
C****
C,l ***

ADD THE COMPLEMENTARY FEM TO THE OVERALL

11=(NG(N,1))*3
I2=N2*3
P(I1) =P(I1) -FZ(NG(N, 1),N)
P (I2) =P (I2) -Fz (N2 , N)
CONTINUE

288

C****
C****
C****

124

C,****
C****
C****

ADJUST THE FIXED-END REACTION TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF

THE CHANGE IN FEM, (i.e satisfy statics)
D0 11 N=I,NM
N1=NG(N,1)
I 1=N1*3
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II=I1-1
IL=I!-2
N2=NG (t,I, Z)
I2=N2*3
JJ=I2-t
JL=I2-2
FEMOC= (rsMo (Nl , N) +FEMO (N2 , N) ) /LEN (N)
CANGEM= (FZ (N1 , N) +FZ (N2 , N) ) /LEN (N)

FER(N1 , N) =FY(N1, N) + (CANGEM-FEM0C)

FER (N2 , N) =FY (N2 , N) - (CANGEM-FEMOC)

MAKE CORRECTIONS TO THE LOAD VECTOR

p(IL)=p(IL)+ Cy(N)'¡(FER(NI,N) -Fy(Nl,N) )
p(JL)=p(¡L)+ cy(N),¡(FER(N2,N) -Fy(N2,N) )
P(II)=P(II)+ CX(N),¡(FY(N1,N)-FER(Nl,N))
P(JJ)=P(JJ)+ CX(N)*(FY(N2,N)-FER(N2,N))

STORE THE LOAD VECTOR, END SHEAR AND FIXED END MOMENT

289

C****
C****
C{.*:l.r*

C****
Crl.*r**
C****

11

135

FECoPY (N1, N) =FER (N1, N)
FECoPY (N2 , N) =FER (N2 , N)
FEMoPY(N1, N) =FZ (N1, N)

FEMoPY (N2 , N) =FZ (N2 , N)

CONTINUE

D0 135 I=1,M
ccoPY (I) =P (I)
RETURN

END

c
c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
c

C************,ft*,*,**************************'***********,**********C

SUBROUTINE MATRIX

***{<****************t(***************,*,******'*{r****,*,****,F{(,*:*{(,***

SUBROUTINE MATRIX(M,NM,OK,NS,LEN,K1 !,Kt2,K2!,K22,KT,
1 CX,CY,EA,NG,NN,IR, rX, TY,oKK,LSI)

DIMENSIoN 0K(45,45),NS(15),LEN(15),Xtt(3,3)
DTMENSToN KL2(3,3),K27 (S,g),R22(3,3),Kr(15,55)



c
C,l.***
c
C****
c
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DTMENSToN CX(15),Cy(15),EA(15),NG(15,2),rR(15)
DTMENSToN rX(15),ry(15),oKK(45,45),LSr(15)
REAL L , LEN , K!7 ,KL2 ,Kzt ,K22, Kr , LS r

FORM OVERALL MATRIX USING SEGMENTED LINEAR ANALYSIS

ZERO OVERALL STIFFNESS MATRIX

25

C**r(t(
c

137

C****
c****
C,****

C****
c****
C****

D0 25 I=1,M
D0 25 J=1,M
0K(I, J)=0. o

CALCULATE MATRTX COEFFTCIENTS OF BEOFRE ASSEMBLING MATRIX

D0 28 N=1,NM
C1=0.0
C2=0 .0
C3=0.0
D0 137 JL=1,NS(N)
xr= (JL-o . 5) {.LSr (N)
c1=c1+(1.o/Kr(N,JL))
c2=c2+ (xrlrr (N, JL) )
c3=c3+ ( (xr'*xz) /Kr (N, JL) )
CONTINUE

DN=1 . 0/ (Cr*Cs- (C2**2))
c4=EA (N) /LEN (N)

C=CX(N)
s=CY(N)
L=LEN(N)

!'toRK ouT MATRIX STIFFNESS CoEFF. 0F FIRST QUADRATURE

K11 ( 1 , 1) = (c4*, (c'rx2) ) + (c t,* (Sxxz) *,Dtrl)

K11(1 ,2)=(c4- (crxo¡l) ) xc*S
K11(1,3)=-C2*S*DN
KII(2, 1) =K1I(7 ,2)
KtL(2 ,2)=(C4* (S,t ,rZ) ) + (Ct,* (C*xZ) xOIrl)

K77(2,3) =C2*,C*DN
K11(3,1)=K11(1,3)
K11 (3 ,2)=KI7(2 ,3)
K1 1 (3 , 3) =Ç$*¡¡

I'IoRK ouT MATRIX STIFFNESS CoEFF. 0F SEC0ND QUADRATURE

KL2(1,1)=-K11 (1,1)
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C****
C****
C**¡t*

C****
C****
C****

Crl.rl.**

C****
C****

Kt2(L ,2)=-Ktt(! ,2)
K72 (I, 3 ) = ( C2 - ( C 1 *L ) ) * S xDttr

Kt2(2,7)=KI2(7 ,2)
KI2(2,2)=-KtI(2 ,2)
KL2(2,3) = (C1r,L-C2) ,¡C*DN

K12 (3, 1) =C2*S*DN
Kt2(3,2) =-C2*C*DN
K12 (3,3) = (C2*.L-C3) *Dtrl

!'toRK ouT MATRIX STTFFNESS CoEFF. 0F THIRD QUADRATURE

K2t(t,t)=KL2(1,1)
K2L(1. ,2)=Kt2(2 ,I)
K2I(I,3) =K12 (3 , 1 )
K2t(2,L)=Kt2(7 ,2)
K2t(2,2)=KL2(2,2)
K2!(2,3) =K12 (3 ,2)
K21(3 ,t)=Kt2(1,3)
K21(3 ,2)=K72(2,3)
K21(3,3)=K12(3,3)

t'¡oRK ouT MATRTX STTFFNESS CoEFF. 0F FoURTH QUADRATURE

K22(!,1)=Kl1 (1,1)
K22(1,2)=K11(1,
K22(7, 3) =-K2 1 (3
K22(2,7)=K22(I,
K22(2,2)=Ktt(2,
K22(2,3) =-K21 (3, 2)
K22(3 ,I)=K22(f , g)

K22(3,2)=K22(2 ,3)
K22(3,3) = (C1,r, (t*,xZ) +C3- (2*C2*L) ) *DN

ASSEMBLE THE OVERALL MATRIX OF A STRUCTURE

rr=(Nc(N,1)-1)*g
3¡= (NG (N,2) -1) xg
DO 26 I=1,3
DO 26 J=1,3
0K(II+I, II+J)=0K(II+I, II+J)+K11 (I, J)
0K (II+I , JJ+J) =0K (II+I , JJ+J) +K12 (I , J)
0K(JJ+I, II+J)=0K(JJ+I, II+J)+K21 (I, J)
0K(JJ+I, JJ+J)=0K (JJ+I, JJ+J) +K22(I, J)
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

2)
,1)
2)
2)

26
28
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APPLY BOUNDARY CONDITIONS AT THE JOINTS

D0 45 I=1,M
D0 45 J=l,M
OKK (I , J) =0K (I , J)
D0 33 I=1,NN
IRR=I*3
IYY=IRR-1
IL =IRR-2
rF(rx(r) .EQ.1)coro 36
oKK(IL,IL)= 10.0*,k37
rF(rY(r).8Q.1)coro 37
oKK (IYY, IYY) =10 . 0**37
rF(rR(r) .8Q.1)coro 33
OKK(IRR, rRR) =19 . 0**37
CONTINUE

RETURN

END

USE GAUSSIAN ELTMINATION TO THE EQUATIONS

39

SOLVING THE EQUATJONS******,F**REDUCTION STAGE
D0 38 I=1,M-1
D0 38 ¡=(t+1),M
FAC=oKK (J, I) /oKK (I, I)
D0 39 L=1,M
oKK (J, L) =oKK(J, L) - (oKK (t , f ),¡FAC)
p (J) =p(J) -p (r) *FAc
CONTINUE

292

c****
C****
C****

45

37

C*,F**
C,F***
C****

C****

36

33

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c

c * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'*,F * * * * * * ¡* * * * rt )k,k * * * * *,k * * * * *,1.'t * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * c

SUBROUTINE GAUSS

C*****************r(************************)t*,*{.***:*'*'t**********C
SUBRoUTINE GAUSS(M, oKK,0K,p,NM,NG,CX,Cy,F,SF)
DTMENSToN oKK(45,45), 0K(45,45),p(45),F(45)
DTMENSToN Nc(15,2),CX(15),CY(15)

38



40
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C**** SOLVING THE EQUATIONS *****X**BACK SUBSTITUTION
P (M) =P (M) /oKK(M,M)
D0 40 I=1, (l,t-l)
J=M-I
SUM=O.0

D0 41 ¡¡1=(J+1),M
STIM=SUM+OKK (J, JK),I.P (JK)
P (J) = (P (J) -SUM) /OKK (J, J)
CONTINUE

4t

C****
C,F,F**

C{.,1.**

CALCULATE REACTIONS AND APPLIED LOADING

D0 46 I=1,M
F(I)=9.9
D0 46 J=1,M

46 F(I)=OK I ¡)xP(J)+r(r)
, D0 47 L=3,1I,

47 i CoNTTNUE

&ETqRN
END

c********'*¡F*******rl.¡F********)t,**)t***,*************t()k**********,***c

SUBROUTINE DEFORM

c************rFr*rF{(¡È************,******¡***,*{(***,*rF**{(XrF¡*********{<rk*c
SUBROUTINE DEFORM(NM,NG,LEN,CX,CY,P,PP,EA, NS,LSI,

1 UDL,KT,FZ,COUNT,CURVT,DEFL,SEGM,SF,RI,PL,DIST,NPL,
2 RIT , FER, UBM, AA , KO , ShI , ITERAT , NEbIEI , MO )

DTMENSIoN Nc(rS,2),LEN(tS),CX(tS),Cy(15),p(45)
DTMENSToN pp(45),EA(15),NS(15),RrT(15,55)
DIMENSIoN UDL(15),LSI(15),KI(15,55),RI(15,55)
DIMENSToN FZ(15, 15),K0(rS,55),NEI,¡EI (15,55)
DTMENSIoN CURVT(15,55),DEFL(15, 55),SEGM(15, 55)
DTMENSIoN DIST(15,55),pL(l.S,SS),NpL(15),XXl(tS,SS)
DTMENSIoN FER(15, 15),UBM(15,56),AA(15,56),SW(15)
DIMENSIoN M0(15,55),PRSTM2(15, 55),CURVT2(15,55)
DTMENSToN RrTp(15,55),RrTpD(15, 55),DEFLP(tS,SS)
DIMENSIoN DEFLPD (15, 55)
REAL L,LEN,LSI,KI,KO, NEWEI,MO

c
c
c
c
c

c
c
c
c
c
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CALCULATE SEGMENTS AND MEMBER FORCES,AND DEFORMATINS

C,l.**,1. CALCULATE END DEFORMATIONS RELATIVE TO MEMBER AXIS
D0 49 N=I,NM
N1=NG (N, 1)
N2=NG (N,2)
D0 50 I=t,2
NU=NG (TI, T)
J=NU*3
PP (J) =P (J)
pp (J-1) = (p (J-2) *,(-cy(N) ) ) + (cx (N) xp (.1-r) )
pp (J-2) = (p (¡-z) *cx (N) ) + (cv (N) *p (J-1) )
CONTINUE

C****
Crl.rl.rl.*

C****
c
c60
c7

CALCULATE INTERNAL MEMBER FORCES AND MOMENTS

294

C,l.***
Ct( *t(¡F

C****

50

137

I.tRrrE (6 , 60)
FORMAT(/' NODE NUMBER MEMBER NUMBER

SHEAR FORCE MOMENT')
C1=0.0
C2=0.0
C3=0.0
C4=EA (N) /LEN (N)
D0 137 JL=1,NS(N)
¡1= (JL-o . s) *rSr (N)
XXI (N , JL) =¡¡1
c1=c1+ (t .0 lKr (N, JL) )
c2=c2+ (xrlxr (N, JL) )
c3=c3+ ( (xr**z) /Kr (N, JL) )
CONTINUE

DN=1 . O / (Ct*C3- (CZ,**2¡¡
I=N1*3
J=N2*3
R1= (pp (I-2) -pp (J-2) )'rc4
ot= C2*PP(I)
p2= (C1*LEN(N) -C2),Fpp (J)
D3= s1* (pp (r-1) -pp (J-1) )
g1= (D1+D2+D3) *DN

D4=C2* (PP (I-1) -PP (J-1) )
D5=C3*pp (r ) + (CZxrEN (N) -93),kpp ( J)
g¡,¡1= (D4+D5) xplU

AXIAL FORCE
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R2= (PP(J-2)-nt1¡-2)),*Ca
S2=-S1
¡6= (c1,|,LEN (N) -c2),k (pp (r-1) -pp (J-1) )
D7= (C2{.LEN (N) -ca ) *pp ( I )
þg= (C1* (LEN (N) **2) +C3-2*c2*LEN 1¡¡ )*pp (J)
EM2= (D6+D7+D8),FDN

CALCULATE MEMBER FORCES TAKING ACCOUNT OF THE FEM

S1=SI+FER(N1,N)
EM1=EM1+FZ (N1 , N)
S2=S2+FER(N2 , N)
EM2=EM2+FZ (N2 , N)
I.IRITE (6, 131) N1, N, R1*SF, S 1,¡SF, EMI,I,SF
FoRMAT ( 1H ,3X, 13 , 1 1X , 13 ,9X,3 (E1 1 . 4,3X) )
I^IRITE (6, 51) N2 , N, R2*SF, S2,.SF, EM2*SF
FoRMAT ( 1H ,3X, 13 , 1 1X, 13 ,8X ,3 (E1 1 . 4,3X) )

FIND THE MOMENT AND DEFORMATIONS OF EVERY SEGMENT

ADDBM=O.0

ADD=O.0
L=LEN (N)
D0 138 J=t,NS(N)
XI=XXI (N, J)
ALOADM=O.0

rF (couNT . EQ . 0) THEN

rF(rTERAT.EQ.0)THEN

FIND THE MID-SEGMENT MOMENTS DUE TO INITIAL UNBALACED
MOMENTS

ADDBM=ADDBM+UBM(N, J)
AL0ADM=-ADDBM

ELSE

ALoADM=SI{(u),¡ (Xt**2) /2 .0
END IF
G0T0 10

END IF

C**** FIND THE MOMENTS DUE TO POINT LOADS

P0INTM=O.0
DO 208 JU=1,NPL(N)
IF(XT.LT.DIST(N, JU) )c0T0 208
XPL=XI-DIST(N, JU)

295

C*r(*t(
C****
c****

c
c131
c
c51
C****
C****
C****

Crl.*rl.*

C****
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208

C****

10

170

C****

C****
C**,k*

138
49

C****
C****
C****

PO INTM=PO INTM+PL (III, .IU),¡XPT
CONTINUE

ADD POINT LOADS TO THE OVERALL AND FIND ROTATIONS
ALoADM= (uDL (N) x (xIxxz) /2 .0) +porNTM
SEGM(N, J) =EMl- (S1,r.XI) -ALSADM
RI (N, J) =SEGM(N , J) /t<t (N , J)
ADD=ADD+RI (N, J)
RIT(N,J)=PP(I)-A0O
TOTAL=0.0
D0 170 JN=1,J-1
DEFF=XXI (N, J) -XXI (N, JN)
TOTAL=TOTAL+ RI (N, JN) {.DEFF

CONTINUE

CATCULATE THE MEMBER DEFLECTIONS AND CURVATURES

DEFL (N, J) =PP (I-1) + (PP (r),r,XI) -ToTAL
CURVT (N , J) =RI (N , J) /LSI (N)

MODIFY DEFORMATIONS TO TAKE ACCOUNT OF INTTIAL
PRESTRESSING EFFECTS

IF (COUNT. EQ . O . AND . ITERAT. GT. O)THEN
SEGM(N, J) =SEGM(N , J) +PRSTM2 (N, J)
CURVT(N, J) =CURVT (N, J) +CURVT2 (N, J)
DEFL (N , J) =DEFL (N , J) +DEFLP (N , J)
DEFLPD (N, J) =DEFL (N, J)
RIT(N, J)=RIT(N, J)+RITP(N, J)
RITPD (U, .r) =RIT (N , J)
END IF
IF (COUNT . GT . O) THEN

DEFL (N, J) = (DEFL (N, J),kSF) +DEFLPD (N, J)
RIT (N , -l) = (RlT (N , J) *5p¡ +RITpD (t'l , .l)
END IF
CONTINUE

CONTINUE

rF (rrERAT. EQ . o) THEN

PRINT OUT THE INITIAL DEFORMATIONS DUE TO PRESTRESSING
MOMENTS

I.IRITE(6,197)
197 FORMAT(//////,, ********************r.************************r<**

1******************************* t,/,2tx,,,ANALYSIS FoR PRESTRESSING
2 EFFECTS' ,/ r' **:*,F,F*,È{(,1.¡t¡**¡F**t )t<****************,F***¡*,*****,*******,t*
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3*************************** r)
I^IRITE(6,200)

200 FoRMAT(// / ,tX, 'MoMENT M3 ' ,6X, 'MoMENT M2t ,4X, 'CURVATURE' ,4X,
1 'DEFLECTIONS"SX,'EI 

"9X, 
'DTSTANCE' )

D0 185 N=I,NM
I.tRrrE (6 ,201) N

2OT FORMAT(/' MEMBER NO. ,,13)
D0 185 J=1,NS(N)

C*¡*X*
C****
C****

STORE REFERENCE DEFORMATIONS DUE TO PRESTRESS ALONE

PRSTM2 (N , J) =M0 (N , J) +SUCt'l (ltl , .l)
CURVT2 (N, J) =PRSTM2 (N, J) /UUWnr (N, J)
DEFLP (N, J) =DEFL (t'¡, .l)
RITP (N , J) =RIT (N , J)
I,IRITE(6 ,202) SEGM(N, J) , PRSTM2 (N, J) ,
(cuRvr2 (N , J) +K0 (N , J) ) , DEFL (N , J) , NEI4IEr (N , J) , xxr (N , J)
FoRMAT(1X, 5 (E11 . 4, 3X),F9 . 3)
CONTINUE

END TF

RETURN

END

1

202
185
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C.2 LJser Manual

C.z.L Scope of the Program

The program "SEGMA-PC" simulates the behaviour of reinforced, fully pre-

stressed and partially prestressed concrete structu.res as they are progres-

sively loaded up to and beyond collapse. The program uses a segmental

method of non-linear structural analysis in which the members of a structure

are divided into segments. Structures of various sizes and configurations

can be analysed. The program requires, as input, the linearised moment-

curvature relations of individual segments.

From the linearised moment-curvature relations, the program is able calculate

the initial parasitic effects that may result from the prestressing forces. The

parasitic effects are calculated elastically and are taken into account in the

subsequent analysis of dead load and live load. Dead load is assumed to

be uniformly distributed. Live load can be in the form of point loads, UDl,

or a combination of both. The program works out a linear analysis of a

given loading patten before carrying out progressive deformation increments.

This part of program becomes handy when the user is only interested in the

elastic behavior of the structure under a given live load, which may include

prestressing effects and/or dead load.

The program does not take into account the effect of axial thrust on moment-

curvature relations. Also second-order geometric effects are not considered.

The program concerns itself with the instantaneous behaviour of structures

and therefore does not take into account the effects of temperature, creep,

support settlement and loading history.

"SEGMA-PC" is written in standard ronrnan language and hence is capable

running in most computers without requiring modifications. Error messages
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have been incorporated to assist the user to track down errors that may arise.

C.2.2 Data Preparation

a) Units

Any consistent set of units may be used to input data. An example of a set

of this type of units is shown below.

Quantity Units

length

curvature

point load

UDL

bending moment

axial stiffness EA

n'¿

_1
7T¿ -

KN

kNlm

IcNm

KN

b) Numbering of the structure

"SEGMA-PC" also requires as input the co-ordinates of the joints (or nodes)

of the structure. The nodes and the members of the structure are numbered.

The location of a member in a structure is identified by its nodes.

The nodes between a member are designated node. 1 and node 2 of that

member. Each member is given an arrow pointing at node 2 of that member

to mark the direction of the local x-axis. This axis defines negative and

positive bending of the member. This is shown in the Figure below.

The numbering of members and nodes depend solely on the user, however it is

good practice to start the numbering from left to right. It is also advisable to

keep the difference between the nodes of a member to a minimum. Examples
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of the numbering procedure are shown below.

El - noae n*u¡er
I

(0,0)
)

(10,0) 1*nerúbernlElb€r

300

v
+ Bendlng

b
4 1ûû

Eø
L23

(0, o) (10,0) (20,0)

NOTE: for member 3; number of node L : 4

number of node 2 :3
Túe direction of the local axis is

kept the sarne as that of member 1. This

as discussed later, makes the input of

lhe M - / relations easier, particularly

for symmetrical members.

i
5û

I

2
(0, s) 3

(10, 5)

1
(0,0) 4

(10,0)

Structures of up to 15 members and 15 nodes can be analysed

c) Fixity of nodes

"SEGMA-PC" uses groups of integers to describe node constraints. A node

in a member has 3 degrees of freedom corresponding to possible deformations,

horizontally and vertically as well as joint rotation. For each of these degrees

of freedom an integer, I is used to indicate that movement is possible . A zero

(0) is used to indicate that movement is impossible. Some typical support

constraints details are shown below.

I = movement possible
0 = movement impossible

+
1 )
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wg: o'o

wg= w1

301

mil

fo;õ¡'l fõ:õï

fFr
tõffi|

Joints and support constraints

d) Loading

All loading is assumed to be applied perpendicular to the local x-axis of the

member concerned.

DEAD LOAD

Dead load can only be'in the form of uol. Dead load can only correspond to

horizontal members. 'Where dead loads of columns is specified, the prograrn

will take them as acting horizontally instead of vertically. These will act in

a similar rnanner as wind loading in buildings. Examples of the treatment of

dead load are shown below.
*g: *

wg= o.o

wg= w2

The treatment of dead load
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LIVE LOAD

Live load ca¡r either be in the form of point loads, UDL or a combination of

both. A point load is defined by its magnitude and the distance from node

1 of a member. Horizontal ioads can also be analysed. Up to 15 point loads

per member can be analysed. An example of typical live ioading in structure

a¡e shown below

I-^-t
P2 Þ

J

?2D'1

T

i
_>

'

Possibie live loading in a structure

To analyse partial uDL, a member should be represented by more than one

member as follows:
ln1 w2

À

1

v-

lr3

I

a) Original member

I{1 W2 ¡r-3

À

0'0r1 1,1,1 1,1,1
D

B

0,1,1

¡ne¡nber 1 menber 2 nember 3

Note constraints
of false nembe¡s
atCa¡dD

b) Mefiber devided into th¡ee

The treatment of partial UDL in a member

Important: Data on live load should be reduced to a "unit load". A unit load
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is a multiple or fraction of the live loads. Where point loads and uniformly

distributed loads are used together, one is initially expressed as a function

of the other, and then this function in turn is reduced (or factored) to the

required unit load of the sarne load pattern. This procedure is illustrated be-

low by a portal frame loaded with a poini load P and a uniformly distributed

w.

'l P' ItlP

KP

a) Oilginal, Ioading Patteít b) orlginal loadlng patÈern w -7P c) unlt load r¡¿¡g ç = 7P/ß

e) Dividing members into segments

The program requires that the members be divided into segments. The seg-

ments in the same member are of equai length. The user decides on the

number of segments each member should have. As a general guide, a good

estimate of the number of segments to use is f or higher. Where:

,t : length of the member

d : depth of the member

The maximum number of segments per member that is allowed by the pro-

gram is 55. The number of segments in a member should be an odd number

if the user is interested at the mid span behaviour of a member. Segment 1

of a member is the first segment from node 1 of that member.

tf
P
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f) Moment-curvature relations

Pre-generated linea¡ised M - / relations of the individual segments are re-

quired. These should correspond to points on the mid-point of the segments.

The mid-point of the itr segment is calculated from

a;:(i-0.5) L
N^9

\Mhere, .L : length of the member

N,S : number of segments in that member

Ten pointl on each M - ó relation are required, with at least two points on

each side of the curve. Typical linearised M - ó relations are shown below:

!
o

9
6

7

CuryaÈure

8,9

TO

1
2

¿)

O
EI 5'6

4 r0

?

CuwaÈure

1

Typical M - ó relations of the segments
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C.2.3 Input data

It is assumed the user will create a data file before attempting to run the

program. Typical input data files are reproduced below. It is suggested that

the user keep one permanent data file, and make copies which are then edited

for different runs.

The va,rious data required and their formats are given below in the order in

which they should be written.

A) RUN STATEMENT

$ nuw sEcMA-PC

B) DATA ON NODES AND MEMBERS (1 LINE)
nn,nm,nlm nn : No. of nodes in a structure

nm : No. of members in a structure

nlm : No. of loaded members

Format: 12,I2,I2

C) DATA ON NODAL CO-ORDINATES AND RESTRAINTS (NN LINES)
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x(1), v(1), /x(1), /v(1), rÃ(1)

x(2),,Y(2), rX(2), rY(2), rR(2)

x(j),Y(j), rx(j), rY(j), rR(i)
X (nn),Y (nn), I X (nn), IY (nn), I R(nn)

306

X(j) : X co-ordinate of jrh node

Y(j) : Y co-ordinate of jtä node

IX(j): X restraint of j¿h node

IY(j): Y restraint of júh node

I R(j) : R restraint of jtå node

IX(j),IY(j),IR(j) can be 0 or 1

Format : F10.3,F10 .3 rI2,,I2,I2

D) DATA ON MEMBER NODES, AXIAL STIFFNESSES AND NUMBER

OF SEGMENTS (NM LINES)

. ng(1,1),ng(1,2),, EA(I),rzs(l) ng(i,\) : No. of node 7 of. ith member

ns(2,7),ng(2,2), EA(2),ns(2) ng(i,2) : No. of node 2 of. ith member

EA(i) : gross EA of section

ng(i,I),ng(i,2),EA(i),ns(i) ns(i) : No. of segments in itå member

n g (nm, 7), n g (nm, 2), E A(nm), n s (nm) Format : I2,I2,F 1 2.3,I2

E) DATA ON DEFORMATION INCREMENT

STEP Where, STEP : No. of required deformation increment steps

Practical values range between 10 and 100. Higher values

may be used where fine deformation increments are required.

F) DATA ON LOADING TYPE (FOR LOADED MEMBERS ONLY)
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1) imn,npl

2) uDL,sw

3) PL(7),dist(I)

PL(2),dist(2)

PLA),dist(i)

PL(npI), dist(npl)

lmn : No. of the loaded member

npl : No. of point loads in that member

Format: 12,I2

UDL : factored uniformly distributed on the member

SW : actual dead load of the member

Format: E11.4,811.4

P L(i) : factored value of. ith point load

dist(i) : distance of point load from first node of member

Format: 811.4,811.4

Note: loads are taken to be acting perpendicular to

the member concerned. The sign is defined by the

direction of the local x-axis as explained above.

Start at 1) for the next loaded member

307

G) DATA ON MOMENT-CURVATURE RELATION

Ten points on each moment-curvature relation are required. For each rela-

tion, moments are entered first in a row, starting from negative to positive.

The corresponding curvatures are entered in a row directly below.

ML(n, j,i),i,: 1,10 n : member number

Format: 10F11.4

K[(n, j,i),,i : 1, 10 j : segment number in that member

Format: 10F11.4

Note that the values of moments and curvatures are real numbers and there-

fore must have a decimai point, (.)
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C.2.4 Examples

Input data for the two examples shown below is given in Pages 309 and 310.

ItI = 1.0 W:1.0

(0,0)
v

(32,01 (64,0)

tY- 3\ ï 3r-fø
Dead load 115.4]o{/m
EA = 1.82708+08 kN
12 segments per member

a) Example 1: Two-span beam wiih utt

l-ro^-)( )(-t^#2t^1
0.2

+ + +
0.1

W = 0.8

0.1

W : 1.0

(0,0)
v

(32,0) (64,0)

4 32:tl

Dead load 1l-5. 4kN/m
EA = 1.8270E+08 kN
J-2 segrments per member

0r0r1

b) Example 2: Two-span beam r,vith uor, and point loads



3 r2,
00.0
32.0
64.0
rr2,
2r3,
20
1' 0
1.0,
2r0
1.0,
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c) Input Data for Example 1

9nu.l SEGMA-PC . EXE
2
,00.0t0t0tr
,00.0t!t0tL
,00.0 ,!t0 r!
I .827 0E'08 , L2
t.8270E'08 tt2

-10800.'-10400.'-8560.t-67L0.,00.00,25900.'34900.,35?00.,35900.r35900.
-.0223'-.0L73,-.00269,-.00135'-.000199,.0002015,.00296,.00669,.03j2,.r00
-8110.t-7200 -'-6600.,-5400.,00.00t27700./3?800.,38600.,38800.,38900.
-.0445t-.0L28'-.00309,-.00023'-.000224'.000203-,.oo296,.oo669t.o37zt.Loo
-8110.,-7200.'-6600., -5400.,00.00,27700.'37800.,38600.'38800.,38800.
-.0445' -.0L28,-.00309,-.00023 t-.000224t .ooo2oLt .00296, .oo 669, .0372t .too
-8110.,-7200.,-6600.r-5400.r00.00,27700.,37g00.,38600.,3gg00.,39800.
-.0445 | -.0t28' -.00309' -.00023 , -.000224' .000201 , .00296, . o0 669 | .0372 | .too
-8110.,-7200.'-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27'1.00./37800.'38600.,38800.,38g00.
-.0445t-.0128'-.00309,-.00023,-.000224t.000201-,.00296,.00669,.0372t.L00
-8110.,-7200.'-6600.'-5400.,00.00t27700.'37800.,38600.,38800.,38g00.
-.0445,-.0128'-.00309'-.00023,-.000224r.000201,.00296,.00669,.03i2t.L00
-81L0.,-7200.'-6600.,-5400.,00.00t27700.t37800.'38600.,39900..38800.
-'0445t-.0128'-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.00020l-,.00296,.006G9,.03'72t.roo
-8110.t-7200.,-6600..-5400.,00.00,2'7700.,37800.,38600.,38800./3gBo0.
-.0445t-.0128'-.00309,-.00023,-.000224'.000201,.00296,.006G9t.0372,.r00
-8110.,-7200.'-6600.'-5400.,00.00t27700.'3?800.,38600.,38800.r38800.
-.0445,-.0128'-.00309'-.00023t-.000224t.00020!t.00296,.0o6Ggt.o3i2,.too
-14730.'-15200.'-15040.,-14260.,-5688.,00.00 t27600.,37840.,38610.,38900.
-. 0453' -. 0341 | - .0240, -. 00609' -. 000309, -. 0O 0222,. 000197, . 00298, . o0 67 B, .0287
-19730.t-20300.,-20320.,-20330..-8845.,00.00,23900.,2l-000./33500.,33900.
-. 0383' -. 0300, -.0299, -.0189' -. 000308, -.ooo!724, . 0001-95. . 001 5g, . 004 G, .0287
-47600.'-48300.,-47670.t-46250.,-26600.,5440.,5930.r5960.,5990.,6060.
-'0314,-.019L,-- 00469'-.00316'-.000311'.00019 | .028i, .o4igt .oi49, .og: g
-47600.'-48300.,-47670.t-46250.,-26600.,5440.,5930.,5960./5990.,6060.
-.0314'--0191-'-.00469,-.0031-6/-.000311,.00019/ .0287,.04'1g,.0749,.0979
-19730.,-20300.'-20320.,-20330.,-8845./00.00,23900.t2j000.,3350ô.,33'900.
-.0383'-.0300,-.0299,-.01-89.-.000308,-.0001724t.000195,.001-58,.0046,.028'7
-14730.t-L5200.'-15040.t-14260.,-5688.,00.00t27600.,3?840.,3861-0./3g900.
-. 0453' -. 0341' - .0240, -. 0060 9, -. 00030 9 | - .000222, .oooLg:,, . oo29B, . 0 067 I | . oz¡j
-811-0.t-7200.'-6600.'-5400.,00.00,27700.,3?800.,38600.,3g800.,¡eeoo.
-.0445,-.0128'-.00309'-.00023,-.000224, .ooo2ot, .o0296, .00 669, .0372, .too
-8110 ',-7200.r-6600.'-5400.,00.00,27700.t37800.,38600.,38800.,see00.
-.0445 t-.0128'-.00309'-.00023,-.ooo224..ooo2ol, .00296,.00 G69t .0322, .100
-8110.t-'7200.'-6600.,-5400.,00.00t27700.,3?800.r38G00.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0128'-.00309,-.00023 t-.000224, .ooo2ort .o0296, .00 GGg, .0372, .loo
-8110 . , -7200. ' -6600. ' -5400., 00. 00,27'loo. 

' 
37800.,38 6oo.,3ggo0., seaoo.

-.0445'-.0128'-.00309t-.00023t-.000224,.000201,.002g6t.00G69,'.03'12,.100
-8110.,-7200.,-6600.'-5400.,00.00'2'7'7oo.,3780o.,386o0.,seaoo.,sggoo.
-.0445 t-.0t28,-.00309,-.00023,-.ooo224t .ooo2o!t .00296,.00 6Gg, .0372t .roo
-8110 ' , -7200. , -6600. , -5400' , 00. oo t27'700. ,37800., 3B 600.,38800 . , seeoo.
-.0445,-.0t29,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201,.00296,.00669t'.0372,.100
-8110.t-'7200.'-6600.'-5400.,00.00t27700.,37800.,38600.,3g800.,38800.
-.0445 t-.0L28'-.00309t-.00023t-.000224, .00o2o]-t .oo2ge ,.Oo GGgt .o3j2t .\oo-8110.,-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00t27700.,37800..38600.,38800.,38800.
-'0445,-.0128,-.00309,-.00023,-.ooo224t.ooo2ot,.oo2g6,.ooGGgt.o372,.1o0
-10800..-10400.,-8560.,-6'110.,00.00/25900.t34900.,35T00.,35900.,35900.
-'0223t--0I73,-.00269,-.00135'-.000t99t.0002015,.002g6t.00669t.0372,.100
Y

115.4

115.4
1

t

J

4

5

6

1

o

9

10

L1

t2

1

2

J

4

q

6

7

I

9

J.U

11

I2



1r 1
1.0
0.2
2r2
1.0
0.1
0.1
-10
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d) Input Data for Exarnple 2

$RUN SEGT4A-PC . EXE
3 r2tz
00.0,00.0,0,0,1
32.0,00.0,r,0,1
64.0,00.0,1r0r1
! ,2 t r .827 0808 t L2
2t3tL.8270808t12
20

,115.4
,10.0

-.0223'-.0173,:.00269,-.00L35'-.000199'.0002015t.00296'.00669,.0372t.]-00
-9110.t-'7200.,-6600.r-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800..38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0L28,-.00309,-.00023t-.000224..000201,.00296,.00669,.0372t.]-00
-8110 .,-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0t28,-.00309,-.00023 t-.000224, .000201, .00296,.00669, .0372t .:-00
-8110.t-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27'700.,37800.,38600.r38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0L28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224, .000201 | .00296. .00669, .0372, .100
-9110.,-'7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.t37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445 t-.0128,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201,.00296..00669,.0372..100
-81_10.t-i1200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00t277 00.,37800..38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0!29,-.00309,-.00023t-.000224,.00020r,.00296,.00669/.0372,.100
-8110 .,-1200.,-6600.,-5400:'00.00,27700.'37800.'38600.,38800.'38800.
-.0445 t-.0128,-.00309,-.00023t-.000224, .000201, .00296r .00669t .0372, .L00
-9110.t-7200./-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0129,-.00309t-.00023,-.000224,.00020]-t.00296,.00669,.03'12t.100
-9110.,-'7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800.,38600.,38800..38800.
-.0445,-.0!29,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224t .00020t,.00296, .00669, .0372, .l.00
-14730./-t_5200.,-15040.|-L4260.,-5688.,00.00t27600.t37840.,38610.,38900.
-.0453,-.0341 ,-.0240,-.00609,-.000309,-.000222,.00019'tt.00298,.Q06'78t.028'7
-19730.,-20300.,-20320.,-20330.,-8845.,00.00,23900.t27000.f33500.,33900.
-. 0383, -. 0300, -. 0299, - .018 9, -. 000308 | - .000r724/ . 000195/ . 00158 | . 00 46 | . 029'7
-47600.,-48300.,-41670.t-46250.,-26600.r5440.,5930.,5960.,5990..6060.
-. 0314, -. 019t_, -. 004 69, -.0031_6, -. 000311_, . 0001_9, . 028'7, . 0 47 9, . 07 49 | . 097 9

-47600.,-48300.,-4'1670.,-46250.,-26600.,5440.,5930..5960.,5990.¡6060.
-. 0314, -. 0191, - . 00 469, - .00316, -. 00031-l-, . 0001_9 | .0287 | .0 47 9 | . 0'7 49 | . 09'1 9

-19730.,-20300.,-20320.,-20330.,-8845.,00.00,23900.t27000.,33500.,33900.
-.0383,-.0300,-.0299,-.0189,-.000308t-.0001724,.000195,.00158,.0046,.0287
-14730.t-15200.,-15040.t-74260.,-5688.,00.00t27600.,37840.,38610.,39900.
-.0453,-.0341,-.0240,-.00609,-.000309t-.000222,.000L97t.00298,.00678,.028'l
-8110.,-1200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445 t-.0]-28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224t.00020tt .00296, .00669, .0372t .r00
-8110.,-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27't 00.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445t-.0128,-.00309,-.00023 t-.000224t.00020rt .00296/ .00669( .0372t.:-00
-8110.,-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0].28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.00020t,.00296,.00669,.0372,.t00
-8110.,-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00,27700.,3?800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445 t-.0!28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201/ .0029 6, .00669t.0372, .100
-8110.t-'1200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00t2'17 00.,37800.,38600.,38800.,39800.
-.0445,-.0128,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201,.00296,.00669,.0372,.r00
-8110.t-7200.,-6600.,-5400.,00.00t27'7 00.,37800.,38600.,38800.,38800.
-.0445,-.0]-28,-.00309,-.00023t-.000224,.000201,.00296,.00669t.0372,.100
- 8 1 1 0 . | -'t 20 0 . , - 6 6 0 0 . , - 5 4 0 0 . . 0 0 . 0 0 , 27'7 0 0 . , 3 7 I 0 0 . , 3 I 6 0 0 . , 3 I I 0 0 . , 3 8 g 0 0 .

-.0445,-.0t28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201,.00296,.00669,.0372l.100
-8110 . , -1200. , -6600. , -5400. ,00.00,27'7 00.,37800.,38600.,38800. ,38800.
-.0445,-.QL28,-.00309,-.00023,-.000224,.000201r.00296,.Q0669,.Q372..100
-10800. / -10400 ., -8560 . , -67 10., 00.00,25900..34900 .,357 00.,35900.,35900.
- .0223, - .0L'73, - .00269, - .00135, -.00 0r99,.0002015 , .00296, .0 0669, .0372, .100
.f

115.4
5.0

800. , -10400. , -8560 . , -67t0.,00. 00,25 900.,34900. ,35700. ,35900 . ,35900.
,25.0

1

2

3

4

tr

6

7

I

9

10

11

!2

1

2

4

q

6

7

9

10

11

I2
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C .2.5 Output data

Generally the output is self-expianatory. The distance Xi corresponds to the

position of the centre of the segment a!,¡¡ay from the first node of ihe member.

The actual loads at each iteration step are the products of. factored, loads arrd

the load-factor.

Part of the output data for Example 1 is given below:

****i*ir*****************r* PRINT OUT INPUT DÀTÀ ****r***l**t*************l*

NO. OF NODES, NO, OF MEIIÉ|ERS, NO. oF LOÀDED MEMBERS

322
NODE NUMBEK-

1
z
J

MEMBER NUMBER
1
2

ME¡,IBER NUMBER
1
2

J MO(J)--M1
MEI4BER NUMBER

KO (J)

-0.1990E-03
-0 .22408-03
-0.22408-03
-0,2240E.-03
-0.22408-03
-0.2240E-03

x-cooRD Y-COORD
o. oo0 0.000

32.000 0 ' 000
64 .000 0 .000

NODE NUMBER OF END 1 NODE NUMBER OF END 2

a2
^?zJ

AXIÀTJ STIFFNESS NO'OE SEGMENTS

. 0.r82?E+09 L2
0.1827E+09 12

l******l**i*****tlt*********** LOADING DÀTA ******t****i******************

I4EMBER 1 UDL 1.OOOO DEÀD LOÀD 115.4000

MEMBER 2 UDI. 1.OOOO DEÄD LOAD 115.4000

DEEORMÀTION INCREMENT STEPS - 20.

EI (J)
1

1
)
?

4
5
6

B

9
10
11
L2 -0.6711E+04
MEMBER NUMBER 2

-0.2240E'-03
-0.22408-03
-0.22408-03
-0.22208-03
-0.L1248=63

0.10498-03

0.6467-E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0 . 6518E+0 I
0.6518E+08
0.65878+08
0,65058+08
0.6395E+08

0. 6395E+08
0.6505E+08
0.6587E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0,6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0 , 6518E+0 I
0.6467E+08

0.128?E+05
0.14608+05
0.14608+05
0 .14508+05
0 . 14 608+05
0. r4608+05
0.14608+05
0.14608+05
0.14608+05
0 . 14 62E+0 5
0.11218+05

1
2

6
1
a

v

-0.6?11E+04
0.11218+05
0.1462E+05
0.14608+05
0.14608+05
0.1460E+05
0.1460E+05
0.1460E+05
0.1460E+05
0 .1460E+05
0 .14 60E+05
0 .128?E+05

0.10498-03
-0,:-7248-03
-0.22208-03
-0.2240E.-03
-0.2240E.-03
-0.22408-03
-0.22408-03
-0 .22408-03
-0 .22408-03
-0.22408-03
-0 .22408-03
-0.1990E-03

10
11
72

*************it***********i***********lt***********t***********i***t*******i**i

ÀNÀ],YSIS FOR PRESTRESSING EFFECTS
**r****È******i*****i***********l*********************************************t

MOÞ1ENT M3
MEÀ4BER NO.
-0 .1220E+05
-0 . 12 60E+05
-0.1127E+05
-0.9944E+04
-0.95148+04
-0 .7283E+04

MO}4ENT M2 CURVATURE DEETECTIONS EI ,DISTÀNCE

1
0.6
0.1
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.7

-0 .18878-03
-0.1934E-03
-0.1730E-03
-0 . 152 6E-03
-0 .1322E-03
-0 .1r1?E-03

1
4

6

9

t2
I4

6518+03
9958+04
32 6E+0 4

6568+04
986E+04
3t6E+04

_^ )Q1?Ê-^)

-0 .72778-02
-0 .1031E-01
-0.12118-01
-0.L282ø-0L
-0.1259E-0r

0.6467E+08
0.65188+08
0.65r8E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.65r8E+08

333
000
667
333
000
66't
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Example 1 output continues
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-0.5953E+04
-0 .46238+04
-0 .32938+04
-0.1986E+04

0.2752E.+04
0 .22018+05

T"IEMBER NO. 2
0 .22018+05
0.27528+04

-0 . 198 6E+04
-0.3293E+04
-0.4623E+04
-0.5953E+04
-0.72838+04
-0 . I 614E+04
-0.9944E+04
-0.11278+05
-0.1260E+05
-0. r-220E+05
TTERATION NO.
TTER.A,TION NO.

0 .240 8E+0 4
0.66088+04
0.9988E+04
0.1255E+05
0 .L429E+05
0.1520E+05
0.1530E+05
0.l_458E+05
0.1303E+05
0 . 10 67E+05
0 .7483E+04
0.34788+04

MEI'{BER NUMBER
0 .3478E+04
0.7483E+04
0 . r.0 67E+05
0.1303E+05
0.1458E+05
0.1530E+05
0 . 152 0E+05
0.L4298+05
0 .1255E+05
0.9988E+04
0.6608E+04
0.2408E+04

CYCLE NO.

0

0
0

0
0

0

0
0
0

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

õ

.8646E+04

.99778+0 4

.11318+05

.1264E+05

. 13 97E+05

.15308+05

.1530E+05

.13978+05

.12648+05

.1131E+05

. 9 97?E+0 4

.8646E+04

.7316E+04

.5986E+04

.4656E+04

. 332 6E+0 4

.1995E+04

.66518+03
t_

2

-0.1618E-03
-0.t226E-03
-0.7075E-04
-0.3149E-04
-0.48168-05

0.9266E-05
0.1076E-04

-0 . 34038-0 6

-0 .2403E-04
-0.6004E-04
-0 . 573 6E-0 4

.1593E-03

.5736E-04

.60048-04

.2403E,-04

.3403E-06

. r_076E-04

.9266E-05

.48r_68-05

.31498-04

.7 07 5E-0 4

.t2268-03

.1618E-03

-0.1615E-03
-0.1220E-03
-0.6987E-04

-0 . 9134E-0 4

-0 .70 93E-04
-0.5052E-04
-0.30168-04

0.42318-04
0 .3441E-03

0.34418-03
0.42318-04

-0.30168-04
-0 .5052E-0 4

-0.7093E-04
-0.91348-04
-0 .1117E-03
-0.1322E-03
-0 . 152 6E-03
-0.17308-03
-0.1934E-03
-0.1887E-03

.5123E-03

.18s3E-03

.337s8-05

.8735E-04

.1002E-03

.7548E-04

. 467 9r,-0 4

. 4'7 7 0E-0 4

.1118E-03

.27]-9F'-03

.4248F.-03

-0.42488-03
-0 .27198-03
-0.1118E-03
-0.4770E-04
-0.467 9E-04
-0.7548E-04
-0. r.002E-03
-0.8735E-04
-0.3376E-0s

0.18538-03
0.5123E-03
0.9436E-03

-0.5024E-03
-0.17718-03

0.9250E-05

-0.1157E-01
-0 . 9 903E-02
-0.77298-02
-0 .5195E-02
-0.24478-02
0.00008+00

-0 . 45 68E-0 9

-0.24478-02
-0.5195E-02
-0.77298-02
-0.9903E-02
-0 . 11578-0 1

-0.12598-01
-0.L2828-0t
-0.121_18-01
-0.1031E-01
-0.72778-02
-0.28738-02

-0.12588-02
-0.26248-02
-0 .3118E-02
-0 . 310 9E-02
-0 .28'7 6E-02
-0 .26098-02
-0.2408E-02
-0.22838-02
-0.2t56E.-02
-0. r.858E-02
-0.1r-338-02

0 .228 4E-0 9

-0.1133E-02
-0.1858E-02
-0.21568-02
-0.22838-02
-0.24088-02
-0.26098-02
-0 .287 6E-02
-0.3109E.-02
-0.3118E-02
-0.26248-02
-0.]-258F'-02

-0 .1244F.-02
-0.258 4E-02
-0.30568-02

0.6518E+08
0 . 6518E+0 I
0.6518E+08
0.65878+08
0.65058+08
0.6395E+08

0.6395E+08
0.6505E+08
0.6587E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0 . 65188+0 I
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65r_8E+08
0.65188+08
0.64678+08

EI

0.6467E+08
0.65r-88+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.65178+08
0.6518E+08
0.65878+08
0.6505E+08
0.63958+08

0.6395E+08
0.65058+08
0. 65878+08
0.6518E+08
0.65r.8E+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0. 6518E+08
0 . 65r_8E+0I
0.6518E+08
0 . 64 67E+08

0. il67E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08

11 12a

20.000
22 .667
25.333
28.000
30.667

J-. JJJ
4.000
6 .66'7
o a?2

12.000
t4 .66'7
17 .333
20.000
22 .66'7
2s.333
28.000
30.667

**************'k*****************t(***********************************************

ANÀLYSIS FOR COMBINED EFFECTS OF PRESTRESSING AND DEAD LOAD
**********************tç*tt***********)k********************rr**********************

LOAD FACTOR: 1.000 COUNT: 0. TARGET CURVATURE:-O.16188-03

MOI4ENT CURVATURE ROTATIONS DEFLECTIONS
}GMBER NIJ}4BER 1

xi

1 ???
4.000
6 .667
9.333

12.000
14 .667
17.333
20.000
¿¿.oõt
ac 1a)
28.000
30.667

À-L

.1593E-03 -0.81498-09 -0.11L8E-0?

-0
-0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

1.333
4.000
6 .66't
9.333

12.000
74 .66'7
17.333
20.000
¿¿.ó6t
25.333
28.000
30.6670

2
0

-0
-0
-0
-0

0
0

-0
-0
-0
-0
-0

*********************rr********************************************¡k************

ANALYSTS FOR COI'{BTNED EFFECTS OF PRESTRESSTNG, DE.åD LOAD AND UNrr LoAD************r(******************************************************************

1 Í,OAD FACTOR = 1.00

CURVATURE ROTATIONS DEFLECTIONS EIMOI4ENT
MEMBER NO. 1

0.24238+04
0 . 6 6488+04
0. r.005E+05

1.333
4.000
6 .66'7
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0 . 12 62E+05
0.1436E+05
0.15278+05
0 . 153 6E+05
0.1462E+05
0. r_305E+05
0 . 10 658+05
0 .'7 42'1E.+04
0.3375E+04

MEMBER NO. 2
0.3375E+04
0 .'t 4278+0 4

0.10658+05
0.1305E+05
0.1462E+05
0 . t_53 6E+05
0. r.527E+05
0.14368+05
0.t262F,+05
0.1005E+05
0.6648E+04
0.2423E,+04

-0 .3044E-04
-0.3713E-05

.10328-04

.1164E-04

.27L4E'-06

.23808-04

.6030E-04

.58228-04

.1577E-03

0.15778-03
-0.58228-04
-0.6030E-04
-0.2380E-04

0.27]-4E-06
0. r-164E-04
0. L032E-04

-0.3713E-05
-0.30448-04
-0.6987E-04
-0.]-220E,-03
-0.l-6158-03

0.9043E-04
0.10038-03
0.'7282F.-04
0.4t77E,-04
0.4105E-04
0 . 10 45E-03
0.26538-03
0 .420 6E-03
0.8322E-09

-0 .420 6E-03
-0.2653E-03
-0.1045E-03
-0.4105E-04
-0.41_77E-04
-0.7282E'-04
-0.10038-03
-0.9043E-04
-0.9251E-05

0 .r1't 1E-0 3
0.5024E-03
0.9331-E-03

-0 .3031E-02
-0.27 90E-02
-0.25238-02
-0.23298-02
-0.221'tE-02
-0.21088-02
-0.t8298-02
-0.tL228-02
-0.11068-07

0 .200 6E-0 9
-0.t]-228-02
-0 . 182 9E-02
-0.2L08E'-02
-0 .22L78-02
-0.2329E,-02
-0.25238-02
-0.27 908-02
-0.3031E-02
-0 . 305 6E-02
-0 .2s8 4E-02
-0 .t244F,-02

0.9901E-02
0.30418-01
0.5064E-01
0.69't 0E-01
0.81788-01
0.820 6E-01
0.7103E-01

0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.6517E+08
0.6518E+08
0.6587E+08
0.6505E+08
0.6395E+08

0.6395E+08
0.65058+08
0.65878+08
0.6518E+08
0.65r_88+08
0.65188+08
0.6518E+08
0.65r.8E+08
0.6518E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6467E+08

ET

0.6467E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.17't 4E+08
0.7L2'78+08
0.11118+08
0.18848+08

L

4

6

9

12
t4
t7
20

0

0

0

-0
-0
-0

0

2
3
4

5
6
't

9

10
11_

I2

9.333
12.000
t4 .66'7
J- i . JJJ
20.000
22 .66'7
2s.333
28.000
30.667

aaa

.000

.66'7

.333

.000

.66'7

.000
22 .66't
t< 2?a

28 .000
30.667

CRITICAL UNIT CURVATURE : -0.58228-04
OF SEGMENT MIMBER ]-1-

OF MEMBER NUMBER ].

********************************************************************************
COMMENCEMENT OF PROGGRESSIVE LOADING OF THE STRUCTURE

******************************************)k*****************r(*******************

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCT,E
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
U IU!.t5
CYCLE
CYCLE

LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LO.AD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LOAD
LO.AD

LOAD
LOAD
],OAD
LOAD
LOÀD
LOAD
TOAD
LOAD
LOAD
I,OAD
LOAD

FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
F.A,CTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
F.A,CTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
F.ACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR
FACTOR

2208 .40
27L.8L
272.20
276.s9
2'7 6.98
2'77 .19
2'7 6 .t3
2'7 5 .29
2'75.01
27 4 .80
27 4 .3L
27 3 .9L
273 .67
273.48
27 3 .3r
273.76
2'73.03
272 .9r
272.8r
272.'72
2'72.68
2'72.64
272.6t

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO
NO

NO

NO
NO
NO
NO

NO
NO

NO
NO
NO

NO

NO

13
T4
L5
16
T7
l_8
19
20
2L
22
)1

LOAD FACTOR: 2'72.57 4 COUNT: L. rÀRcET CURVATURE=-O.19658-02

MOMENT CURVATURE
MEMBER NUMBER 1
0.642'78+04 -0.99618-04
0.L'7218+05 0.4010E-04
0.2524E+05 0.16338-03
0.3056E+05 o.9826E-03
0.33048+05 0.16598-02
0.32'79E+05 0.1590E-02
0 .2982E+05 0 .'1'7 968-03

ROT.A,TIONS DEFLECTIONS Ã1

0

0

0

0

0

- r"l

-0

.7 69rE-02

.7 58 4E-02

.'7L498-02

.45288-02

.1048E-03

.41,368-02

.62768-02

1.333
4.000
6 .661
9.333

12.000
L4 .661
i7.333
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0.2399E+05
0.15468+05
0.4r7 6E+04

-0.98688+04
-0.26978+05
}4EMBER NUI4BER

-0.269?E+05
-0.9868E+04

0.4L7 6E+04
0.15468+05
0 .2399E+05
0.29828+05
0.327 9E+05
0 .3304E+05
0 .30568+05
0.2524E+05
0.l-7218+05
0 .6427F'+04

CYCLE NO.

0.14418-03
0 . 132 4E-0 4

-0 . 158 6E-03
-0 .19 658-02
-0 . 3 645E-03

2

-0.3645E-03
-0 . 19 658-02
-0 . 1s8 6E-03
0.t3248-04
0 .14418-03
0 .7'7 9 6E-03
0 . 15 90E-02
0.1659E-02
0.9826E-03
0.1633E-03
0.4010E-04

-0.6600E-02
-0.66358-02
-0.62128-02
-0.97228-03
-0.87498-08

0.9722F.-03
0 .62]-28-02
0 .663sE-02
0.66008-02
0 .62L6F.-02
0 . 4l-3 6E-02

-0.1048E-03
-0.45288-02
-0.7L49E'-02
-0.75848-02
-0.76918-02

-0.9961E-04 -0.74268-02
1 LOAD FACTOR : 272.57

0 .54458-01
0.3685E-01
0.1916E-01
0.25928-02

-0 .15408-0 6

-0.7880E-09
0.25928-02
0.1-9168-01-
0.36858-01
0 .5445E-01
0 .7103E-01
0.8206E:-01
0 . 817 8E-01-
0.69708-01
0 . 50 64E-01
0 . 30 4l-E-01
0.9901E-02

0.6518E+08
0 . 6518E+0 I
0.65878+08
0 . 90 978+07
0.5784E+08

0.5784E+08
0.90978+07
0.6587E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.1884E+08
0 . 1l-11E+0I
0.1r-27E+08
0.L1'l4E+08
0.6518E+08
0.65188+08
0.6467E+08

20.000
22 .66'1
2s.333
28.000
30.667

1.333
4.000
6 .667
ô ???

12.000
r4 .667
17.333
20.000
22 .66'7
2s .333
28.000
30.667

CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE
CYCLE

377.53
397.38
37'7 .45
37 6 .92

NO.
NO.
NO.
NO.

CURVATURE

.78r.68-04

.9541-E-04

. 97 478-03

.25908-02

.8337E-01

.59028-02

.L972E.-02

.1826E-03

.L2448-04

.2408E-03

.38208-01
-0.42388+05 -0.2600E-02

LOAD FACTOR :
I,OAD FACTOR =
I,OAD FACTOR =
LOÀD FACTOR =

1
2

4

LOAD FÀCTOR: 377 .047 COUNT: 20. TARGET CURVATURE:-O ' 3820E-01

MO},IENT
MEI4BER NI]MBER 1

0.?815E+04 -0
0.2082E+05 0

0.3053E+05 0

0 .3645E+05 0

0.3880E+05 0

0.38438+05 0

0 .34188+05 0

0 .2 650E+05 0

0 . 137 9E+05 -0
-0.!22'7F.+04 -0
-0.19748+05 -0

0.14408+00
0 .1438E+00
0.14128+00
0 . L343E+00

-0 . 87 97E-01-
-0.1037E+00
-0.1090E+00
-0.1095E+00
-0.1094E+00
-0.1088E+00
-0.6931E-02
-0.1624E-05

.6928E,-02

.1088E+00

.10948+00

.r-095E+00

. 10 908+0 0

.1037E+00

. 87 978-01

. 13 438+0 0

.14r_28+00

.1438E+00

.1440E+00

. r_438E+00

0 .1918E+00
0 .5759E+00
0.9593E+00
0.1336E+01
0.16948+01-
0.14598+01-
0.1183E+01-
0.89228+00
0.6003E+00
0.30868+00
0.18498-01
0.31488-05

-0.2L29E-05
0. r.847E-01
0.30858+00
0.6003E+00
0.89228+00
0.1183E+01-
0. r.459E+01-
0.1694E+01
0.1336E+01
0.9593E+00
0.5759E+00
0.19r_8E+00

EI

0.6467E+08
0.6518E+08
0.1-9528+08
0 . 90 91E+07
0.2940E+06
0.3837E+07
0.91-62E+07
0 .58 6LE+08
0.6518E+08
0.65808+08
0.71-36E+06
0 .1641E+08

0.16418+08
0.71358+06
0.65808+08
0.6518E+08
0 . 58 61E+08
0.91628+07
0.3837E+07
0.2940E+06
0 . 90 91E+0?
0.19528+08
0.6518E+08
0.64678+08

Xi

1.333
4.000
6 .667
9.333

12.000
r4 .66't
17.333
20.000
22 .66't
25.333
28.000
30.667

ROTÂTTONS DEFLECTIONS

MEMBER NUMBER Z

-0.4238E+05 -0
-0.1-9748+05 -0
-0.:-227l.+04 -0
0. r-379E+05 -0
0.2650E+05 0

0.34188+05 0

0.3843E+05 0

0.3880E+05 0

0.3645E+05 0

0 .30538+05 0

0.20828+05 0

0.7815E+0 4 -0

.2600E'-02

.382r.E-o1

.2408E-03

.L2448-04

.1826E-03

.t9'728-02

.59028-02

.8338E-01

.25908-02

.97 478-03

.95418-04

.78168-04

0

0

0

0
0

0

U

-0
-0
-0
_U

-0

1

4

6

9

T2
L4
L'l
20
22
25

.333

.000

.66'7

.333

.000

.66'7

.000

.667

.333
28.000
30.667
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C.2.6 Error messages

Various error and warning messages are produced within the program at

various stages. These messages are well documented, such that the user

would not have to refer to the guide.

Note: Ultimate moment or ultimate curvature referred in some messages

means the highest or lowest value entered in the data.

The following messages may be given by the program:

1. waRnruc!!!! srnucruRn sHowING TNTTAL cRACKTNc oN SEGMENT j
OF MEMBER N

Erplanation: The message is likely to be received in the analysis of

prestressed members where M2 exceeds M"r. It may also occur where

the structure cracks under dead load with or wilhoul M2. The user

should check that the correct value of dead load is entered.

2. wennrNc ::::: (-vn) EI ow SEcMENT j on unrrnBER n. cHECK rNpur

DATA

Erplanation: Negative EI is not permitted except in the advanced load-

ing stages of the structure, where local unloading may take place. If
this error message occurs, check that the input data (ie, M - ó relation)

is correct for that segment.

3. ulr. cURVATURE oF SEGMENT j FoR MEMBER n IS EXCEEDED.

\ryOULD YOU LIKE TO CARRY OUT THE ANALYSIS AGAIN USING THIS

SEGMENT AS THE CRITICAL SEGMENT ?

ENTER Y ON N

Enplanation: The program had initially chosen the critical segment

with the hope that it will be first to reach maximum curvature. Seg-

ment j would have reached the maximum curvature before the selected
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one. To get a fine representation of the behaviour of the structure, par-

ticular near and beyond the peak load, it is advisable to select segment

j as the critical segment, or increase the deformation increment steps.

This is done by entering Y (upper case letter) at the bottom of the

data file, on the first space.

C.2.7 Structure of the program

The main program is called SEGMA. The function of the main program is to

call the subroutines which perform specific tasks. There are 14 subroutines

and these are briefly described below.

1. Subroutine READATA reads the configuration of the structure, and cal-

culates the directional cosines, member length and segment length.

2. Subroutine MKRELT reads data on moment-curvature relations of the

segments.

3. Subroutine LoADPD works out the initial curvatures .IÇ and moments

Mo d'ue to prestress.

4. Subroutine TRANST transforms the moment-curvature relations after

working out moments due to prestress.

5. Subroutine RETRNS transforms the moment-curvature relations for the

second time.

6. Subroutine wRITED prints out the input data on the loading and the

configuration of the structure.

7. Subroutine sEARCH searches for the critical segment after carrying out

the analysis for the effects of prestressing, dead load and unit load.
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8. Subroutine tRral obtains the corresponding moments and stiffnesses

for a given curvature increment.

9. Subroutine pRINT prints the deformations of the structure when con-

vergency is achieved.

10. Subroutine LoADNc reads data on the loading of the structure and

arranges it in the form of a loading vector.

11. Subroutine FEM calculates the end moments using using the moment-

area method.

12. Subroutine MATRIX assembles the matrix of a member and the overall

structural matrix.

13. Subroutine cAUSS uses Gaussian elimination method to solve for the

nodal displacements and reactions.

l-4. Subroutine DEFoRM calculates internal member forces and the defor-

mations of the members

The overall flowchart of the program "SEGMA-PC" is given in Chapter 3.

The program has been written with sufficient comments statements to explain

what various sets of instructions do. The program is capable of analysing

structures with more members, segments and nodes than the maximum val-

ues mentioned above. This can be done by simply changing the dimension

statements of the variables concerned.
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This add.endum has been preparcd to satis[y the comments numbeted 24 and

Jg, which were made by the second examiner oÎ this úåesis:

Section 3.2.6 on page 101: The study is primarily concerned with the anal-

ysis of continuous partially prestressed bridge girders, for which it is

possible to ignore axial deformations completely. In order to extend the

range of applicability of the investigation and to consider one real bridge

of unusual configuration (Mt. Barker bridge in south Australia), the

program was extended to allow it to handle frarned structures. However,

it was beyond the scope of the thesis to include axial deformations in the

analysis of segments.

Nevertheless, in the computer program for the frame analysis, the treat-

ment of axial deformation is left as an option to the user to include or

exclude by simply selecting appropriate joint constraints as described on

page 300. This option allows framed structures to be analysed using

three degrees of freedom at a column and beam joint'

This joint constraint is used in the analysis of frames given in Section

3.7.? and 3.8. It is emphasised that although a beam element might

not change in length according to the analysis, this does not in any way

prevent lateral movement of the joints'

Section g.7.7 on page 146: Delete sentence beginning "Due to strain hard-

ening" on line 3 of paragraph 3, and ending on line 5 with "by the com-

puter programtt.




